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The EDITORIAL

T HE WORTD DID NOT HAVE LONG to
wait for tangible evidence of the shifts in
international relations brought about by the
"Gorbachev revolution". Ten, even five,
years ago the brash American gunboat
diplomaqF in the Gulf would have been
unthinkable given the then close alliance
between the Soviet Union and lraq. Indeed,
the pretext for this assertion of imperialist
hegemony - the Iraqi annexation of Kuwait
- would probably not have happened either:
such is the measure of Moscolv's abdication
of its "$uperpowef role of old, both in
terms of its relations with l{ashington and
its relations r,trith former allies and dient
states.

On the surface, the laqgest US military
adventure since Vietnam appears to suggest
the unqualified restoration of Washington's
suprem acy over the "Free World". However,
despite the spectacle of the Marines in the
desert sands with the British and French in
their tow, sudr appearances are deceptive.
For in the end, the real strength of the US
claim to world dominance is not measured
in terms of its capacity to wage war in the
Third World: this was never seriously in
doubt. The litmus test for the American
pretensions to world hegemony is not the
Arab peninsula, but Europe.

US control over Western Europe has
always been anchored in its tutelage over
West Germ dny, which in turn tvas codified
by the Four Powers veto over German
reunification. The fact that Chancellor Kohl
could go to Russia and settle the terms of
German unity without any public reference,
let alone deference, to the United States
speaks volumes about how much real
Ieverage Washington has lost in Europe.
This is not a regional sub-plot of merely
peripheral significance to the global rela-
tionship of forces. Whatever the formal
concessions to Washington's position in the
diplomatic settlement of the German Ques-
tion, Germany will have slipped out of
American control. Berlin - the likely capital
of a united Germany - will not be Bonn:
gone are the days when the third industrial
and military power in the world defined its
interests as those of a junior partner of
Capitol HilI and the Pentagon,The Gulf
crisis provides other pointers to the shape of

things to come: in the formation of what
nearly amounts to a joint European corr-
mand over the military forces dispatched by
the EEC member states in the region -
aligned with, but not subordinate to, the US
forces - and, above all, the announcement
that the Federal Republic woutd amend its
constitution to enable the future deploy-
ment of German hoops outside the geo-
political framework of NATO. What we are
witnessing is nothing less than the emerg-
ence of a new power in vvorld politics.

Against this backdrop, recent events
inside Germany assume the ufunost signifi-
caRce because they will to a large extent
determine the nature of its role on the
European and world stage. There is no
article on the German Democratic Republic
in this issue of Labour Focus because the
situation there is so much in flux that any
analysis is likely to be overtaken by
developments well before it appears in
print, and a detailed account of the death
throes of what used to call itself "the first
German workers' and peasants' state" will
have to wait until the next issue of this
journal. By then, of course, the GDR will
have formally ceased to exist.

For the time being, it appears that the
German Right is firmly in control, and
Chancellor Kohl's Christian Democrats are
hot favourites to win the first all-Gerrnan
elections since L933. OnIy a year ngo, the
Social Democrats appeared in the ascendflr-
cy in both German states, but their utter
failure to promote a coherent alternative
to Kohl's annexation drive has reduced the
SPD to helpless petulance from the opposi-
tion benches. The PDS, successor to the East
German communist pafry, may not even be
represented in the all-Gerrnan parliament
unless it can benefit from the deepening
economic and social gloom in the former
GDR and strike some real roots in the West.
The largest radical opposition grouping is
the newly-formed alliance between the West
German Greens and the East German New
Forum, but its political and ideological
heterogeneity make it seem unlikely that it
can be more than an electoral rallying point
for various ecological, feminist and pacifist
protest movements.

The weakness, disparity and confusion

I
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in the ranks of the opposition have been
Kohl's best weapons as he was riding his
Iuck since the collapse of the Honecker
regime. lYhatever his majority on December
Znd, he will in many respects remain a
weak leader heading a government with
uncertain long-terrn prospects and an ill-
defined strategy. Given the scale of the
social and economic problems and the
intricate mesh of industrial and commercial
Iinks with the Soviet Union and Eastern
Europe - the legary left to the new
Germany by the former GDR - as well as

a public mood whidr is ovenvhelmingly
pacifist, sympathetic to the Soviet Union
and concerned lvith ecological issues, the
domestic pressures on the government of
the new Germany point not towards a
revival of Atlanticism, but a further drift
eastwards and a new European axis of
German'Soviet cooperation.

The division of Germany may have been
healed, but the old German Question has
not been resolved. It has only assumed a
new 

Gilnter Minnerup

As we u)ere ?re?&ring tlis issue of l^abour Focus

fo, tlrc press, it u)es with great sadness tlmt we
learnt of the ileath of our s?onsor, cotttrode and
dear friend Tamara Deutscher.

Tamsra u)ns born in 1"9L4 at Lodz in
Poland, and grew a? undcr the shadow of
fascism abroad and nationalism, anti-semitistn
and militarism at home &rc experience that
u)&s to mark lrcr political outlook inilelibly,
Like her com?atriot Rosa Luxemburg, slw u)as
to be an internationalist aboae all else. In L940,
she cafirc as an exile to Britain, wlure she met
the young Isaac Deutscher and chose him as her
companion fo, life. In the course of a marriage
and intellectual collaboration cut tragically
slrcrt in L967 by Isaac's sudden and early

ileath, Tamarq ?layed an
indispensable part &s

researcher and first critic
in tlw production of a

series ,f seminal worlcs,
,f afiich the crort)?ring
achieaement u)os to be

the great three-oolutne
biograyhy of Trotsky
which has remained suclt
an indispensable book fo,
socialfsfs in eoery yart of
the world,

Af ter the terrible
sltock of Isaac's dcath,
Tamara threw herself
into neu) intellectual and
political proiects, Slrc
worked witlr. E,H, Carr
on the later oolumes of
his History of Sooiet Rus-
oia. She editeil collections
of Isasc's essays and
i ournalism, She wrote

Labour
Focus, New Left on fleu)
cultural and political ileaelopments in tlrc
Sooiet Union, Slrc established the Isaac Deuts-
clrcr Memorial Prize (now to be renamed the
Deutscher Memorial Prize) to encourage neu,
Mamist writing. After Sooiet tanks entered

Prague in L968, she helpeil set up - and playeil
&n octiae role in tlrc Committee to Defend
Czecho sloo sk So cialists.

Tamara's home in Hampstead, where she
lived with her only qnil fiiuclr-looeil son Martin,
becamc fl welcotning haoen fo, socialists and
political exiles fro* ffinny countries, drawn
there not ittst by her prestige as a ftyrt ,f
historic siature on the' international'lift, bui
aboae all by her arurmth of personality, her
integrity and lrcr unfailing interest in political
conilitions throughout the utorld.

Tamara u)as a s?onsor of Inbour Focus fro*
its inception, snd this u)as no tnere lcnding of
lrcr t atne. She read and cotntncnted on the
contents of each issue, made oaluable sugges-
tions, and euen, in L979, showed in the most
eloquent wey how seriously shc took hcr
comruitment by resigning, when she disagreed
witlr what she sa.u) fls n mistalcen approach to
Sooiet reality uniler Brezhneo - fortunately for
usr she agreed to refleu) her s?onsorship a few
yenrs later. We benefited greatly from Tamara's
lccen criticism. Ottc ,f her greatest qudlities
w&s her freedom from ?at oiews - indeed she
u)as always only too painfully nu,are of the
contradictions anil ililcmmas of world politics
(the cor,rrse of Polish eoents ooer tlrc ?rct
decade prooides iust one instance),

Although Tamara had been ?oor in health

fo, seoeral years, she u)as inoigorated
although also frtqurntly anguisluil by the
eaolution of Sooiet politics under Gorbacheo,
Slrc u)a.s particularly ilelighted by the recent
translation and publication of tlw final chapter
of the Trotsky trtlogy, and by thc award of the
1,988 Deutscher Pri ze to a y oung
Soaiet Marxist, Boris Kagarlitsky, Only a few
days before her death, her face lit up when she

held in lrcr hands the first oolume of Trotsky
to be published in tlw Sooiet Union since the
lannties. She retained her keen mind, her
aitality and lur wannth to the last, and u)e

shall miss her sorely.

Quintin Hoare
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EAST & WEST

J

by DANIEL SINGER

To loae, and bear; to
From its own utreck the

hrp, till Hope crmt*
thing it contemplates"

"Ta sufler woes which Hope thinks infinite;
To forgioe wrangs darker than death or night;

To ddy Poarcr which seems omnipotmt;

lrad left the stage with bullets in his head. We
were clearly watching the twilight of a reign, the
end of an 

-era, 
the c5Uapse of iegimes that were

the result of revolutions not only carried out from
above but imported from abroad.

We were also attending the final funeral of
Stalinism as a system. In February 1956, in his
famous "secret" indictment of Stalin, Nikita
Krushchev stunned the faithful by revealing that
the corpse of their demigod *ur stinkingl The
shock was terrible. Yet it took a third of a century
for the system based on this cult to be dismantled
throughout the empire.

Behind these certainties lurks a question mark.
For the first time it is necessary to ask whether
1917 marks the beginning of an epoch, like 1789,
or whether it inaugurates a heroic but tragic
experiment, the abortive search for a shortcut, and
is, therefore, in historical terms merely a bracket?
The problem, whatever the answer, is crucial.
When the balance-sheet of this era is finally drawn
up, it will not be as one-sided as the assessments
improvised today on the spur of the moment. The
impact of the Soviet experiment on the outside
world illustrates this complexity.

There is no doubt that the identification of
commtrnism with the Russian conc€ntration camp
or with the Soviet tank contributed to the current
discredit of the very idea of socialism both in the
West and in Eastern Europe. But it is also true that
the pioneering exploit of the Bolsheviks, the
seizure of power by the workers, gave hope to
nrillions of- downtrodden throughout the world,
encouragd them to resist and to rebel. Not all the
subsequent revolutions were sponsored from
above. Or, to take another irstance. It is absurd to
suggest that the foreign policy of Stalin and his
epigones was driven by the desire to spread
revolution and communism throughout the world.
On the contraryr the international revolutionary
rnovement was strictly subordinated to the in-
terests of Soviet foreign policy. Yet the very
existence of that policy acted as a limit, not dlways
but sometiures, on the expansion of Western, i.e.
since the war essentially American, imperialism.
(Today the Brezhnev doctrine is fortunately
vanishing, but the Monroe Doctrine, in its Bush
version, is alas stronger than ever).

There are lnore irnrnediate reasons why we
must face up to this issue. The collapse of the East
European regimes is trumpeted by our Propagan-
da machine as final proof that socialism is
unworkable. Capital hates frontiers limiting its
field of action. It now eyes with growing appetite
both Eastern Europe and tlre Soviet Union as

Shelley, Prornetheus Unbound

"ln Russia the problem could only be posed",
wrote Rosa Luxemburg referring to the realisation
of socialism, "it could not be solved in Russia". I
am not quoting Luxemb*g because she was the
only person treating the Bolshevik revolution as
potentially an episode; when she wrote those lines,
in tlre sulnlner of 19'1,8, its hold on power was very
uncertain. I mention her because she seemed lnore
than anybody else to view revolution as a
world-wide phenomenorl and one spread over a
historical period, flrus involving advances and
retreats, victories and defeats. This vision of
seizure of power as probably provisional added
even more importance to her emphasis on the
need to stick to socialist principles in order to
show an example, to prepare the ground for future
fighters and coming generations. It took clever
servants of our establishment a great deal of
chutzpah subsequently to present that great
woman revolutionary as the scourge of the
Bolslreviks. In fact, even in her most critical
pamphl€tl, from which these quotations are taken,
she hailed them for doing everythirrg that could
be done "within the lirnits of historical possibili-
ties", thus saving "the honour of international
socialism". But she also warned Lenin and Trotsky
not to make of necessity a virtue and of the
limitations dictated by circumstances an example
for the movement at large. What in their case was
still a minor blemish was turned into a calamity
as Stalin forged his system and imposed it on an
obedient international movernent as the undis-
puted model. An exorbitant price is still being
paid for this confusion of the Stalinist nightmare
with socialist dreams.

Such thoughts came to mind watching the
dramatic unfolding of events in 'I.,989. The year of
the bicentenial of the French Revolution was to be
celebrated as marking the burial of all radical
breaks. History, as it offended, therr quickened
pace. Prornpted by Gorbachev's perestroika and
fed by domestic discontent, a tidal wave swept
across Eastern Europe toppling a series of regimes
that were communist but in narne. In Warsaw and
Budapest, in Berlin and Prague. Before the year
was out, even Ceatrsescu, the Rornanian Caligula,
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territory to swallow in order to both expand its
rule and extend its survival. This, however, is the
potential prize for tomorrow. Meanwhile, there are
ideological benefits to be gathered. Mr. Francis
Fukuyaillo, the poor man's Hegel (or more
accurately, third rate but very much a rich man's
Hegel), describing capitalism as the culmination of
history, was only part of a vast chorus singing the
vanity of any attempt to get rid of the prevailing
system.

However noisy, this propaganda can actually
be countered quite easily. To die you must have
lived and what we have known so far is really
inexisting socialism. Besides, the prophets now
announcing the final death of socialism are the
very same wl'ro only yesterday, with equal
corrviction, spoke of tlre immutability of "totalita-
rian communism", the hell from which there was
and there could be no exit. The Fukuyarnas can
also be reminded that they are saying what the
servants of the ruling system have always
proclairned in the past, namely that history did
exist but has come to an end with the victory of
their masters. Yet before scoring debating points,
itself quite a useful exercise, we must ourselves
grasp what is really collapsing on the eastern
front, ask why it is falling to pieces and guess
what is likely to be put in its place.

The "original sin" and its
consequences
To seize the tragic dimension of the Soviet
revolution it is indispensable to go back to the
'briginal sin", if one may use such a religious
terrns, of its inception, to the contrast between the
Marxist design corlceived for the advanced capital-
ist countries of Western Europe arrd tlre backward-
ness of Mother Russia, to the "proletarian revolu-
tion" carried in a land where the workir,rg class,
shrunk by civil war, was surrounded by a huge
peasant sea. Russia was supposed to be only the
"weakest link" in the chain and the centre of
gravity was to shift to Germany and beyond as the
revolution spread westward. But the revolution
failed to spread. The Bolsheviks could either
surrender2 or they could cling on to power,
hoping their isolation would prove temporary. In
that case, in the rneantirne they had to carry out
themselves their country's urlaccornplislled task,
its industrial revolution. Isolated, surrounded by
enemies, the Soviet Union had to achieve within
a decade, because tlre danger was irnmediate,
what in the West had taken over a century with
the help of colonial plunder and ruthless uproot-
ing of the peasantry. The highly contradictory
terrn, "prirnitive socialist accumulation", coin"d by
Vladimir Srnimov and elaborated by Yevgenii
Preobrazhensky', sums up the terrible but also
completely unexpected task thrust on the revolu-
tion's agenda.

Barbarism, as Lenin put it even more bluntly,
had to be uprooted in Russia by barbarian means.
Does this lnean that only tl're Georgian tyrant
could fulfil this function? Personully I aur uot
convinced that Stalinisrn, with its concentration
camps and its Byzantine cult of the leader, was
inevitable in tlre circurnstances. This, however, is
not the place for a complex discussion of this
subject. For tlre sake of our argurtent only two

points have to be made. The first is that the system
did fulfil its role for a time and in its own fashion.
It turned peasants into workers, spread skills and
education. The crude economic command from
above did function as long as the "planning" was
mainly concerned with the coordination of 'a
limited number of huge plants. The industrialisa-
tion at breakneck speed provided the Soviet Union
with the guns, tanks and planes thanks to which
the Red Army was able to resist the German
invasion and then liberate Europe frsm the Nazis.

The counterpoint is that this process of
development, hardly the most efficient, had very
liffle to do with socialism. It was not a case of
capitalism being superseded because it had
reached its full potential. The Soviet peasants did
not join collective farms because the private ones
had gone beyond the point of highest efficiencli
they were driven into the kolkhozy by a bloody
collectivisation. The Bolsheviks did not inherit a
complex industry which required planning for
coherent growth; they had to build an industry
almost from scratch using methods borrowed from
F.l,V. Taylor's rather than any socialist rnanual.

Altogether, either in economic or political
terms, the ruthless mechanism of command from
above had nothing in common with Marx's vision
of freely associated producers gaining mastery
over their labour and leisure, that is to say over
their lives. But this strange product of unexpected
circumstances was painted as the workers' para-
dise and imposed as a compulsory model for the
world at large. The nlore or less necessary evils
were hailed as a virtue. Worst of all, friends and
foes alike seemed agreed that what was being
forged in the Soviet Union was socialism.

However, Stalinism too, if one may so
paraphrase, contained tl're seeds of its own
destruction. The political system designed for
uprooted and half-illiterate nruzhiks became in-
creasingly obsolete as the population grew more
urban and better educated. An economy more
complex and rnore sophisticated rendered the
crude dictation from the from the top and from
the centre counter-productive. By mid-century the
whole structure was only held together by the
conditioned reflexes of an ageing dictator and in
1953 his successors were faced with the need for
a complete overhaul. Though their problem was
immense, the basic question could be worded
rather sirnply: how do you make people work if
you wish to get rid of a mechanism of coercion
based fundamentally on tlre fear of the concentra-
tion camp coupled with moral exhortations, and if
you do not wish to replace it by the capitalist
system of coercion based on the fear of unemploy-
ment linked with the dazzling tyranny of the
market? It is the problern of incentives, though not
only material incentives, in a fast changing sociefy.

A socialist answer to this question required in
Rtr.ssia nothing less than a democratic revolution.
Democratic relations were needed on the shop-
floor, giving the working people a real say in the
organisation of their own work and the general
division of labour, if the slogan about "our
factories" was to cease to be a hypocritical
metaphor. But this was not enough. Democracy
had to be spread, or rather invented, at all levels
of the country's life so that planning, the need for
which would not vardsl'r, could cease to be the
dictation of an alien Leviathan and become the
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self-management of a society seeking to master its
own fate, These major questions, which have not
yet been tackled, let alone solved , by Gorbachev's
pereshoika, could not even be raised by Stalin's
epigones.

Nikita Krushchev, half-peasant, half-townsman
and as such a symbol of the Soviet Union in
transition, did show a striking awareness of the
rreed for radical change. However/ he chose a
constituency the party apparatus utterly
unsuited to this task. The apparatchiks saw
nothing wrong with the inherited system except
Stalin's propensity to purge his own faithful
servants (his bloody way to prevent the crystallisa-
tion of a ruling class). What they wanted was
Stalinism plus security of tenure. Even Krush-
chey's haphazard half-rneasures were too much
for them and they toppled him when the reforms
seemed to threaten their position. The man they
picked to replace him, Leonid Brezhnev, made the
unwritten pledge never to endanger the interests
of the privileged. He kept his word and his iob for
eighteen years. The political price paid for this
unexpected longevity was immobilify resulting in
what is now known as the age of stagnation. All
irnportant reforms were shelved. After a time
Bredurev also reached a truce with the working
class: you don't mix irr politics and we shall not
drive you too fast on assembly lines.

The inevitable happened. The Soviet economy
slackened its pace. The returns on investment
diminished. Housing and the welfare state were
squeez3d in this process. But if the economy calrle
almost to a halt, society kept on changing, with
peasants rnoving to town, with less frightened and
much better educated generations entering the
labour market. They had been prornised "gulash
socialism" and were getting neither. The potential-
ly explosive mixture of economic stagnation and
social discontent cotild not last. The apparatchiks
showed their resistance to change by selecting the
decrepit Konstantin Chernenko as a stopgap
leader. By 1985 they had to resign themselves to
Mikhail Gorbachev and radical reforms. But before
we tackle perestroika, we must have a glance at
the area where its results were to be most
spectacular in 1989, dt the empire Stalin acquired,
not in any fit of absentmindedness, but in the
struggle for survival against the Nazis.

Socialism in a single bloc
By one of those ironies of which History is
apparently fond, Joseph Stalin, charnpion of
"socialism in a single country", carried his version
of it up to the Elbe at the end of the last war. At
first he saw the conquered land as urerely a
protective glacis (otherwise, punitive reparations
against East Gerrnany, a future partner, would not
have made sense). He then decided to reshape it
in Russia's image. Thus Stalin's armies, like
Napoleon's, altered the social order in the
countries they crossed. Throughout eastern and
central Europe, they elirninated factory owners
and uprooted landlords. This was their revolution-
ary heritage and, whatever may be written today,
their progressive function.

Unfortunately it was linked with less progres-
sive featr,rres. The revolution was an imported
product and, by this very nature, had not been

carried by the people but imposed on them from
above. Later the split of the world into two blocs,
with the ensuing separation from the international
division of labour, was a serious drawback,
particularly for the more industrialised countries
like Czechoslovakia. The third handicap might
have been more than compensated by the advan-
tages of an alternative system, if the exported
model were not the Stalinist one which, in political
terms, meant one-party dictatorship, police repres-
sion and Moscow-like trials and, in economic
terms, as we just saw, was from the very start of
its extension obsolete.

Naturally, things did not look quite as bad at
the tirne as they do now, retrospectively, in the
hour of bankruptcy proceedings. Though impor-
ted, the regirne was not always unwelcolne.
Pro-Russian feelings were strong in, say, Bulgaria,
and Czechoslovakia had d*p left-wing traditions
(the 387o of the poll captured by the CP there in
a free vote in 1946 was a symptom of that mood).
Even in Hungary or Poland, where hostility was
greater, the memories of the. pre-war regimes, of
their failures and their injustices, were sufficiently
fresh for quite a nurnber of peopler particularly
among young intellectuals, to greet a new regime
promising a radical break with the past (some of
these early enthusiasts are today lecturing on the
evils of socialism in Western, particularly Amer-
ican, universities). But all over Eastern Europe the
story of the last forty-five years has been one of
missed opportunities and broken illusions.

The elfects of tlre failure of Stalin's successors
to reshape his heritage spread
Soviet frontiers. 1956 was

beyond

the area. In Po-
land's "spring in
October" the
hopes were provi-
sionally confirmed
as the once imptis-
oned Wladyrlaw
Gomulka returned
to office. But the
lirnits of charrge
were at once writtelr
in blood by the
Soviet troops
crushing the Hunga-
rian ins urrection.
Nevertheless the
"tevision-
ists", those
thinking
tha t the
regi mes
were f un-
damentally
right though in need of radical reforrt, could still
cling to their belief for a time, even if the
pleonastic narne given to tlreir next proiect, the
Czech "socialism with a hurnan face", showed
how much the very idea was now in need of once
urlrlecessary qualification. And, in 1968, the Soviet
tanks entering Prague put an end to a wllole
period. The Polish workers who next climbed on
the stage were not talking of reforrning the regime
but of changing it.

Nikita Krushchev with Stalin,
I 938
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trndeed, instead of widening, the social base of
thme regimes kept ol1 shrinking. Stalin, together
with the iron fist, provided a myth and at that
time there were still many believers. Krushchev
replaced the ideology by the promise of a new
deal for tlre consutner. Brezhnev had nothing to
offer. The health and education services open to

all, the prospect of social advancement for
children of workers and peasants, all

yesterday's attractions were falling
victims of stagnation. "socialism"

no longer meant only the Soviet
tank and repression. For millions
it also stood for economic back-
wardness. The pre-war past
was now sufficiently distant
to be idealised for the new
generations and the West

factors will have to be taken into account and the
circumstance that during its years underground
Solidarity was helped by American money (chan-
nelled through AFL-CIO) is not to be neglected.
But the real reasons are much deeper. Acfually,
the strong Western emphasis on the imrnediate
conversion to capitalism, as we shall see, came
only later. To understand why a Tadeusz Mazo-
wiecki/ orlce a progressive Catholic trying to
reconcile Socialisrn with Christianity, becornes a
prirne minister who presides over a Thatcherite
policy of privatisation or wlry a Vaclav Havel,
who a few years ago described himself vaguely as
a socialist, no longer does so today, one mist k*p
in mind the extraordinary change in the ideologic-
al climate. The bankruptcy of the cornrnand
economy has been interpreted as that of democra-
tic planning, the fiasco of neo-Stalinism as the
funeral of socialism, and the failwe of a Mitterand
to build something different as the final proof of
the absence of any radical alternative. To talk of
"the end of ideology" is as absurd today as it ever
was. What we have been witnessing for some
years now is the ideological hegemony of the
capitalist gospel.

But I am running ahead of the story.
Mazowiecki's premiership, Havel's presidenry, or
the crumbling of the Berlin Wall for that maffer,
were inconceivable without the crucial shifts in
Moscow.

The centre and the periphery
Mikhail Gorbacl'lev was accepted by his peers
because the economic stagnation had reached the
point of potential political explosion. Though one
of them, he belonged to the fraction pleading that
a radical reform had becorne inevitable. He also
understood, unlike the Chinese and unlike so
many Western advisers now suffering from
amnesia, that to reform the economy it is
llecessary to proceed with a deep political
transformation. If he may not have known from
the start how far this would take him, he has
shown a great capacity to sail forward with each
new tide. Thus in its first years the perestroika
offered the exhilarating experience of a country
awakening from its slurnber/ recovering its ril€Irl-
ory and its voice, of a people learning to debate,
to choose between various versions and different
candidates. As books were published, plays
staged, films shown that had no chance of being
produced a few years earlier, ds newspapers
changed their nature and television its coverage,
the Soviet Union became an altogether different
country. All these freedoms of speech or assembly,
it will be obiected, are merely the bourgeois
revolution come to Russia two centuries late. But
freedoms are no less precior.r.s because they were
originally bourgeois and they change content,
raising new issues, in a country where private
ownership of the means of production was
eliminated.

It is in econornics that tl're perestroika has so
far failed to produce resulb. It was supposed to
alter the system entirely, shifting it from a
cornrnand rnechanism to some form of market
economy. According to the critics, up to now it
has begotten the worst of both systems. The tnain
reason for this failure is that the leadership does

sufficiently
perceived

dazzling to be
as cornucopia.

Propped only by the fear of
. Soviet intervention, the ruling
. Comrnunist parties were ready

for history's broom.
The case of Poland, often a

pioneer of change, shows how
tl'te rnovement first turned

against the regime and then
swung to the rigl'rt, two trends that

Brezhnev -
"nothing to offer"

should not be confused. The revi-
sionist illusions that Gomulka would

radically reforur tlre system did not
last. By 1970 Poland's workers won from

tlreir "workers' state" in bloody battle the
right to veto the government's policy on

consurner prices. Six years later, as the Party
vainly tried to abolish that veto, a srnall band of
intellectuals carne to the rescue of the battered
workers. This alliarrce was re-enacted in that
glorious sLtmmer of 1980, when the intellectuals
offered their services to the workers who were
conquering the then utlprecedented right to form
ar1 independent union. The victorious workers
were no lovers of "really existing socialism" but,
in very Marxist fashion, they presented their owrl
interests as "the superior interests of society as a
whole". And the year after, fulidarify, their union,
was talking in terrns of self-rnanagement both in
the factories and the country at large. Indeed, the
vague project of a new parliament, with a lower
hou"se, in which the Communist Party still had a
guaranteed majority, and a senate, representing
workers' councils and other forms of autogestion,
was probably the last chance of transition through
a historic compromise in a non-capitalist direction.

The CP chose otherwise. It was ready to make
a deal with the Catholic Church not with the
workers. It opted for the military coup which
crushed the labour movement. Not enough to
impose an economic reform, and this is why it had
to resign itself to new talks within a decade, but
sufficiently to alter the balance of forces within
Solidarity. In 'J.989, when it came to the rlew
historical compromise and the transfer of power,
the intelligentsia was in charge and flre proletariat
was part of the electoral fodder. And the resulting
government had dropped its vision of workers'
democracy for the sake of the uronetarist rnodel of
Milton Friedman.

When one colnes to study caref.rlly the sweep
and speed of this rnetarnorphosis, all sorts of
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not really know where and how far it wants to go
and this brings us back to politics. In Stalin's time
all social forces were reduced to obedient silence.
Under Brezhnev the assunption was that interests
would neither be hurt nor expressed. It is only
now that the interests of the various classes and
social groups begin to crystallise and seek a
political expression.

The most articulate grouping, and a pioneer of
perestroika, is the potential priailigentsia, the
managers, econornists, and all sorts of other
professionals whose numbers have grown and
who want to have more say in the running of the
factories and of the country. They want the
market, big income differentials, incentives involv-
ing different standards of housing, health or
education for the successful. Contrary to legend,
they are not for introducing privileges into an
allegedly egalitarian society. They are for shifting
privileges, and power, from the obedient appar-
atchiks to the dynamic lnanagers, from the
nomenklatwa to what they would describe as the
meritocracy. Are they not perturbed by the
prospect of where the logic of the market might
lead? The lessons of Eastem Europe have induced
thern to urge that the process of reform be
speeded up and not slowed down or altered.

These developments have also led to a divorce
between Gorbachev and some of his original
supporters, based ol1 political ratlrer than philo-
sophical grounds. Mikhail Gorbachev has too sure
a grasp of Soviet realities to believe that he can
win backed sirnply by u section of tl're intelligentsia.
He has always known that to break the resistance
of tl're bureaucracy he needs the support of the
workers, whose interests are threatened by the
reform; the idea to have managers elected by the
staff, which has not got very far, was conceived
as a stratagelrl to gain their sympathy. Above all
he realism that in a country affected by shortages
the prospect of unenlployment, of ostentatious
social differences and tlre current resentment
against private speculators barely disguised under
the cooperative label may well allow the conserva-
tives to mobilise, pretending not to defend their
own interests as the nomenklatura but those of the
country's downtrodden.

h'l the ambiguor.rs controversy over economic
reform one voice is still too faint, that of the
socialist opposition trying to reconcile the workers
witlr a good part of the intelligemtsia, adrnitting the
need for incentives yet setting them in an
egalitarian perspective, defending planning while
attacking the bureaucracy - all this by u movement
from below, by spreading democracy well beyond
the bounds conceived by Gorbaclrev and his
reformist critics, self-management on the shopfloor
leading to self-governrnent on the national scale.
Ordy such an atternpt to answer questions facing
society since Stalin's death cary in my opinion,
provide a solution to Russia's predicarnent and,
possibly, preserve the Soviet Union as an entity.

That the Union should rlow be threatened is
Mr. Gorbachev's heritage not his accomplishment.
The perestroika merely released the accumulated
tensions and glasnost revealed them to the world.
It is uot to betray one's belief in dernocracy to
observe that when the lid was finally lifted all the
smell that surfaced was not Chanel No. 5. There
also came a stench of prejudice, iingoism,
anti*semitic hatred, orr odour that spread well

beyond the allegedly patrioti c Pamyat society. Old
ghosts are being joined by new monsters and this
is nst surprising, the irrationality of government
having reinforced the forces of unreason in
society. In particular, the Great Russian chauvin-
ism, encouraged by the Georgian tyrant, stimu-
lated nationalism in tlre Republics and prevented
it from finding a natural outlet. Now the regime
is faced not only with the reasonable aspirations
towards autonomy but also with atavistic hatreds
and rnedieval passions. The Union will not be kept
together without a renewed cornmunity of in-
terests cernented by sorle form of ideological
cohesion.

In this short survey I have purposely excluded
foreign poliry where Gorbachev has scored
serious successes and altered the international
equation except as far as it affects the Soviet
bloc in Europe, that is to say treinendously. For
years all the protest rnovements in Eastern Europe
knew that there was a Rubicon, crossing which
would provoke a Soviet Intervention and all the
achievements at the periphery were fragile as long
as reform was not consolidated at the centre.
Perestroika changed all that. When Mikhail
Gorbachev dropped the Brezhnev doctrine or, at
least, its provision that members of the Warsaw
Pact could not alter the prevailing social order, he
signed tl're death warrant for regimes which by
then, as we saw, were only resting on the tl'ueat
of Soviet intervention. He can thus be described
as the stage rnanager of the revolutionary events
of 1989. lf he did not necessarily desire the
outcome nor set the exact tirnetable, we now know
that he did accept well in advance the Soviet
retreat from Eastern Europea.

Quite naturally, the countries of imported
revolution have gone much further in their
restoration than Russia. Here the ghosts from the
past seern to have taken over the whole stage.
Though the revival of capitalism is for tomorrow,
all the pre-war parties are being resurrected
without paying much attention to the intervening
social changes (such as the reduced role of the
peasarltry). Actually, the new governments in
Budapest, Prague or Warsdw, including Commun-
ists in senior or junior positions, act as if th*y
wanted to wipe out half a century and recover
their pre-war position in Europe, forgetting that,
except for the Czechs, they were then very poor
relations. Contrary to some of their expectations,
the East Europeans will not be offered the choice
between socialdemocratic Sweden and Thatcher-
ite Britain. Their comparative rank will be closer
to that of Mexico or Bolivia. The new rulers are
not deterred. Will they be followed? The people of
Eastern Europe have shown with their feet and
their ballot papers what they do not want. They
still have to determine what they wish to put in
its place.

Open frontiers and restoration
When regimes tumble every week it is presump-
tuous, or foolish, to forecast the course of events
in the months to coure. Btrt one can veuture
hypotl'reses about deeper trends. This is the sense
in which l want to suggmt that all the countries
of Eastern Europe, including Russia, will first
rnove in a capitalist direction. This concept,
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however, has to be defined. The existence of a
market does not rnean such a return to capitalisrn:
alry transition to socialism will take time and
involve a long period with a mixed economy. The
search for a proper yardstick or for incentives does
not mean it either. What is at stake is the general
sense of direction. Is the economy rnoving towards
a system in which production, consumption and
investment will be shaped by the conscious will of
society or towards one in which they will be
determined by the profit-oriented forces of the
market? I suggest that Eastern Europe will be
moving in the latter if it proceeds with its
intention to open its frontiers, accept full converti-
bility of its currencies and recover its place in the
international division of labour.

When the Bolsheviks introduced their mono-
poly of foreign trade they knew that their
departure from the international division would
be costly. But this was tlre price they had to pay,
as Preobrazlrensky put its, to disassociate their
"private econolny from the world private eco-
nomy towards which it was tending". The hope
was that, the revolution spreading to utore
advanced capitalist countries, tl're damage would
be limited. Then Stalin invented the theory of
"socialism in one country" and coined the slogan:
"To catch up with and overtake Anrerica". But
though he spread his regime up to the Elbe, he did
not produce an alternative society and, though
Russia began by closing the gap, it still lies far
behind. Indeed, the frontiers are being opened at
the worst mornent, after a period of stagnation.
Knowing tlre tendency of the capitalist rnarket to
rernove obstacles and the prevailing discrepancy
in productivity or teclurological know-how, the
outcorne of an open contest is beyond doubt.

A bridgehead, however, should not be con-
fused with a successful invasion and here one
must draw quantitative differetlces between the
various countries of Eastern Europe and a
qualitative olte between thern and the Soviet
lJnion. All these post-revolutionary states, while
nowhere forging a socialist society, had national-
ised tlre ureans of production. They are llow faced
with the unprecedented task of privatising not a
plant or an industry but the bulk of the ecotlolrly.
Tlre Poles have opted for a shortcut to capitalism,
on which you can break your political neck. The
Czechs, whose crisis is less acute, are proceeding
rnore slowly; even their rnonetarism is supposed
to have a liuman face. Yet in all these countries

wlrere socialism is now perceived as an alien
imposition and the leaders of the conversion as
yesterd ay's resisters, capitalism will have to show
its seamy side - the unemployment, the yawning
gap between rich and poor - for an entirely new
Left to emerge. In the Soviet Union the turning
point may corne at an earlier stage.

Whether the resistance will be successful is
another maffer. These regimes are more compli-
cated than tlrey are now being described. They
preached one thing and practised another. This
gap between promise and fulfihnent greatly
contributed to the political apathy and cynicism.
Yet the socialist ideal, in some curious fashion,
also lnarlaged to sink in. Eastern technocrats who,
wlrether they still hold a party card or not, sound
as Harvard Business School graduates having
joined the International Monetary Fund, bitterly
complain about their worst handicap the
egalitarianism and thirst for social iustice of their
populations. It rernains to be seen whether the
quite understandable resentment against "actually
existing socialisrn" will prove stronger and more
lasting than this socialist subconscious. All that
can be said for the moment is that this is the
beginning of a long conflict, that the main
confrontation will take place in the centre not at
the periphery and that only early in the next
millennium will it be possible to answer the
crucial question at the heart of this essay: was 1917
the begiming of a heroic yet tragic diversion
ending in capitalism, or was the revolution,
though prernature and then perverted, a positive
step ol1 rnankind's road towards rnastery over its
own fate?

The abuses and uses of the
Eastern question
Even this bird's eye view of the Eastern scene
shows how its dramatic metamorphosis is vital for
the Western world, both for outr rulers and for
parties and people who consider themselves
progressive. For the capitalist establishrnent, East-
errl Europe offers a tantalising prize and its
rnembers have descended upon it like vultures.
Special envoys of the IMF and the World bank, of
the European commission and the OECD prepare
the ground. Bankers, industrialists, ministers and
presidents, the Gerlnan Chancellor and the Japane-
se Prime Minister follow with their cheque books
and the comlnon query "what's in it for rne?"
Liberty and democracy have been quickly trans-
lated into freedorn to sell and then export profits.
Incidentally, "market socialism" has proved a
slrort-lived uazet both sides now apparently only
interested in the first term. To those who, in
keeping with common East-West fashion, claim
that there is no need to mention democracy in the
salne breath as the market because the forrner is
by definition inseparable from the latter, one is
ternpted to reply they should preach their sermon
in Joharuresburg. Actually, because it will be
difficult to push the "market economy" down the
throat of a Jurprised population voices are already
raised, suggesting "special powers" in Poland and
"authoritarian rule" in Russia, on the grounds that
flre market must come first and democracy will
follow after. The invasion has begun. Whether the
capitalist conquest will succeed is still uncertain.
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The ideological dividends, on the other hand,
are already being collected and have been for
solne time. In the mid-1970s when, a deep
econornic crisis following student protests, the
system felt threatened, the gulag carnpaign, the
discovery by latterday Christopher Columbuses,
tlre nouu€aux philosophes, of Soviet concentration
camps, came to the rescue. Describing the search
for any radical solutior"r as leading inevitably to a

totalitarian dead-erd, it helped capitalism to
survive, to break the resistance of the labour
movement and to reassert its ideolo-
gical domination. Tlre
reactionary trends in
the two halves of
Europe feeding one
another, this helpd tlre
rightward swing in tlre
East and the tide is
now returning having
gathered m uch
momentum. The anlbi-
tion today is to break
the Promethean spirit
altogether, to destroy
the belief in a radical
alternative. It is no lon-
ger "totalitarian corn-
munisul", it is capital-
isrn, wllether you like it
or not, which is being
presented as a system
from which there can
be no exit, since it
ln a rks the end o f
history.

This line of the
establishment, carried
with Eastern help and
mass mobilisation of
the media, dictates the
strategy of the Left. We no longer need to defend
in Eastern Europe the right of expression of people
with whom we disagree; marry forrner victims are
llow in the corridors of power. We can pick and
choose our allies, broadly where latterday Black
Hundreds or neo-Nazis are a serious threat, rnore
selectively when we seek partners to struggle
together for a socialist resurrectiorl.

It rnay be obfected that, at least to begin with,
there will not be urany candidates for that struggle
in Eastern Europe. Undoubtedly. But we can help
to shorten that period in many ways. By
reminding, for instance, the East Euopealls who
look at their pre-war past through rosy spectacles
of its real colour, recalling Admiral Horthy for the
Hungariaru, Marshall Pilsudski for the Poles,
reacting against the rlew Russian rnyth that the
left-wirrg critics of Stalin were as bad or worse
than the dictator. Yet our main task is obvious. It
is human and natural for East Europeans, who
waste hours standing in line or otherwise chasing
scarce goods, to be dazzled by our glittering city
liglrts and our tempting shopping centres; for
people who had to deal witl'r a stupid censorship
to be thrilled by our freedorn of expression at once
real and apparent. But we do know the searny side
of our societies.

It is our d*U to our eastern friends but also
to ourselves, because of the damage wrought here
by the huge propaganda rnachine, to restate solrle

fundarnental truths about our system. Our inabil-
ity to organise society to the best advantage of its
population is such that we furn even our
technological genius into a handicap: higher
productivity leads to bigger unemployment.
Shocking discrepancies befween the haves and the
have-nots are not the only feattrre of this
increasingly two-tier society. Its prosperity rests
on the poverty and exploitation of the rest of the
world. lVe are unable to insert our econorny into
its natural environment and can only deal with
pollution ex-post-facto so as to provide room for

profit once again. Our
alienated and alienating
society has made little
progress towards the
equality of sexes but has
shown a peculiar talent
for cornmercialising cul-
ture, for turning every-
thing into a rnerchan-
dise. These are only
some of the points
wl{ch must be expan-
ded to draw a genuine
picture of actually ex-
isting capitalisur.

Only dinosaurs, the
post-moderns on both
sides of the Elbe will
object, can use such
antediluvian concepts as
capitalism or socialism.
lf you wish to be up-
to-date the operating
ternrs are "rule<) f-law" ,
tlre "law-abiding Etate",
the 'tights of Man", in
short, the vocabulury of
democracy. So let us
take them at their word.

Democracy is crucial for a socialist. Though Russia
should never have been our model - nor any other
place for that matter - it would be foolish to deny
the heritage and refuse to learn from bitter
experience. Rosa Luxernb,rtg was prophetic when
she pleaded for the "active, untrammelled, energe-
tic political life of the broadest masses of the
people" and warned that "without general elec-
tions, witl'rout unrestricted freedom of press and
assembly, without a free struggle of opinion, life
dies out in every public institution, becomes a

lnere semblance of life, in which only the
bureaucracy remains as the active elernettt." The
most important lesson from the Soviet past is that
when people are deprived of say over their lives,
however temporarily and for however iustifiable
reasons, they will find it extremely difficult to
recover their rights and the price paid for this
allegedly temporary exception proves prohibitive.
This is an additional reason why democracy must
figure at the very heart of any revived socialist
project.

But real democracy and not the empty
phraseology of our trendsetters. When an Amer-
ican oll tl're minimuln wage l'ras to work 79,000
years to earn as much $550 milliorr as Mr.
Milken did earn in 1987, to say one man-one vote
and leave it at that is shockingly superficial. When
the Berlusconis, Bertelstnanns and other Mtrrdochs
are extending their rnediatic stranglehold over the
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whole globe, to talk of freedom of expression as

if these tycoons were not "more equal" than any
Tom, Hans or Giovanni is hypocritical. And to add
that the property of the Puerto Rican immigrant
is protected in New York as well as that of Donald
Trurnp is to reveal the class nature of this society
and of its preachers. Genuine socialists were never
against basic freedorns because these were
bourgeois. Th"y have always, os the words of
Luxemburg testify, "revealed the hard kernel of
social inequality and lack of freedom hidden
under the sweet shell of formal equality and
freedom" not to abolish democtdc! r but on the
contrary to fill it with social content and this is the
terrain on which comrnon struggle could soon be
resumed in Europe across the fast vanishing
divide.

Because the main message from Eastern
Etrrope is not the one frenetically drumrned by the
utedia. It is that when institutions do not
correspond to the needs, sooner or later they must
yield; that people inspired by an idea can bring
down walls; in other words, that radical transfor-
mation is possible. The philosophers from the
State Department, Rand and other corporations
know better than they pretend. Their incantation
about the end of history is rnerely designed to
gain time for their rnasters. Tlrey know that a
Jystem torn by contradictions iitcu capitalism,
unless it first blows up tl're planet or poisons it
through pollution, will also collapse in its turn.
How soon? Adrnittedly it is now necessary to ask
whether capitalism, universal in its aspiration like
socialism, will invade the whole world before it
leaves the historical stage. (lt is another way of
asking whether its gravediggers will come from
the West or, after all and despite everything that
is happening, from tlre East).

The time factor, however, is not without
influence on our owrl mood. The thirty-seyen
years that have elapsed since Stalin's death are for
the historian a brief spell, for us they mark the
passage from youth to nearly old age. It is in this
contrast between historical perspective and man's
natural political irnpatience that lies the reason
why, in moments of despondency, when broken
illusions, wasted lives, bloody sacrifices are
vividly perceived behind a shaffered model, one
begins to doubt for a while, though only for a
while, whether hopu will soon create "from its
own wreck the thing it contemplates".

Footnotes:
1. R Luxemburg, Tlw Rrssmr Rewlution anel ltnittistrt or Mtrxisn,
University ot Michigan Press, Ann Artor Paperbacks, 1961.

2. Personally I think that for a socialist there are no taboos
dealing with the Soviet regime. But his iudgement must: assess

the event in its historical contexU draw a distinction between the
early years and the Stalin era; take into account the conseguences
of p,ossible defeat, of surrr:nder of power not to other left-wing
grcups but to the forces of reaction.
3. See Yevgenii Preobrazhensky, Tlv Nsto Ftonomics, Clarendon
Pres+ O{ord 1965; also Alexander Erlich, The kuiet lndustrialistt-
tion Debate L92+28, Haryard Univensity Press, 19ffi.
4. Karoly Grcsz, leader of the Hungarian Communist party at
the time has confimred that, back in the spring of 198& Mikhail
Gorbachev had agreed in principle to a total withdrawal of
Soviet trcops OI{T }an. 23rd, 1990). Hungary, with no NATO
frpntier, was a simpler case than, say, Czechoslovakia. Yet the

only real pnrblem is presented by the German Denrocratic
Republiq where the quickening of the Process of reunification
could still spoil Gorbachev's East European gamble.
5. op. cit.
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Stalinist structurre haoe broken dwn in Eastern Europe. But there are ruqny
obstacles to genuine democrati.wtion - consentatiae traditions, nationalism, priaate

proputy. Thmds KrAus, historinn, is a lwding membq of Hungary's L$t Alternatioe,
The follwing article is from issue no. 5 (May 1990) o/ Eszmelet.It was translated

for Labour Focus by Vua Magyar.

The Gonservative
Revolutions of
Eastern Europe

by T AMAS KRA uS
n era has come to an end in Eastern Europe but
it's not clear what kind of era has begun. Perhaps
we can try to understand the present process by
putting it in a historical percpective. A certain
alnount of chaos accolrlpanies any change, but this
is increased in Eastern
Europe by the moral disin-
tegration of intellectual
groups and by the absence
of any intellectual rebirth.
Political interests of the
forces colnmanding this
process also tend to
carnouflage the real in-
terests.

Even the unmasking of
the past is subject to lnan-
ipulation. Historical scien-
ce is degraded and becom-
es an apology. Old myths
are replaced by even older
ones, albeit in changed
form. Surall-nation mes-
sianism reappears, accom-
panied by ideals that con-
tradict it, for instance tlre
notion that "Eas tern
Europe" has corne to an
end and the road to
Europe, hitherto blocked
by colnnlunisrn, is open
ollce again. But Eastern Europe, ?s a historical
region, has existed for centuries and this has
irnportant consequences for us.

Eastern Europe's revolutions, while achieving
partial successes, usually got stuck at the political
level. Except for Czechoslovakia in 1,918, the
bourgeois revolutions failed or became distorted.
Where these were combined with socialist revolu-
tions, as happened in a number of countries in this
region between 1917 and '1,923, they were swept
away by absolutism or conservative capitalist
restoration which blocked the way to the achieve-
ments of European culture and civilisation. The
democratic efforts of the workers' and peasants'

movements fell victim to authoritarian dictator-
ships. These national states then were ground up
(as ally, victim, or both) by German Lebensraunt.

The Soviet experiment, which started off with
such great hopes and which exercised tremendous

influence in the whole
Western world at the end
of the 1,920s, was des-
troyed by Stalinis t
bureaucratic dictatorship.

With the defeat of fasc-
ism, Eastern Europe was
rearranged after the
Second World War. With
the victory of the socialist,
"people's democratic" r€-
volutions, it seemed that
the demand for national
and human rights, a de-
mand of the bourgeois
revolufion, would be rea[-
ised everywhere. The
power of private property
was broken and, for one
his torica I rno ment, it
seemed that the produc-
tive classes would be
"allowed" to share in poli-
tical power. Popular
organisations appeared all
over Eastern Europe; coun-

cils were forrned in flre localities and in the
workplaces. But none of tlrose airns, neither
bourgeoisdemocratic nor socialist, were realised.
All that remained of the "workers' state" was the
alienated bureaucratic authoritarian structure. No
social class saw its aims satisfied. The first proof
of this was the anti-stalinist revolts of the 1950s.

The "de-Stalinisation" initiated by the 20th
Party Congress brought some achievements in the
1960s. There was an attempt to create an
international socialist economy. The aim was to
use the market while trying to avoid its negative
effects. These efforts did succeed in reducing the
distance betweerl Eastern Europe and the Western
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Table 1

Changes in National lncome 1937-1965

Common Market (Belgium,

Luxemburg, Holland, ltaly,

Other developed European
capitalist countries (England, Austria,

Sweden, Norway etc) 684

Underdeveloped European
capitalist countries (Greece,

Portugal, Spain) 256

European capritalist countries together 542

Eastern European socialist countries
(CSSR, Poland, Hungary, Romania,
Bulgaria, Yugoslavia) 213

per capita national incame in S

1 937 1 960 1 965
France,

W. Germany) 316 782 956

1 094

389

940

467

1 050

286

784

365

countries, as can be seerl fronr Table 1 (see

following page), which shows the changes in
national income between 1937 and 1,965.

These favourable econouric results in the
second half of the 1960s strengthened the hand of
the market socialists who then atternpted to
irnpleurent market reforurs but failed to deal with
reform at the political level. The turning point was
1968, both East and West. Econonric reform (the
NEM) was introduced in Hungary, but a more
democratic reforrn in Czechoslovakia was defe-
ated. In Hungary, this reforrn was introduced
from above. The millions of workers, whose lives
were to be improved by this, have no say
whatsoever. Dernocratisation sirnply rneant liberal-
isation.

The dramatic slowdown in the Eastern Euro-
pean econornies was not cau,sed sirnply by
ineffective centralised bureaucratic planning. The
international price revolution at the beginning of
tlre '1,970s played an important role. Those who
advocated opening up Hungary to the world
market were not fully aware of what the
consequences of this would be. The reform
ecollomists were unable to keep the process under
control. To avoid crisis, they led tlre country into
a llew trap - international debt. The fundamental
reason for the failures was the fact that the
creation of a rnixed ecorlomy was not possible
without a reform of property. But this would have
conflicted with the power of the bureaucratic party

elite.
At the beginning of the 1970s, the so-called

"dogmatists" and liberals negotiated a new
compromise. To preserve their power, both sides
gave preference to pragmatic econornic solutions.
The various tendencies of critical Marxism were
marginalised. hr their samizdaf writings of the
time, Gydrgy Bence and J6nos Kis wrote that
"even the rnost extreme neo-liberal apologists for
the market cannot hide the fact that the reforms
raise the question not only of ecouomic efficienry
but also of economic power". Marxist opposition-
ists stated at the time, in the words of Bence and
Kis, that real reform can only flourish if "the
working class participated in political power". But
the ideas associated with the Marxist revival of
that period (Lukrics and his pupils in Hungary, the
Yugosl av Praxis group, Rudolf Bahro in the GDR,
Adam Schaff in Poland, and so on) did not serve
the logic of preserving power. So all of these
groups and individuals were exiled to the
margins. The experience of the ltague Spring
brought home to those in power that foreign
capital was a closer ally than left-wing radicalism.

This combination of econouric liberalisation
with political power in the hands of an authorita-
rian elite could not last. They had not understood
the laws of the world market and the cornpromise
was undermined as living standards fell and there
was a general drift into political crisis in the 1980s.
Another irnportant factor here was tlre slowdown
in tlre Soviet ecorlolny from the 1970s. Between
1965 and 1982, the share of CMEA countries in
world trade fell frorn '16.5 to '/.,'I-,.3Yo. Economic
growth was now declining irreversibly, as is
demonstrated by the figures in Table 2.

During the first half of the 1,970s, the capitalist
countries redistributed national income on the
world rnarket to their own advantage by rneans of
the well-known price revolution. The countries of
Eastern Europe now faced a combination of
insurmountable obstacles: the wasteful system of
bureaucratic state socialism, the reshaping of the
world market prices and the unjust, discriminatory
measures applied by the advanced capitalist
countries (protectionismr proscriptions, etc). Free
competition existed only where it was advantage-
ous for the developed capitalist countries. Three
quarters of world trade was and is conducted
outside the sphere of free competition.

Thus, the developed countries, in order to
avoid crisis themselves, did their best to shift the
problems to other parts of the world. The Eastern
European countries could not avoid crisis, quite
independently of whether there was a change of
regime or not. Internal economic suffocation
combined with world market forces to bring on
the collapse.

Thus the fate of Eastern Europe is intertwined
with the world economy as a whole. The
imer-Eastern European econornic relations which
have now disintegratecl have left a vacuuln which,
however, is uot being filled by Western Europe or
Arnerica. International capitalist financial grouPs
want to take Eastern Europe out of its isolation in
the same way they did Latin America. This
farniliar recipe will not take Eastern Europe "into
Europe". Rather, ttuough the debt trap, capital
shortage will become chronic, for what will
happen is an export not an import of capital.

Eastern Europe has traditionally been a hunt-

Table 2

Economic Growth in Eastern Europe 1950-1986 (in Yol

Gountry 1 950-60 1960-70 1 970-80 1 980-86

$oviet Union
Poland
GDR
Romania
CSSR

Hungary

Bulgaria

8.47
7.6

10.0
10.3

7.5

5.0

10.9

7.1

6.1

4.3
8.4
4.4

4.8

7,7

5.1

5.7

4.8
9.3
4.6

4.8

7.0

3.7
-0.9

4.4
5.0
2.4

2.1

4.0
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ing ground for interrrational infil&ation of capital.
Its abundance of cheap labour and "flea-rnarket"
capacity make it a profitable region for the
Western European, east Asian and American
centres (the Soviet victory over fascism took away
this hunting ground after the war). But there are
risks involved here; hence the need to marginalise
the left.

In view of all this, the illusion that there will
be 'lrelp" from the capitalist counfuies is paradox-
ical. The Eastern Etrropean bureaucracies based
their own privileges on Western prestige con-
surnption, which the masses were unable to
follow. The breaking down of the walls doesn't
alter this. Nonetheless, the Western European-
American myth was an irnportant part of the
ideological legitimation of the transition in Eastern
Europe in 1989-90. That this is a myth has already
been demonstrated by the exarnple of Poland.
Here the regime was changed and Solidarity,
which had the backing of 9 rnillion people, took
over the role of the old state party. The forrner
workers' opposition came to power, the
"revolutionaries" took over some of the cushy iobs
of the cornrnunists and they then camied out the
dictates of the IMF better than their comlnunist
predecessors had done. But the fate of the working
millions becarne no less bleak.

But even rnore irnportant than the laws of the
world market were the changes taking place in the
Soviet Union. The 1985 coming-to-power of
Gorbachev accelerated the changing of the guard
in Eastern Europer gove irnpetus to tl're struggle
between tlre old power elite and the new
technocratic tnanagernent elite.

Perestroika
With the collapse of the legitimating power of the
old ideology, there emerged within the Soviet
Union a host of alternative movernents, organisa-
tions and ideas, all competing to fill the vacuum.
Arnong tlrese national movements are playing a

very irnportant role. Where bourgeois culttrre and
civilisation had put down deeper roots, this
nationalisrn took less aggressive forms. But behind
these conflicts olle can always detect the work of
bureaucratic groups wanting to preserve their
power. National bureaucracies, colnpeting with
the Russian bureauctacy, are using the national
lnovements to preserve their own local positions
of power. Like tlre Russian bureauctdc! r the
national bureaucracies were unable to resolve the
econolrlic probleurs and were unable to respond to
the demands of the world econorny, which they
didn't in arry case understand. For thern, it was a
matter of survival and this they hoped to achieve
by changing sides, by becoming national spokes-
lnen rather than loyal spokesrnen for the centre.
Tlris, by the warf t is not a specifically Soviet but
general Eastern European phenomenon. Hence we
cannot expect really democratic developments
frorn these national conflicts, which does not
rnean, of course, that they contain no dernocratic
potential.

In several areas of the Soviet Union, rnost
spectacularly in this regions where miners' strikes
have occurred, one can see perestroika not only
destroying old Stalinist structures but initiating
social rnovements. Although, in Eastern Europe
and in Russia, the big rnoveurents are everywhere

unfolding in the name of national character (which
lneans that everywhere these movements are
beirrg led by the intellectuals), in Russia, for
historical reasons, the social and anti-bureaucratic
character of these rnovernents can be expected to
grow stronger.

In the Soviet Union there are also fierce
struggles around property reform, since the
acquisition of property offers one possibility for
strrvival. This struggle, invisible to the rnasses,
between the old and the new elite for the divisiorr
of state property will become rnore acute, with the
new elite, as in Hungary, trying to becorne
absorM into the camp of the managerial and
financial bureaucracy.

The replacernent of this traditional state
btrreaucracy may be a long process. But the
advocates of Gorbachev reform must recognise
that unless tlrey themselves are willing to grve
leadership to the workers' movement, to the
workers' strikes, then there is no hope for
perestroika to succeed , to develop in a socialist
direction. The Soviet workers have not yet, in spite
of all their hardships, turned 'against perestroika.
People don't want to return to the old btrreaucratic
despotisrn. They know from experience the deep
roots of Russian bureau ctacy , its traditions, its
deep conser-
vatism, its
ruthlesslless
and its
cynicisur.
Russian
bureaucracy
has a grea-
ter resist-
ance to
change than , .

does, for in-
stance, the
H ungarian
bureaucracy
and, fo'r
reasons of
sheer num-
bers (20 mil-
lions), it
cannot be
got rid of by
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a single revolutionary action.
However paradoxical it rnay seem, the experi-

erlce of the past 70 years has prepared tl're ground
for a democratic solution in the long run. Needless
to solr I don't [tean by "democtacy" something
limited by the logic of capital but rather a
dernocratisation of production, with self-governing
bodies in the workplace and the community. The
bureaucratic obstacles are obvious but let us
rernelnber that the socialisation of state property
will not be harnpered by the burden of private
property. Capital- was nol able to "rescue" Russia
in the past few centuries: it is unlikely that it will
be able to do so in the next few decades. If this
third option does not materialise, then it will
become possible for an extreme right-wing move-
rnent (Black Hundred or Islarnic) to sweep away
the conflict between "state socialism" and "market
socialisrr".

This unfavourable alternative exists in almost
every one of the Eastern Etuopean countries. The
rapid swing to the right on the part of the power

Cartoon: Eszmdet
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elite and tlre bureaucracy strengthened, at the
sarne tiure, traditional forurs of protest and
discontent. Small-nation nationalism, small-nation
messianism is reviving and is becoming official
policy everywhere. The lnasses are being mobil-
ised, in particular, by the intransigent anti-
colnlnunisur of the new-old elite about to grab

POWer.
trt is characteristic of the transforrnation in

Eastern Europe that nowhere are the general
democratic demands linked to social demands.
When such phenomerla do occur, they appear as

anti-comrnunist, even as anti-socialist. This type of
anti-communist "communism" rnanifests itself,
first of all, in the forms of selfdefence adopted by
workers, for instance, the workers' councils in
Hungary and sirnilar types of organisations. These
organisations have their precedents in tradition:
191,8-191.9, 1945-1,948, 1.,956. But this national
messianism is really a delayed-action minefield
since it is a destabilising force which could
obstruct economic development. Unemployment is
another such minefield since the capital does not
exist to finance the structural changes which are
a precondition for penetrating the world market.

At the begirurir.g, and "f,rom below", the
change of power looked like salvation. Everyone
was overwhehned by freedour. Btrt it soon became
clear, especially during the election calnpaigns,
that this freedom was little tnore than the freedom
to talk. Real power had slipped into the har"rds of
the intellectual and bureaucratic elite groups. A
new state and financial bureaucracy took the place
of tl're old party bureaucracy. The small opporition
groups, rnostly breakaways frour tl're communist
parties, becarne born-again bourgeoisdemocratic
militants and are now preparing their own power
in order to "serve the pebple'f

The rnaiority of the old conservative bureau-
croclr having made their anti-communist U-turn,
now declare themselves to be the pillars of the
multi-party system. The most deprived in society
returned to their lost illusions: they began to
demand social security, full employment; they
began to set up selfdefence organisations. Frorn
the GDR to Hungary, from Yugoslavia to the

Soviet Union, this process can be observed
everywhere. In spite of different national forrns,
the social content is similar everywhere.

The basic questions everywhere are those of
power and properfy. The exclusion of the produc-
i.g classes from power now does not cause such
a traurna; the previous power elite in Eastern
Europe didn't share power, nowhere did it have
a "human face". But property is another matter.
TXre question of property is everywhere intert-
wined with the question of survival. trn the
"socialist" past social equality established itself
strongly as a value in people's minds. Collective
amnesia will last only a short time and the new
regiures in Eastern Europe will have to take this
into account before deciding on the "final
solutior"r" to the properfy question. The greediness
of the new elites, in Hungary and Poland, with
their ideology of following the Western model, is
pushing in the direction of mass impoverishment,
debt crisis, unemployment, inflation and nation-
alism.

Under such conditions, what are the prospects
for socialism and Marxism as practical movements
in Eastern Europe today? It is difficult to say. As
an intellectual trend, Marxism has become margin-
alised in Eastern Europe. But this marginalisation
did not happen iust t1ow. This was brought about
by neo-Stalinist reaction in the 1.970s, when a
revived critical left was sacrificed on the altar of
liberal economics and when Marxism as a cause
was to be found only in small research institutes
and fraternal groups. By now, the Marxist of the
1,97As have ripened for the soft ernbrace of
liberalisrn. After an unsuccessful struggle against
it, they have embarked on the ship of liberalism
and navigated their way to power.

Nonetheless, although the conditions have
changed, I believe that the critical stance adopted
by Bence and Kis at the time is still valid, when
they pointed out that, among the crystallised
ideologies, Marxism is the only one to offer a

radical socialist critique and that it would continue
to have a place, even if a marginal one, in a society
beset by social conflicts.
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POLAND

THE
POL,SH
BIGHT

h used to be a common?lace,
in the Polish intelliguttsia as

ffinongst ifs North Arnerican
mentors, that the struggle in
Poland during the L980s was

one between a tatalitarian
monster-state (as barbarous as,

if not worse than Hitleristn)
and a ciail society largely

united at least in its goal of

freedom and democracy, under
the banner of Solidarity. In
1990, this kind of thinking

turns out to be oaersimplified,
not to say a myth,

by OLIYER MACDONALD

T extremely
vanished.

HE TOTALITARIAN MONSTER was, in fact, an variety); the varying appeals and dynannics of
different currents ol1 this Right; the prospects for
unity between them and the factors that may
govern the success of these various currents.

The current transitional context
More decisively than almost anywhere else in
Eastern Europe, the Cornrnunist rlovelnent has
collapsed. The PZPR (Polish United Workers'
Party) suffered an electoral catastrophe in the
national elections of June 1989 which were in
effect a plebiscite for or against the Party. Its
February 1990 Congress winding up PZPR and
creating the Social Democratic Party of the
Republic of Poland bequeathed the new organisa-
tion a mere 35,000 membere, as against PZPR's
2.2million. That corlgress also involved a break-
away by the Social Democratic Union led by the
reformist Communist Tadeus z Fiszbach, but apart
from a group of parliamentary deputies, the
Fiszbach organisation lacks any organisational
infrastructure. These newly established legatees of
the PZPR have yet to be tested in national
elections, but they can be discountd as serious
political contenders for the foreseeable future. In
the Muy local elections the Socialist Parfy gained
control only of one council, that of the Mokotow
district of Warsaw where many functionaries of
the old regime live. Thus, the Polish political map
is being drawn anew upon the ashes of com-
rnunisrn.

As in all the counffies of Eastern Europe
except Hungary, the party system in Poland
rernains at arl ernbryonic stage of developrnent.
The political stage is dominated by an organisa-
tion without a positive political progratnme,
definite international references or distinctive
social constituency: the citizens cotnrnittee organ-
isation sponsored by the leaders of the old
Solidarity who were brought together by Lech
Walesa for the round table discussions that led to
tlre June 1989 elections. This organisation and its
Parliamentary wing, the OKP, forms the govern-
ment and controls the upper House of the

totally
social

collectivism of this regirne is revealed in rnyriad
directiolls: from its stress ol1 social security,
through its funding of a host of institutions of civil
society from about twice the nuurber of regional
opera companies available in the UK, through
theahe groups, sports clubs, a vast range of
newspapers and rnagaares and wide support for
the liberal arts and academic life; a state also
allowing some margin of secular education, rights
for womerr, etc. All this is revealed by the great
wave of anti-leftist, right-wing discourse now
sweeping through the country under the banners
of the Fatherland (and a genuinely strong state),
the Church (with an end to aborfion rights and a
drive against secular education) and a "free"
ecorlorny.

These ideas are not confined to one part of the
political spectrurn: no wing of the new political
elite would risk frontally challengirg them. True,
the old proponents of the idea of a struggle by
"civil society" against "totalitarianisnl", like Adarn
Michnik, still attempt to proclaim that notions of
Left and Right are outdated, but they are believed
by almost nobody, and Michnik himself couples
such thoughts wiih a call for a new political force
of tlre "centte", thereby presupposing the very
political poles between which he seek to balance
but whose existence he seeks to deny!

Yet witl'rin this general wave of what Western
observers would call Rigirtist thought, there are
distinct currents which concentrate tlrese ideas in
a particularly intense way, currents which radical-
ise the ideas of Nationalism, Political Catholicism,
the Free Market, xenophobia and anti-semitism to
the point where their comrnitnrent to liberal
democracy must be questioned. This part of the
political spectrum is what we may call the New
Polish Right in a strict serlse.

We will try to consider some features of this
New Polish Right the relation of its leading ideas
to liberal democratic thought (whether of a
Christian Dernocratic or National Conservative

weak thing that has now all but
And in its death, the leftist
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Parliament as well as the great bulk of local
councils elected in Muy of this year. But its
membership is defined purely negatively: by the
fact that they have not been urernbers of the PZPR
in at least tl"re recent past, and by the fact that they
were prepared to support the slate of candidates
put forward by Walesa for tlre 7989 elections.

Attempb by leaders like Geremek and Mich-
nik to provide a theoretical justification for this
form of "non-political" political organisation, by
arguing (following Kolakowski) that the old
ideological divisioris between Left and Right are
relics of lgth Century politics, have not stabilised
the organisation and a deep and sharp rift that has
opened up within the Citizens Comnrittees and
the OKP between the Ma zowiecki-
Geremek-Michnik wing and Walesa. It is irnpossi-
ble to detect any clear ideological or prograrntnatic
principles dividing the two groupirlgs both
contain a melange of tendencies but this lack
only intensifies the pressures towards disintegra-
tion. Nevertheless, at the time of writing, despite
Walesa's creation of a "Centre Alliance" and his
rivals' formation of "Democratic Action", a final
break has not yet occurred and the organisation
has faced no significant challengers in the urban
political arena in the national and local electoral
tests so far.

Thr,r,s tlre currents on the Right which we will
discuss have so far rernained extremely weak on
the electoral plane in urban Poland and it is
extremely difficult to predict which of them will
take root and which may fuse to form wider
coalitions and movements. We should also point
out that there is scarcely a single current on the
organised Polish Right which does not find some
expression of its ideas within the OKP and the
Citizens Committees. Thus the rnost important
regroupments oll the Right will almost certainly
involve orgarrised groups outside the OKP atternp-
ting to regroup with forces within it.

The rural Right
Tlre only political force on the Right with a solid
social base is the peasant rnovernent. Indeed, the
peasanky are the only social group in the country
with a strong, independent political voice of its
own, with its own orientation and demands and
clearly articulated interests. Poland's peasants are
overwhehningly private owners. They are thus
unique in possessing a current set of social
interests to defend which are defensible within the
new ideology of private property and free
markets: they thus have no political inhibitions
about acting vigorously on their own tiehalf.

There are three main peasant political organ-
isations at present: the PSL (Odrozenie), the former
PZPR satellite part/, tl're f€L Wilanow and the
PSL Solidarity. There are no prograrnrnatic differ-
ences between them, but strong personal rivalries
amongst their leaders and also differences of social
interests to some extent. It appears that the PSL
Ordozenie, with solne 300,000 mernbers, and now
allied to PSL Solidarity, will be the dominant
force.

The inter-war peasant movetnent contained a
wide range of currents, including rnoverlents of
tl're Left, and in the 1930s there were powerful
united battles embracing both the peasantry and

the Polish socialist Party. But so far the new
peasant lnovernent is firrnly on the ideological
Right, strongly influenced by the Catholic Church
and perceiving its interests as clashing sharply
with the interests of urban consruners. The
rnovement is rnilitantly hostile to the Mazowiecki
governmenfs economic policy, for the objective
effect of that policy will be to liquidate the small,
private peasantry. But the attack on the govern-
rnent is made in the language of anti-cornmunism,
with accusations that the government is in some
sense leftist.

With the blessing, and probably the encourage-
rnent, of tl're Church hierarchy, the PSL Odrozenie
made an electoral pact on a national scale with the
National Party, a srnall grouping tlrat claims to
continue the tradition of the pre-war Endecja (see

below).The ioint declaration of the two organisa-
tions was, however, couched in purely negative
terms, against the crypto-Communist enemy, etc.,
accusing tl're Mazowiecki governrnent and Balcer-
owicz of being left wing.

The main trends and divisions
within the urban Right
All parts of the political spectrum in contemporary
Poland are attempting to establish their links with
political traditions of inter-war Poland and this is
perhaps especially true of the Right. But this also
presents the Right with a serious difficulty: their
inter-war traditions were not at all congruent with
liberal democracy and they therefore have choices
to make between establishing their credentials as
the true heirs of their inter-war precursors and
claiming legitirn aq as liberaldernocratic rebuil-
ders of post-cornrnunist Poland.

A second way of differentiating the Right is
that between parties of a clearly activist, direct
action variety, using tactics of illegal violence or
seeking to incite violent reactions against their
chosen targets, and those currenb urging the
pursuit, at least for tl're present, of a path of
propaganda and purely legal-peaceful tneans for
accunrulating forces, seeking to channel political
action in an electoral direction.

A third iurportant fissure in the new Right is
that between four core ideas: integral nationalism
(Dmowskism, Endecja); Greater Polish nationalism
(Pilsudskisrn); clericalist-confessional Populism;
and fourthly, the idea of tl're strong state in a Free
Economy. On the ground these ideas are not
always distinguished into different political move-
ments: a given rnovernent may combine some of
them in different ways. But it is well to separate
these ideas out at the start, for they do provide
one of the strongest points of differentiation of the
rigl'rt.

We will begin with this last area of core ideas.

The Endecia tradition
Tlre National Democracy (Endecia) tradition of
integral nationalisrn: the k"y notion here is that
the only real actors in the world are nations
conceived of as spiritual entities with distinct
personalities. The life of alry individual acquires
ineaning and reality only through that individual's
adhesion to and submersion within this spiritual-
cultural whole, the nation. At the same time, the
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national spirit is embodied within its state, which
must be strengthened and unified to the maximum
in order that it rnay wage its struggle against other
nations, especially the Gerrnans who are more
potent than the Russians. The great problem for
National Democracy in the interwar period was
the preserlce of alien national-spiritual forces
within the boundaries of the inter-war state, above
all the Jews but also the German rninority and
other ethnic groups. Endecja and its leader, Rornan
Dmowski, therefore took a stridently anti-Semitic
line coupled with a virulent xeirophobia. Its
attitude towards liberal democracy was at best
ambivalent, and strong elernents of fascism were
present within the Endecja. At the same tiure it was
very rnuch a pro-capitalist lrlovement. No other
tendenry was so powerful within tlre Polish
Catholic Church and endecja ideas have rernained
strong within the hierarchy.

We will look at various organisations today
that may be described as living within the world
of endecja ideas.

L. The Fascist Endecja
a) N"O.P. (Narodowe Odrodzenie Polski), Polish

National Rebirth. In October and November of
1989 this organisation attacked the offices of the
PPS(RD) in Warsaw and also in Wroclaw, using
skinheads. In February skinheads linked to this
organisation attacked a Mandela rally in Wroclaw.
The group was forured in L981 and claimed
allegiance to the general tradition of national
denrocracy (endecja) whose foundirrg spirit, Rouran
Dmowski, remains an ikon for a large swathe of
organisations of the Right.

NOP seelns to subscribe to a brand of
corporatism, urging that the Nation should be
organised in a hierarchical systern of self-govern-
rnent which would operate in parallel with some
sort of parliamentary body. This ambivalence over
institutional forms mirrors a split witl'rin the party
between the Warsaw wing, which subscribes to
the idea of "democratic capitalisnl", and the
Silesian wing which charnpions a Tl'rird Way and
seerns close ideologically to the British National
Front.

NOP's Warsaw wing is led by Bogdan
Byrzykowski and has a rlewspaper called lestent
Polakiem (l am a Pole). This c,ombines pro-capitalist
argulnent with a strong dose of Catholic personal-
ism. The Silesian wing, led by Bogdan Koziel-
Salski, publishes a journal called Szczetbiec (the

Jagged Sword) and it has been seeking to regroup
a series of small bands of fascist skinheads across
the country.

Amongst the latter we may lnerltion the Front
Nartdowo-Radykalnv (The National-Radical Front)
in Wroclaw, the Fronf Narodowy Polski (the
National Polish Front) in Gdansk, the Niezalezna
Mlodziez Narodowa (the Independent National
Youtlr) in Krakow and the Narodowa Unia Mlad-
ziezowa (National Youth Union) in Warsaw.

In April 'l.,990, the Silesian NOP forured a
confederation with these groups called the Prz elont
Narodowy (The National Revolution). And this
collaborates with another strand of the extreure
Riglrt, the Polskie Stronnictwo Narodoute (Polish
National Party), PSN.

b) PSN: This organisation is the successor of
another called the Polish Union of the National
Community which was created by Boleslaw

Tejkowski in \977. He had been involved with
paganistic fascist projects since the 1950s but by
the 1980s he had moved within the mainstrealn
tradition of Endecia. The PSN's distinctive accent
is a special stress on xenophobia, racism and
anti-semitism and hostility to foreign capital. It is
also unusual in reiecting arrything that smacks of
submissive subordination to the Catholic church.

2. Non-Actirsist Traditionalist Endecja Currents
By "non-activist" we simply mean currents not

engaged in, or advocating, street violence and not
seeking to recruit and train elements drawn to
illegal violence. But in respect of their ideology,
the currents we deal with here retain the full
vigour of inter-war Endecja's xerlophobic authorita-
rianism and anti-semitisur, and indeed pride
themselves on the undiluted purify of their efforts
to maintain and revive the inter-war legacy.

a) tlre intellectual Endecja: a series of pub-
lishing hou.ses propagate the ideas of Dmowski
and of the inter-war ulovetnent. Best known is
"Slowo i Czyn" (Word 'and Action), whose
Chairman, Professor Maciej Ciertych, has close
links with Cardinal Glernp, the ltimate, and is
said to have had a hand in Glemp's notorious
Auschwitz speech last year with its unmistakeably
anti-sernitic undertones. He was by no tneans an
opponent of the Jaruzelski goverrunent during the
1980s, joining the Consultative Council established
by Jaruzelski in December 1986. A biologist by
profession, Giertych's father was a prominent
inter-war Endek leader. Other publishing houses of
a similar ilk are Towarzystarc Odpowiedzialnosc i
Czytt (the Society for Responsibility and Action)
and Stowarzyszenie Narodowe .in Ronmna Dmows-
kiego (The National Association of Roman Drnows-
ki). Poznan University is a traditional centre of
this strand of tl'rought and all these bodies were
able to function openly under the old regime, not
least because of the Endek preference for Russia as
an ally against Germany and their dislike of
radical, pro-dernocratic action from below. Books
by and about Dmowski and his movement are
now available in any decent bookshop across the
country.

b) The National Party (Stronnictuto Narodolile),
formed in Novernber 1989 and led by Boguslaw
Rybicki, the parry expresses itself tluough a srnall
weekly newspaper called Ojczyzna, The Father-
land. This contains affacks on cosmopolitanism
and or1 those who aid German ambitions by glib
talk about Poland "entering Europe". It also warns
of the dangers of Poland being sold out to foreign
capital.

A dissident group within the par$, or perhaps
a separate party claiming the same rlame, is led by
Marian Baranski, with his newspaper GIos Narodu
(Voice of the People). This group accuses the first
of lacking militanry, being too conciliatory to the
old regime and being anti-Catholic.

3. Necr-Eru decja: Yottttg Poland. '

This current ernerged in the 1,97As amotlg
young intellectuals of the Right whose conviction
was that Durowski's thought was of crucial
significance for the present but whose aim was to
free it from those aspects which were contingent
Llporl tl're particular circutnstances of inter-war
Poland. The natiou is, for Young Poland, the
central source of energy and meaning; culture is
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always and only national and the individual is
nothing except in and thror"rgh the nation. The
urain threats to the nation are l1o longer the Jews
and other alien ethnic groLrps but leftist collectiv-
ism and anarchism. Poland today needs a strong
state in a free ecollolny.

The urain centres of Young Poland in the 7970s
were Gdansk, where Alexander Hall was the main
leader; Lublin, where Marcyn Krol was based; and
Lodz, where the rnain leader was Jacek Bartyzel.
The urovement has not not been involved in
anti-sernitic attacks of any sort during the last
decade and a half. Unlike tlre traditionalist
Endeks, they never said that the KOR people were
not authentic Poles and were even ready to
co-operate witl'r secular, liberaldernocratic pro-
capitalist currents.

As a result, Young Poland is the only current
of the full-blooded Rigl'rt which is fully integrated
into the new political elite, present in the OKP and
within tl're Mazowiecki governrnent. This is a

reflection of tlre fact that unlike tl're Endec ja
traditionalists, who did not support Solidarify and
were not hostile to the Jaruzelski regime, Young
Poland was involved in Solidarity, notably in
Gdansk, and was engaged in the underground.
And wl'rile the great bulk of the Right attacks the
Mazowiecki governrnent as Leftist, one of the most
prorninent leaders of Young Poland, Alexander
Hall, is a leading minister in the Mazowiecki
cabinet, in charge of relations with political
parties. Hall is sornetirnes touted as a possible
leader of a future unified Right, though he is a

rather colourless politician, lacking in either
charisura or vision. Another Young Poland leader,
Krol, in charge of one of the new Poland's main
ptrblisl'ring empires, Respublika, is also tipped as a
possible unifying leader of the Right.

The Pilsudskite right
This is the second urajor strand of Polish
nationalism of the Right. It involves the idea of
romantic nationalisrn in the Mazzinian tradition,
along with the cult of the plebiscitary leader. The
central idea is that of heroic struggle for the

JOZEI PILSUDSI(I
5 Xll 1967 -, 12 V 1935

freedom and independence of the Polish state,
with a strong emphasis on the value of daring acts
by dedicated elites in the struggle against Russian
domination. In the inter-war period Pilsudskism
also stood for Polish expansion eastwards and for
imperialist domination of Ukraine, Belorussia and
Lithuania. In the 1930s, the romanticisrn of the
Pilsudskite regirne went to the lengths of a
strident campaign for Poland, as a great power, to
obtain overseas colonies. This skain of nationalism
is ready to accept the idea of a plurality of political
forces within the state, but at the same time
considers all should forces should subordinate
their differences to the higher unity of Polish state
interests, preferably via loyalty to a single
charismatic leader above "politics", in the sense of
mere differences between ["eft and Right.

The cult of Pilsudski stretches right across the
conternporary Polish political spectrurn and quasi-
Social Democratic figures in the younger genera-
tion of the Polish elite can be found with picttrres
of the inter-war dictator on tlreir walls. Also the
current fad, propounded by such OKP leaders as
Geremek and Michnik, for arguing that the
traditional categories of Left and Right have lost
their relevance, echoes a powerful strand in
Pilsudskism: the idea of colrstructing a bloc of
non-party people drawn from the entire political
spectrurn, in support of a single "centte". Yet
another strand of the conternporary political scene
with a strong Pilsudskite flavour is the political
style of Walesa, with his strong leader cult, his
backers placed in a variety of political currents, his
"cotJtt", and lris authoritarian drive for personal
power, presenting himself as a kind of pouaoir
nantre, above all political currents and able to
arbitrate between them on behalf of the people.

But there is only one rnovemeut which aspires
to directly follow in the traditions of Filsudski.
This is the Confederation for an h'rdependent
Poland, KPN. Organised around a cult of its leader
Moczulski, it seeks to organise every possible
political current from socialists on the left to the
far right within a single organisation dedicated to
struggle for Poland's greatness. It has adopted a
stridently anti-grviet line in the best Pilsudski
tradition, but again like Pilsudski (before his
degeneration in the 1930s) it has eschewed
anti-Sernitic appeals, particularly in the recent
past.

The KPN was excluded from the ranks of the
new elite, as defined by Walesa's selection of his
advisory cou'tcil in 1,988, and this fact makes it an
outsider grouping with a still strongly radical-
oppositional temper. Despite its record of activity
throughout the 1980s and its talent for self-
advertisemellt, tlre KPN has shown no sign as yet
of capturing a significant vote and the personality
of its leader, no doubt effective for inspiring
loyally amongst surall bands of underground
activists, is less suited to TV audiences and
Western*fyle political campaigning.

What was perceived as Moczulski's search for
respectability and moderatiott, led to a split in the
KPN in 1,984 and the creation of the Polish
Independent Party, the PPN (Polsl<a Partia Niepod-
leglosciowa) led by Romauald Szeremietiew. This
party has advocated a full-scale insurrection
against Communism under the banner of both
Pilsudski and Dmowski and with the aim of
restoring the Polish government in exile inPOLSKA zts0 POLSKA zt50
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London. For good rneasure, it adds Catholicism as

an indispensable element on Polishness and thus
treats secular liberaldernocratic currents as anti-
Polish elernents to be destroyed.

There are a host of other small groups in this
Pilsudskite world, solne of tlrern openly dernan-
dirU the restoration of the so-called Eastern
territories of Poland (Western Ukraine and West-
ern Belonrssia), plus a chunk of Lithuania
including its capital Vilnius.

The clericalists and Christian
Nationals
None of the currents we have so far described
could be described as overtly anti{atholic or
anti-clerical and indeed apart from some very
small Socialist groups there is not a single Polish
political tendency ready to make a frontal attack
on the Church hierarchy's political role or on the
role of Catholicisrn in Polish culture.

More than this, every single current in Polish
politics claiming some link with pre-war tradi-
tions, apart from socialist splinter groups, has
tended to modify those traditions in a Catholic
direction during the 1980s. Indeed, on the Right it
is striking that all the various strands of the
Endecja lrave tended to lay increasing emphasis on
the Christian as well as the national dimension of
their ideas and orientatiorr.

Nevertheless, it is very irnportant to register
the separate existence of a strearn of the Polish
Right for whom Catholicism is the goverlling
political concept. The historical roots of this
current lie in that powerful current of inter-war
political Catholicism known as clerico-fascisrn, so
strong in pre-war Slovakia, Austria and Croatia as
well as in ltaly. For this school, only Catholics can
claim the Right to be Poles and all secularist
political movernents are illegitimate and deserve
l1o political rights. They demand that the Cross
should be placed above the Eagle in the national
emblenr, a syrnbolic expression of their battle for
Catholicism to dominate all aspects of national life.
Another important strand in their thought in
authoritarian populism with a strong claim to
speak for the poor and for the workers. They also
preach a collectivist suspicion of Western liberal
capitalism and a loathing of Western social
decadence.

The k"y organisation representing this trend is
tlre Cluistian National Union, Z.Clt N. Its leader is
a lawyer called Chrzanowski, who was brought in
as an adviser to Walesa and the Solidarity
leadership in 1980 as a representative of the
Church hierarchy. He played an important role in
drafting Solidarity's statutes . One of its Vice-
Presidents is Antoni Macierewicz, a former KOR
founder and leader, who was associated with
left-wing Catholicisrn in the 197As, but has evolved
since then. A third irnportant figure is the
Solidarity leader Gregorz Palka. The lrlovement
has two MPs in the OKP: Lopuszanski and Jurek,
both very noisy and strident. But Chrzanowski, as

well as Sila-Nowicki, were excluded fronr the OKP
list before the last elections. The organisation is
protected by Glernp and also, it seelns, by
Macharski of Cracow. It does not support the
Mazowiecki governrneut and would not join it.
But it does clairn to support a "strong" , in other

words a confessional, Solidarnosc.
Within Solidarity it has real strength on both

sides of the movement, the Walesa and the
anti-Walesa sides. Its main centre is in Lodz
Solidarity where Slowik, the main leader tlrere, is
very close and where Palka and Kropodnicki are
both leaders of the Z.Ch. N. It also has a strong
following in the Silesian Solidarity organisation
(by far the largest regional centre of the trade
union). Within the universities it is now growing
rapidly. A typical example of its work there was
its national canrpaign surrounding an atternpt by
professors at Poaran university to confer an
honorary dqlree on Gturter Grass for his life-long
efforts to promote German-Polish reconciliation.
Tl're Union demanded the cancellation of the offer
to such an atheistic colnlnunist as Grass and
threatened the lecturers with the loss of their iobs
if they went ahead.

The organisation works through the local
churches, with members often handing out leaflets
at the end of church services, then setting up local
branches. In a Wilanow parish in Warsaw one
leafletting produced a branch of 11 members. The
organisation claims to have htty rnembers in the
Ursus tractor plant, and is strongly oriented to
building up its strength in the Polish working
class, claiming to represent the true values of
Solidarity.

Solidarity 80, the national rival organisation to
Walesa's Solidarity movement, led by Marian
Jurczyk, the main Solidarity leader in Szczecin,
expresses the sarne basic ideology as the Christian
National Union. It is strongly workerist, seeking to
build up real strength on the shop floor, and with
a strong dose of anti-seuritism and xenophobia. It
claims that tlre Jews and freemasons were
respollsible for bringing comlnunistn to Poland
and now they are bringing in capitalisrn. Jurzcyk
has called for Ghetto Square to be remained after
the young Poles who fought against Ukrainians in

:fr 
(the rnain city of Western Ukraine). And so

The Conservative Liberals
One final trend on the Right should be tnentioned:
the Conservative Liberals. Unlike the other ten-
dencies we have looked dt, this current is ttot, in
its intellectual roots, hostile to liberal detnocracy.
But it carries its love of the free market to lengths
which, if realised, would take Poland down the
path followed by General Pinochet. As with the
other trends we have examined, this current is
simply an extreme variant of a very widespread
tendenry in Polish public discourse. A major
theme propounded by Poland's new elite is a love
of the free market and an admiration of all things
American. Thus, amongst the former KOR leaders,
still associated in the minds of many in the West
with tlre Left, there is an uncritical adrniration for
Aurericanism and all its works, and uot least for
its free urarket ideology, which, in the new
German-led world of West European Christian
Dernocratic-social Democratic cotlsetlsus will
sound. narrowly provincial. The Conservative
Liberals have taken up this strand of thought and
radicalised it to the point where it becotnes a

platform for attacking the Mazowiecki governtnent
as Leftist, for failing to pusl'r through a genuinely
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free rnarket.
For this current, trade unionism is a form of

slavery, os in any form of state welfare provision.
Carrying the struggle against cornrnunisrn tluough
to a conclusion means sweeping away all such
leftism. Anotlrer form of colnmunism would be
support prices for agriculture as practised by the
European Cornmunity. And Poland will not be
strong again until this leftisur is fully extirpated.
What is needed is a strong, authoritarian state to
drive through this marketisation, and the resulting
econornic dynamism will then feed back into a
more powerful Polish state able to do battle with
its capitalist rivals.

A typical, high-profile figure is Korwin-Mikke,
the leader of an organisation called the Union for
Realpolitik. He may seem a quixotic figure, but he
is treated with absolute seriouslless by a wide
range of ioumals and newspapers as he proclairns
that the USA is 80Vo good and 20% leftist or as he
propounds his view that wolrlen should quite
literally be confined to the houre.

These collservative liberals are not strong in
terms of political organisation, but enioy easy
access to the rnedia and have influence withirr the
new economic associations growing up on a
regional basis and in the larger cities. They can
hope for some support amongst individual figures
in the new political establishment. Alexander
Paszczynski, the Minister for Construction, and
Tadeus z Syryczyk, have a background respectively
in the Warsaw and the Cracow Econouric
Societies, which operated as capitalist lobbies
towards the goverrunent in the 1980s. Others in
the governrnent who would be syrnpathetic would
be Michal Wojtezak and Alexander Hall, a strong
free-marketeer in econornic rnatters. On tlre other
lrand, people like Leszek Balcerowicz, the Deputy
Priure Minister, and Lis, along with the Director-
General of the Ministry of Finallce, Kowalec, have
a technocratic, rather than a political outlook, and
it is extrernely unlikely that they harbour plans for
a Conservative-Liberal Party.

Prospects for the Right
This survey indicates that the new Polish Right is
very far from being a hourogelleous force. Its urost
glaring absence is arry unity in the field of
socio-econornic aiurs. Its capacity to hold confer-
ences ernbracir.g a wide range of groupings on the
right derives from negative unity: hostility to
Courmunisur and to secular liberaldemocratic
trends and its hostility to the Mazowiecki govern-
rnent.

TI're only future for the conservative liberals as
a political forcu would be through a regroupment
with nascent Christian Democratic currents and
with the supporters of Young Poland. Such a
regroupment to fonn a unified Parliamentary
Rigl'rt is precisely the proiect of people like Hall
and it wourld be greatly strengthened if Hall's idea
of employing tl're British electoral system is
introduced in the rlew constitution: this would
produce a powerftrl incentive for trnity on the
Conservative and Christian Dernocratic Right. The
conseqLrence of such a regroupment would be to
pull those at present in opposition to the nelv
establishment into a coalition with part of the
current mainstrea[r.

Our concern here is then to consider whether
the other forces we have described, the fascist and
traditionalist Endelc,, the militant Pilsudskites and
the Christian Nationals may play an important
role in the new political order, challenging liberal
dernocracy frorn tlre Right.

There are three serious grounds for believing
that this is possible. The first of these derives from
the nature of the present governrnent's political
project. The new Polish goverrunent's political
trniqueness in comparison with others in Eastern
Europe, derives from two kuy facts: it derives its
authority from its claim to represent the traditions
of Solidarrlosc, originally a working-class move-
ment; and at the sarne time it is carrying through
a socio-economic programme of unprecedentedly
savage scope whose impact will be felt most
acutely by factory workers.

The effect of this extraordinary political
adventure are to leave Polish workers politically
disinherited. In the West, the consequence of such
a policy might be to favour the rnilitant left, but
all forms of leftist collectivisrn are illegitirnate in
contemporary Poland. This therefore creates a
strategic opening for authoritarian populist cur-
rents orl tl're Right. The Christian Nationals and
sorne of the radical Endek currents are able to
express the workers' fears of capitalism and anger
at the government in a radical language of
collectivist chauvinism and anti-sernitism, a lan-
guage rooted in Catholic and nationalist symbols
that in no way conflict witl'r the still strong
anti-communism of Polish workers.

A second ground for the radical right to hope
for growth derives from Poland's international
position. The slogan of the Mazowiecki govern-
ment is of Poland "entering Etrrope". The idea is
that the current pain inflicted by the government's
austerity prograrlme and privatisation is the price
Poles rnu-st pay to become quickly part of the
prosperous West, ioining the EC and so forth.
However credible this may have appeared to KOR
leaders in the rnid-1980s, tlre attractive power of
"entering Europe" seerns to be rapidly dimi-
nislring in 1990. Tlre West is pouring cold water
on arry idea of even a rnediurn-term entry of
Poland into the EC and has ignored the govern-
menfs calls for cancelling Poland's huge foreign
debt. Furthermore, the new Europe turns out to be
not one firmly led by the United States, so
fervently supported by so many Poles, but a
Gerrnan-led Europe in which Poland's place seems
anything but secure. And while the US is
financially impotent with its $700 billion of debt
(Poles don't forget Bush's 1989 willingness to offer
about orle tenth of what Lech Walesa asked for in
aid), the ricl'r Bundesrepublik seems set on
purnping funds into East Gerrnany and Czechoslo-
vakia rather than Poland. (And Poles are acutely
aware of their varlguard role throughout the 1980s
in the struggle against comrnunism on behalf of
the West, while the GDR and Czechoslovakia
acquiesced in hard-line Stalinism.) And to cap it
all, the private capital which will move in from the
West is widely perceived as having predatory
airns: picking up all the profitable ventures for
next to nothing and repatriating profits from them
while ignoring the well-being of the Poles.

All these thernes fit easily irrto the discourse of
radical Endeks and can also be taken up by the
Catholic Nationals.
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The third ground for believing that the radical
right has a future lies in the attitude of the
Catholic hierarclry. The episcopate and Rorne
have, of course, llo interest whatever in hitching
their fortunes to arry single political party in
Poland. Their arnbition is to dominate all sides of
the political spectrum in tlre country and to define
the lirnits of legitimate political life. And while it
seelrls to be the case that the individual prefer-
ences of leading figures in the episcopate, includ-
ing the Prirnate Glemp and Macharski, the
A rchbishop of Cracow, lean towards the
E ndec ja, they will put the institutional interests
o f the Cl'rurch above all personal interests.

B ut the Church, which has gained so
m uch frorn colnrlunisnr, and especially
from cornrnunisrn in long decline, is acutely

b retlrren and is very far
f rom accepting the reduced
p ower and status associated with Western-
style Christian Democratic cultr.ue.

There are, of course, countervailing tendencies
working against the authoritarian Right's ability to
achieve a political breakthrough: a whole phase of
withdrawal frorn political life, very strong at
present (with only a 407o turu-out in the May local
elections), is far frour over. Secondly, while the
split in Solidarity between Walesa and Geremek
may weaken the electoral hold of the rnovernent
as a whole, opening the door to the new Right, it
may equally, following an electoral victory for one
side or the other, provide a genuine political
opposition frour within the world of Solidarity,
able to articulate sorne of tlre extreme frustrations
in irnportant social groups. It is also possible that
the most dynarnic group of the far Right, the
Christian Nationals, will lirnit the scope of their
ambitions (or have them limited by the Church

hierarchy) to attempti.g to gain control of
institutions such as Solidarity, the education
system, and various social organisations, not
rnaking a serious political challenge for power.
And finally, despite the ambitions of younger
leaders like Lopuszanski of the Christian National
Union, the Right rernains woefully lacking in
effective leaders.
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Labour Focus may appear an unlikely recipient
of the above invitation, but presumably
someone in the Hungarian Democratic Forum
used an old dissident's address book when
compiling he mailing list... Although tempted
by the chance to visit one of Empress
Elizabeth's favourite haufib, he opportunity to

discuss 'The Future of the Right in Gentral and
Eastem Europe" was reluctantly declined.
An invitation to a conference on "The Future of
the Central and East European Left", however,
is eagerly awaited!
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SOLTDAMru
AT THE
ono$noAffi

* ln the 2nd April edition
of So/ida rnosc Szczecinska, is
found an article promoting a
new political organisation: The
Congress of the Polish Nation.
The programme of this group
hails the downfall of the "Tota-
litarian Zionist Masonic gov-
ernment in the Soviet Union";
calls for the re@very of full
political rights by "Polish
citizens of Polish nationality;"
proposes "proportional repre-
sentation of national minorities
in public life"; demands the
"liquidation, in the @urse of
democratic elec-tions, of the
hitherto prevailing dom ination
by the Jewish minority in
parliament and governmenf',
opposes lthe sell off of nation-
al property to foreign capital",
and calls for opposition to
"cosm opolitan tendencies".

Reflections on the
Second Generfrl Delegates' C ongress
in the Region of Lower Silesia

Translated and introduced by David Holland.
The text below, written in March this year, is a
fascinating snap-shot of Solidarity in one region, at
a crucial moment of transition. The conflicts
associated with the emergence from clandestinity;
the resistance to the leadership structures imposed
from above by the Walesa leadership; the personal
conflicts; the prestige of a well known Underground
leader like Frasyniuk; and the emergence of right
wing demagogic platforms, as the only half way
coherent alternative to the Mazowiecki/Balcerowicz
programme, are all laid bare. Many of these
features were reflected in Solidarity on a national
scale and in other regions (Lodz, Szczecin) and
emerged once more at the National Congress.

The present divisions between Walesa's "Cen-
tre Agreement" and the supporters of "Democratic
Action", amongst the Warsaw intelligentsia compo-
nent of Solidarity's historic leadership (Michnik,
Kuron, Geremek etc.), reflect Walesa's attempt,
like Wojcik, to exploit the mood described in
Grzegorz Francusz's text, to launch his own bid for
the Presidency.

This tendency for opposition to the Govern-
ment's programme to crystallise around fundamen-
talist positions, which are simultaneously workerist
and tainted with national chauvinism and even
explicit anti-Semitism, is quite clear on a national
scale. Although Walesa is appealing to this mood,
by distancing himself from the Mazowiecki Govern-
ment and calling for purges of Communists, to his
credit he has publicly opposed the pathological
re-emergence of anti-Semitism, by for example,
appealing for a memorial to the victims of the
shameful Kielce pogrom of 1946, on the anniver-
sary of this event.

The same cannot be said for all his opponents.
The "Solidarity '80" break-away union, based in
Szczecin, under the leadership of Marian Jurczyk,
has for example published openly fascist political
platforms in its nationally distributed weekly,
Solidarnosc Szczecinska. *

New Presidential elections are now likely to be
held before the end of the year, or at the very
latest early next year. Walesa remains the best
placed candidate to win them. Surrounded as he
is by a constellation of right wing forces, including
able figures, such as the former Director of the
Polish Section of Radio Free Europe, Zdzislaw

Najder, who is now leading the national Citizens'
Committee, the prognosis is for a further lurch
rightwards in Polish politics.

The main opposition oamp, although touted as
including the secular socialdemocratic wing of
Solidarity, is in full support of the rapid reintroduc-
tion of capitalism and the associated attacks on
working class rights and living standards.

No credible focus for social democratic, still
less socialist, mass organisation exists. The
succe$$or organisations of the Polish Communist
Party (Polish United Workers Party) are hopelessly
compromised by their Stalinist past and likely to be
the victims of the'Jihad" mood of anti-Communism.
The Social Democracy of the Flepublic of Poland,
led by Jacek Kwasniewski claims 65,000 members.
The Union of Social Democrats, led by Tadeusz
Fiszbach claims 3,500. A decline indeed from the
millions of members of the old PUWP! The "leftist"
Jacek Kuron is Minister for Labour in the
Mazowiecki Government and is policing the work-
ers. The small groups attempting to revive the
Polish Socialist Party have split into fragments and
command no significant support. Srnall groups like
the Trotskyist Kret Group in Warsaw and the more
openly oriented Socialist Political Centre in Wroc-
law, are on the margins of politics. Some hope that
Karol Modzelewski, now a Senator for Wroclaw
who has organised a group of "Labburist" par-
liamentarians, could be the focus for an ambitious
initiative to build a Workers' Party, but as yet there
is no sign of this.

Meanwhile, the Government continues with
policies of savage austerity. Unemployment stands
at about half a million and is rising. On the
Government'$ own figures real wages have fallen
by 34o/o since the beginning of the year. Privatisa-
tion legislation is now in place and is apparently to
be sold to the population on the basis of the issue
of coupons with which shares can be bought in
newly privatised companies. Minor concessions are
to be made to the work-forces in the form of
preferential terms for limited numbers of these
shares

Western socialists have a heavy obligation to
support the small embattled groups, which are
defending the ideals of socialism and striving for
their rebirth on a mass scale.
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by GRZEGORZ FRANCUSZ
Socialist Political Centre in Wroclaw

Frorn the 2rd to the Sth of March, the Second
General Delegates' Congress of the Lower Silesian
Region took place. 523 people took part, out of 521
entitled to be delegates. Amongst other things, the
purpose of tl're Congress was to take reports and
conclude the union's activity over tlrc last nine
years/ a period in which solidarity had been
compelled to operate underground, had emerged
again from conspiracy and undertaken open work
and finally, after tlre conclusion of the Round
Table Agreement, had becorne once tnore a legal
trade uniorl. Moreover, the union had to define a
strategy for the next two years, adopt a program-
me and elect a new leadership. The organisational
structure of the union in the region also had to be
defined. This would draw to a close almost a
decade in which solidarity had operated ol1 a
provisional basis, when decisions were taken on
behalf of the whole union by u group of the most
active leaders, people who had not always been
dernocratically elected to the union leadership.

What is more, a corrflict awaited resolution
between two altemative trade union structures in
the region: the REC and RSC. This dispute arose
from the establishment in 1987 of an openly
operating urdon leadership, the Regional Executive
Committee, which wl'rolly supported the line of
Lech Walesa and actively participated in the
negotiations with the Stalinist bureaucracy in 1988
and 1,989. The RSC also organised anew as an
operl union structure in Lower Silesia. However,
the Regional Strike Committee was constituted on
the basis of the strikes at the end of 1981. It was
rooted in the secret Solidarity factory commis-
sions. The activists collcentrated around the RSC
rejected open activify in the REC style and accused
the Walesa supporter Wladyslaw Frasyniuk of
creating a union leadership in an undernocratic
way. The RSC took a critical attitude to the tactics
of the Rourrd Table and to participation in the
elections in June last year. They rejected, too, the
monopolisation of the union by a political group
concerltrated around Lech Walesa.

Apart from this historical reckoning of
accounts, the Congress's task was to consolidate
the union and to define its programlne and work
clearly. These goals were not realised. Discussisn
concentrated on organisational uratters and the
shuffling of personnel in the union leadership.

The morning of Friday the 2nd of March began
with a report on the activity of the union from the
13th of Decernber 1981 to date. The successive
leaders of the Regional Strike Committee, after the
introduction of martial law, spoke in turn: W.
Frasyniuk, J. Pinior, M. Muszynski and P. Bed-
ttarz. Jozef Pinior presented arl account of the
expenditure from the legendary 80rn zlot!, which
he took into safekeeping, just before martial law.
Pinior was Treasurer of the union in Wroclaw in

1981 and a few days before the introduction of
martial law he witlrdrew from the urdon's bank
account 80rn zlot!, thanks to which it was not
seized by the Stalinist dictatorship and could be
used by Solidarify. After accounting for expendi-
ture, Pinior handed over 50,000 dollars. The
delegates applauded.

Marek Mus4znski spoke about the RSC's
activities in the last few years and anllounced the
dissolution of tl're RSC that duy. This ended the
period of two leaderships in the Region. After a
short discussion and a report from the Control
Cornmission of the REC, the delegates voted to
accept the reports of both committees. This
resolution was a sLlccess for the RSC, since REC
activists had previously refused to recognise them
as representatives of the workers' interests within
the framework of Solidarity. The resolution
indicated that the delegates recognised all the
previous union leaders, regardless of their differ-
ences. It appeared that a sentirnent of unify had
triumphed over earlier differences and misunder-
standings. However this was not the end of it, as
the debate that followed demonstrated. It was
dominated by tl're conflict between the antagonistic
wings of the union.

After these discussions and after the report of
the Chair of the Regional Electoral Commission,
the decision was taken that the progratnmatic
debate would start with the platforms of the
candidates for Chair of the Region. Tlte discussion
over their prograrnmes would be simultaneously
a discussion on the programrne of the union as a
whole. Seven candidates were notninated for the
Chair, five of whour declined nominatiotl. This left
the out-going President W. Frasyniuk and T.
Woicik. Both of them had been couducting
electoral campaigns.

Tornasz Wofcik was Chair of Solidarify in
Wroclaw Polytecluric and supported by the RSC.
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Frasyniuk (right)
wiecki (left) and
(centre)

with Mazo-
Walsa

He was a member of the anti-Walesa wing of
Solidarity and a mernber of the Campaign for
Democratic Elections in Solidarity. This body had
been created by activists who did not accept the
positions of Walesa and those around him.
Mernbers of the Carnpaign thought that the
current leadership of Solidarity had violated
democratic principles and betrayed the values of
Solidarity frorn 1980-81. They also had a sceptical
attitude to the Round Table Talks. The Carnpaign
is part of the radical wing of Solidarity.

Challenge to Frasyniuk
Wladyslaw Frasyniuk belonged to the tightly knit
core of the present leadership of the union. He
was all active participant in the Round Table
Talks. He completely supported Lech Walesa's line
and what went with it - strpport for the Polish
Parliament and the Mazowiecki Government.
Frasyniuk led Solidarity in Lower Silesia frour
19E1. What this ureans is that he had to sustain an
uncornpromising and desperate position under
rnartial law. He was perhaps the Solidarity activist
to have met with the greatest repression. He has
quite simply a legendary status, as sylnbol of the
unbowed struggle of tlre Polish workers for their
dignity and rights. Wojcik and Frasyniuk can be
identified as representing two antagonistic cur-
rents in Solidaritv"

A few weeks before eite Regional Congress, the
General Delegates Congress of the Wroclaw
Provincial Area took place (there are three
provinces in Lower Silesia: Wroclaw, Walbrzych
and Legnica). At tl'ris Congress the Area Chair and
Executive were elected. The area Chair then
automatically became Vice-Chair of the Region
and the Executive members also rnembers of the
Regional Executive. T. Wojcik surprised REC
supporters by winning the election for the Chair,
against Frasyniuk's candidate, the Vice{hair dof
the REC, Wlodzirnierz Mekarski. This election
result was a shock for the REC activists. Almost
all the members of the Executive resigned rather
tl'ran serve under Woicik. They expressed their
dissatisfaction with tlie election result openly,
accusing the delegates of not knowing what they
were doing by voting in this way. W. Frasyniuk
asserted that he did not think it was possible to
work wiflr the new Chair of the Wroclaw Area
and that he saw the result as a vote of l1o

confidence in
hirnself.

This be-
ha viour did
not win frour
urany of the
delegates any
acceptance of
a reprimand
for their incor-
rect voting, it
was ra ther
perceived as a
sylrlptour of
arrogarlce and
lack of respect
f or them,
which could
not but find
an echo in tlre

Congress of the entire Region.
Both Wojcik and Frasyniuk presented to those

gathered at the Congress their vision of the trade
union and its programrne. T. Wojcik argued for
a strong union, which could defend the workers
effectively. In his opinion Solidarity ought to be a
union which respected the principles of internal
democracy t by which various programmatic and
political tendencies could come into collision.
Solidarity should not be dominated by one
political option, which would monopolise the
leadership of the union. Wojcik went on to assert
that an employer had the right to choose between
workers, whilst a worker has a right to a decent
wage and proper material and cultural conditions.
He stressed repeatedly that trade union activists
should be at the service of the mernbers of the
union and be subject to them and not be in
authority, which would lose them their link with
tl'reir social base.

Frasyniuk was for a modern, co-rnanaging
union, whose activity should not produce conflict
with the ernployer. He asserted that Solidarity
rnust adopt a different attitude to the present
Government than to preceding ones. Today, in
fact, the Government can be treated as a credible
partner, in whom once can have confidence. He
stressed the necessity of wide-ranging activity by
the union in reforming tl're country. Union
activists, in FrasyniuKs opinion, should be highly
qualified experts, thanks to whom the union could
act effectively. Frasyniuk presented himself as a
representative of the existing union leadership,
interested in defending the status quo. He
defended his line, from the Round Table, through
the parliarnentary elections and the appointment
of a Solidarity Government up to today. It could
be said that, according to Frasyniuk and the REC,
the role of the Congress was to wholeheartedly
endorse the tactics ana acfivity of the REC and tb
give recogrlition to the leadership of the Frasyniuk
Group , by confirming it in office througl'r elections.

Democacy and demagogy
These expectations were solnewhat shaken by the
Provincial Congress referred to above. The Chair,
however, was convinced of the effectiveness of
previous activity. He was convinced of the
correctness of his political choice and concentrated
first and forernost on the necessity of strengthen-
ing the effectiveness of the union, which he
perhaps identified with the efficienry of the union
apparatus that had been created

Wojcik however presented a new political line
in the union. He was not interested in strengthen-
ing the hitlrerto existing union bureaucracy. He
did not present any kind of worked-out program-
rne, but tried to appeal to the feelings of delegates.
More than once he did this in a demagogic
manrler. Already at the Wroclaw Area Congress
the slogan was advanced to appoint a Tribunal for
De-cornmunising the country. The idea was that
after Cornmunisrn had been legally defined as
crirnirral, the Tribunal would carry out investiga-
tions into Cornrnunist Party rnernbers and deprive
them of civic rights. This aptly calculated slogan
of de-colnmunisation fell on favourable ground in
the atmosphere of social radicalisation. As a result
of the worsening of economic conditions, the rank
and file of Solidarity put forward ever more
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radical slogans, whilst the Solidarity leadership,
both in Governurent and in the union, were
accused of creating a new llolrlenklatura in the
Stalinist style. Wojcik wanted to exploit this
clirnate by basing his progralnlne on dernands that
the union leadership serve the meurbership, on tl're
necessity of internal dernocracy and on de-corn-
rnunisation.

Frasyniuk and the activists comected with
him, correctly argued against Wojcik that ttrre

dernand for de-communisation had nothing to do
with union activity and represented merely a
demagogic trick to win cheap support from trades
unionists, who were frustrated with the every duy
struggle and who wanted to see the back of the
nolnenklatura.

Wojcik's prograrnrne was indeed a substitute
for a progralrlule, calculated to direct the union's
activity into a blind alley. The dissatisfaction with
the socio-economic situation could be canalised by
tlre slogan of de-cornnrunisation, so that society,
instead of confronting real problerts, would be
diverted into a hysterical anti-comurunislrl, which
is often associated with nationalism and Catholic
fundamentalism. Elernents of this hysteria can
already be discerned. There is a danger that
Poland will go in a sense the way of Iran and the
de-comrnunisation proposed by Wojcik is a factor
assisting this development. This sort of playing
upoll feelings call awaken spectres slumbering in
the psyche of Polish society. We lrlay become
wihresses to an explosion of intolerance, national
chauvinism and witch-hunting.

The REC people are right to argue that people
should be purrished only for breaking the law and
not for their opinions or party affiliatiolls. If this
is not the case/ we are threatened with a repetition
of the situation in Poland after the last war. On
the otlrer hand, once can agree with Wojcik that
internal union dernocracy and the subjection of the
leadership to the needs of the rnembers are
needed. It is iust disturbing that these deurands
are associated with populist slogans.

Both Wojcik and Frasyniuk asserted that they
supported the presellt Mazowiecki Government,
although tlrey reserved their right to criticise and
oppose particular positions of the Governurent, if
that was in the workers' interests. On the question
of unernployrnent, Frasyniuk took a clearer posi-
tion, whilst his rival stressed the necessity of
organising public works for the unemployed. It
can be said that in spite of his involvernent with
the burgeoning union bureaucracy, Frasyniuk
pre$ented himself as a trade union activist, rooted
in the authentic workers' lrlovelnent. His program-
matic option depended on an analysis of concrete
problerns arising in the work-places. Wojcik
appeared lnore like all ideologue than a trade
urrionist.

Both candidates were deeply irresolute in their
attitudes to the Governrnent. On the one hand,
they declared their support for it, while its policies
are leading to unemployrnent and impoverishrnent
for working people. On the other, they spoke
about defending the workers from unemployment
and pauperisation. They were repeatedly driven
into expressing cluite contradictory views.

Unfortunately, the starting point of the candi-
dates for Chair of the Region presenting their
platforms did not lead to the planned programma-
tic discussion. The questions addressed to Wofcik

and Frasyniuk related to marginal questions,
which souretilnes related to personal gossip.
Frasyniuk woll the election decisively, winning
379 votes against Wojcik's 125. Tlre election result,
however, does not indicate that the line of the
Regional Chair has the definite support of Lower
Silesian trades unionists. What was decisive above
all was the personal quality of Frasyniuk, his
outstanding record as an unbending activist.

Bureaucracy still weak
The results of the elections to the Regional
Executive testify to the truth of this observation.
The outgoing team on the Regional Executive
Cornmittee was decimated. None of Frasyniuk's
closest collaborators were elected to tlre Executive.
Ahnost all the candidates proposed by Frasyniuk
for the union leadership experienced difficulty in
mustering all adequate nuntber of votes. In a
word, the youl'rg bureaucracy appeared to be too
weak to establish its authority over the rank-
and-file - certain errors comuritted in the election
calrlpaign also came horne to roost.

Moreover, they were held resporlsible for all
the failures of Solidarify. People corurected with
the RSC had a much easier situation. They could
concentrate on criticising the Frasyniuk team,
without presenting arry positive programme.

An undoubted success for the REC people was
the decision to dissolve the Provincial Area union
structures. This decision deprived Woicik of the
privileged position he had won at the Area
Congress. The delegates recognised that the union
structure must rest upon a strong Regional
Executive, whilst local co-ordination would be
carried out by the Inter-Workplace Co-ordinating
Comrnissions. These Comrnissions will be put in
place by concrete union structures, active in the
work-places. A characteristic feature of flre discus-
sion on the progralnme and finances of Solidarity
was that all speakers, regardless of their orienta-
tion, saw the strength of the union as resting upon
the strength of its governing apparatus and not
upoll tlre support of tlre rank-and-fi1e. It seerned
that for all the union ureant above all its activists
and not its ordinary rnernbers.

The Congress concluded with the elections to
the Regional leadership, to the Control Commis-
sion and of delegates to the National Congress.
The programrnatic discussion was never arrived
at. The profound and burning questions which
face the Polish workers' movement were not
touched uporl. No kind of left-wing alternative
was outlined to the line of the Union leadership
to date. Nobody presented the kind of cohesive
prograrlule which would allow Solidarity to take
a deep breath and extricate itself from lor.g
standing disputes so as to stand up to the
challenges which will be posd by the future.

The Union found itself at a turning point. The
rlear future will show whether it will yield to a

wave of populist social feeling, whether its
bureaucratic structures will become ossified, or
whether in the face of social discontent it will
become the tribune of the real interests of the
workers. For the time being, nothing can be
preiudged.

The Socialist Political Centre can be contacted on
Wroclaw 21-37-94.
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HUNGARY
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HUNGABY

by G US FAGAN

I N APRIL 1990, communist rule came to an end in
Hurgary. The transition to non-communist rule
was a peaceful ol1e, involving neitlrer violence nor
arry significant rnass rnobilisation. The Hungarian
Socialist Party (previously the Hungarian Socialist
Workers' Party) won only 8.55Vo of the popular
vote. More than two thirds of the popular vote
went to the right-of-centre Hungarian Dernocratic
Forum (42.757o) and the liberal Alliance of Free
Dernocrats (23.83Vo). A righ-of-centre coalition
governrnent has been forrned, based oll the HDF
and two smaller parties, the Independent Srnal-
lholders' Party (11.1,47o) and the Christian Demo-
cratic Party (S.MVo).

Although Hungary now has a stable govern-
ment, the economic and social problems ahead are
immense. The government has drawn up an
ambitious plan of privatisation. The goal is 35To

privatisation in three years, with 75 to 807o in ten
years. To appreciate the
scale of this undertaking,
we nrust remember tl'rat
the British Conservative
government privatised
only 5% of public assets
in ten years.

Tlre European Corn-
mission respollsible for
coordinating aid to Hun-
gary has estimated that,
in addition to aid, Hun-
gary will need at least
another $20 billion in
investment capital. There
is l1o suggestion that the
$ZO billion debt could be
resclreduld, rnuch less
written off. The EC Com-
rnission's report was
understating the situation
when it said that the
ureasures required would

bring about a "significant increase in
urlernployrnent".

Already the International Confederation of

Free Trade Unions and the European Confedera-
tion of Trade Unions have publicly criticised the
EC aid programrne for ignoring the social
problems that can only increase in Hungary as a
result of the new rneasures. Already this year, arl
IMF agreement with Hungary was made condi-
tional on the government withdrawing rent
subsidies.

The coercive character of this aid and the
pressure on the government to push through
austerity measures will create tremendous prob-
lems for a government whose legitirnacy depends
on democratic consent. The uncertainties are
increased in Hungary by flre fact that the working
class remained largely passive throughout the
transition arrd by the fact that none of the parties
in parliament has any organised base inside the
working class.

As Hungary enters what everyone agrees to be
fuoubled waters, what is the situation of the
Hungarian left? The election was a rnajor defeat
for all of those parties identified in tl're public
rnind with traditional socialist or social-democratic
values.

The Hungarian Socialist Party was born out of
the old Hungarian communist party (the HSWP)
at its conference in October 1989, the conference
which sealed the final victory of the liberal reform
current identified with Imre Poszgay and R6zsci
Nyers and represented tlre transfortnation of the
old communist party into a western-style social
dernocratic party. In its prograrnme for the 1990
election the HSP proposed a rnarket economy
extending "not only to products but to the
ftmdamental factors of production", rnixed forrns
of ownership and a constitutional welfare state. At
the time of the 1989 conferellce, the party had
750,000 members, 17Vo of the total population. At
the time of the election, it claimed a membership
of 50,000. Its poll of 8.5?o showed that it had lost
any sigrrificant base of support beyond its own
membership. The Hungarian Socialist Party has
applied to join the Socialist International.

The old cornlnunist party re-formed itself as

the HSWP in Decernber 1989. But it polled only

The telegramme accepting
the SDP into he Socialist
lntemational, signed by Luis
Ayala and Willy Brandt

Conseil de I'lnternationale Socialiste, Genlve, ?r a124 novembre 1989

To the Soclaldenocratic Party of Hungazy

tle are happy to greet the socialdenocratic Party
of Hungary as a ful.l rtght neuber of the Socialist
fnternatlona} again.

We wl.sh succes and good luck for the future.

Genve r 23-24, novembre 1989.
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3.7Yo in the first round of voting. It describes itself
as "a modern Marxist party" and claims to
represent the ordinary rnembers of the old party
who 'bear no respoltsibility for the mistakes and
crimes of the narrow circle of leaders""

One of the interesting features of the Hunga-
rian transition was the srnall amount of support
for social democracy. This was a cotnrnon feature
throughout Eastem Europe and it should provide
solne food for thouglrt for Westem European
social dernocracy that its attractiveness for tlre
workers of Eastern Europe was uruch less than has
always been assurned. The Hungarian Social
Democratic Party was founded at the beginning of
1989 and, later that year, was accepted into the
Socialist International. It polled iust less than the
old "unreformed" HSWP, 3.6Vo. The party was
forrned rather late and suffered from a lot of
intemal divisions during its first year. It had no
base in the factories and, like the HSP, made no
atternpt to present itself as a party of the working
class. It shared the consellsus of all the otlrer
parties on the need for a market econorny, called
for the "liquidation of uneconomic enterprises"
and for a 'tontrolled privatisation" which would
"transforrn selected state enterprises into share-
holding cornpanies which should be sold to a
cash-paying real owtler". Its electoral prograrnlne,
published in January 1,990, supported returning
tlre land "to tl're original owners, and their
descendants, of '1,917{.8" and the president of tl're
HSDR in an interview iust before the election, saw
one of the main tasks of tlre new Hungary as
being "the creation of a new, national entreprelleu-
rial class".

What were perceived as the confused, oppor-
tunistic and rather right-wing character of some of
the party's policies promptd sorne of the original
leaders (among thern Andras R6v6sz and Gycirgy
Ruttner) and sonle few hundred urembers to
establish a new partf r the Independent Social
Democratic Party, in Novernber 1,989. The ISDP
stood few candidates in the election but, unlike the
n'ofhcial" HSDP, one of its candidates actually
survived to stand again in the second round of
voting. The Independents argue for a more
consistent socialdernocratic approach, along the
lines of the Gennan Social Democrats' Bad
Godesberg prograrnme.

Another small left-willg group was established
in Septernber 1988, the Left Altemative. Its core
was made up of Marxist intellectuals who were
both anti-Stalinist and, at the sarne time, opposed
to the ideological (and practical) drift towards
capitalism. Although its rnembership comes from
a variety of groups and parties, rnost of its leading
figures have been members of the Hungarian
Socialist Party, in which they were organised as a
separate political current known as the People's
Democratic Platform. The Left Alternative is
politically involved in supporting the Federation
of Workers' Councils (see below). Some of its
rnembers are part of the editorial board of the
tlreoretical-political bimonthly, Esnnelet (Con-
sciousness). Among its leaders are Ldszll Tiit6,
Tarniis Kraus and Ldszl6 Thoma.

Independent trade unions have made their
appeararlce but these are very small and, as yet,
are organised almost exclusively among tlre
intellectuals. The first was the Democratic Trade
Union of Scientific Workers, set up in Budapest in

Muy 1988 with little over 1,000 members, rnost of
them professors and administrators in the variotrs
scientific institutes and universities. In Decernber
1988, a federation of these new unions, the
Democratic League of Free Trade Unions, was
established. At that time, the League had five
srnall affiliates with a membership of
around 40,000 (the new urembers
were rnainly workers in
media and teachers). At
time of the elections in
April '1,990, the number of
affiliated independent un-
ions had risen to seven-
teen but the nurnber of
members was still below
100,000. The indepen-
dent unions had made
no breakthrough into
the organised industrial
or rnarlual workers.
Although the statutes
of the League describe
it as "not depending on
any party", in pracfice
tl'rere is a close relation-

between the League
the Association of

Free Dernocrats. A
organisation, Workers'
darify, affiliated to tlre
League, represented an
atternpt by the Free
dernocrats to create some kind of base among tlre
workers. One of its principal spokespersons,
Gyrirgy Kerenyi, was a candidate for tlre Young
Democrats in the election. So far, the mass of the
workers rernain organised in the traditional
r:nions.

A new forur of workers' organisation ernerged
in 1988-89 with the creation of workers' councils
in a nurnber of factories. In many cases, these
councils were a response to the threatened
redundancies or closures. Both the Free Democrats
and the Deurocratic Forum were involved in soule
of those councils, seeing in them a way of
outflanking the official trade union (SZOT). In
December '1.989, a national conference of workers'
councils was held and in February 1990 a National
Federation of Workers' Councils was founded in
Budapest. At the time of the election, about forty
councils were affiliated to tlre National Federation
with a number of councils organised separately.

The leadership of the Federation is rnade up
of delegates from the various councils. The I€ft
Alternative plays an active role in promoting the
workers' council movernent and mernbers of LA
are involved as independent experts in the
Workers' Councils Inforrnation Office. Although
the left sees the role of the councils as organs of
self-rnanagement, there is by no means unanirnity,
either anlollg the councils thernselves or among
the different political' forces involved, about the
role the councils sl'rould play. The corning to
power of the Dernocratic Forurn, which opposes
any self-managelnent role for the councils, will
obviously affect the outcome of this debate.

ship
and

Anna Petrasovits, leader of
the Social Democratic ParU
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ln this issue of Labour Focus, we print the Cltarter of Iift Alternatiae, published in March
1989, and a general statement from the Worlcers' Councils lnformation Office on the role of
workers' cormcils in Hungarian enterprises. These duuments were published in the March
1990 issue of the journal Eszmelet and are translated for Labow Focus by Vera Magyar.

ln the next issue, we will be printing material.from the social demrcratic parties in

Gharter of Left Alternative
THE POSSIBILITIES offered by "state socialism"
are used up. Its institutional forms have become
obstacles to historical development and to im-
provernent in the living conditions of the popula-
tiorl. For this reason, w€ have taken this irritiative
as a way of supporting the self-organisation of
those forces which reject both neo-Stalinisrn and
bourgeois neo-conservatisrn. We support all those
forces trying to create a sociely in whicl'r there is
an efficient economic system and in which the
values and aspirations of working people are
respected.

1.. Left Altemative wants to promote the efforts
of those who are fighting against economic,
cultural and political privileges and who want to
build a society which is more democratic and free,
which provides equal opportunities for all and
solidarity. Theoretically, we base ourselves on the
Marxist-inspired critical theory of society accord-
ing to which it is possible to create a historically-
superior form of society bases on social self-
organisation from below, on self-governulent. We
draw inspiration from this social theory, frorn its
orientation and method, and we believe it is
valuable in defining a left-wing alternative at the
end of the twentieth century. We maintain that
Marxisrn carlnot be considered responsible for the
Stalinist forur of social organisation that has
prevailed in Eastern Europe for some decades.
This has nothing in cornrnon with Marxisrn.

2. Independent efforts of workers in the past
hundred and fifty years dernonstrate the need for
democracv in production and distribution, for
social selfgovenlment answerirrg to social needs.
Both the state and big business work to prevent
this. We believe that the left should cornrnit itself
to the formation of a workers' self-goverllment.
Only in this way can social unrest be resolved.

3. All the existing political and econornic
bureaucracies have the same goal: the preservation
of the old power structures by lrlearls of srnall-
scale reforrns. This process would maintain the
domination of courpeting elites and dual exploita-
tion from the state as well as frour private capital.
For quite solrle time now tlre government has
dernanded sacrifices from the people. A great
marly families have reached the liurits of their
ability to survive in this situation of declining
living standards and exhaustion. The only way out
of this is a collectivisation of econornic and
political power in which the working people
directly own the social resources and productiorr.

4. The rnost iurportant task for left Alternative
is to search, both theoretically and in a concrete
way, for the lneans wlrereby socie$, at its current
level of science and teclurology, could organise
itself co-operatively in productive and self-gov-
erning corrlrnur{ties. In the mediuur terrn, we
tlrink that:

(a) In the present international situation,
Htrngary should aim for a society in which social
ownership is dominant, alongside the state and
private capitalist sectors. There should also be
space for a directly collective sector, based on the
collaboration of producers and consuurers organ-
ised from below. Experiments in tl'ris kind of
self-organisation should be aimed for in the near
future.

(b) We think it is inevitable, in both the state
and private capitalist sector, that democratisation
of the economy would lead to decentralisation of
the big productive units and a radical extension of
the rights of workers' collectives and interest
groups to be involved in decision-making.

(c) We want an institutionalised political
system which develops in the direction of
participatory democracy. Democratisation doesn't
sirnply mean a state based on the rule of law, civil
rights and freedorns, parliarnentarianism; these
alone do not provide guarantees against economic
and political inequality. What is also vital is
collective control of the bureaucracy and the
market. Instead of rule by elites, parties and
corporations, we want a system of social move-
rnents in which the functions of the various
apparatuses are progressively transferred to self-
organising social collectives at tl're workplace, in
the community, and so on.

(d) In the context of the current crisis we must
avoid political and econornic chaos. We are
opposed to those measures which increase in-
equality and attack the living standards of
working people. We want to defend the quality of
the nattrral and social environment. With respect
to the causes of social unrest (failed social and
educational policies, unemployment, inflation), we
believe that the solutions are not to be found at
the econornic level alone. We want, theoretically
and in a concrete manner, to assist in the creation
of social self-organisation, selfdefence and soli-
darity.

(e) In foreign affairs, we want to ally ourselves
with all social and political urovements that want
to change the current international system, which
is based on inequality and injustice, and create a
new world order which is rnore deurocratic and
based or1 ecluality among nations.

(f) We want to contribute towards uniting the
people of Europe, strengthening their econornic
and political relations. It is in this spirit that the
alliance of the Eastern European countries should
be transforrned, eliminating all forms of national
hatred, especially against minorities.

G) We want to collaborate with all national
and international groups, organisations, move-
ments, etc, who share some or all of our goals.

Budapest, March 1989
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rk ru G the other hand, represents the

U e-) whole workers' collective. The

G@umGnil
leaders of the workers' councils
are delegates who can be recal-
led by the units that electd
them. These leaders can rely on
workers' support.

When did the idea of creating
workers' conncils first occur? In
1915, when the factory owners
disappeared and tlre conduct of
the enterprises became uncer-
tain, the workers took their
destirries into their own hands.
TIre result, after 191517, was
known the world over as tl're
"Hungarian miracle". In 1956,
the workers' councils had no
time to ponder: the political
situation demanded political
actiott.

Today we are living in a
period of transition. The govern-
rnent, under pressure from the
IMF, wants to privatise state
property and l'rand it over to
foreign capitalists at any cost. It
is undemtandable that the work-
ers are worried, for up to now
they were under the impression
thai their enterprise wai collec-
tive property.

The chief aim of tl're changes
initiated by the uranagers is to
secure their own positions. No-
thing is done to irnprove the
efficiency of production. The
workers, on the other hand,
want to do sornething rneaning-
ful and useful. Skilled in their
owrl trades, workers are out-
raged when managers, sirnply
by virtue of their position, inter-
fere with their work. In the
United States, the trade unions
say that workers work hard and
suffer rnore from bad rnanage-
rnent than do tlre shareholders,
managers and investors and
that, therefore, tlrey want to
participate, along with the own-
ers and managers, in the deci-
sion-making process in the en-
terprise. So, in privately-owned
enterprises as well, the workers
dernand the right to participate.
The workers in state-owned en-
terprises demand more. They
know what they would do to
improve things if they really
owned the enterprise. Thafs
wlry they dernand ownership.
This is the main aim in the
creation of a workers' council.

The rnore immediate reason
for setting up a workers' council
is self-defence. When thirrgs go
badly, workers demand a work-
ers' council. Naturally, things go

badly in a nurnber of ways. For
instance, the enterprise is going
bankrupt, workers are to be laid
off , solne of the branches of a
Iarge enterprise are to be dissol-
ved, sold off or have their
profits transferred to another
branch/ rtanagerc may take
large and undeserved bonuses.
These are only solne examples
br-rt in all of them the workers
are outraged. They are afraid
and they seek to establish soli-
darity amollg themselves.

The aiurs of a workers'
council depend on tlre local
conditiolls in each enterprise.
The aims may include: to
strengthen the trade rurion; par-
ticipation in tnanagement of the
enterprise; independence of the
unit from the larger parent
enterprise; to win rnajority or
full ownership of the enterprise
and to manage iU to prevellt the
sale of an enterprise; to ensure
that the change of ownership is
lronest, fair and public; to create
sufficient work for all and to
avoid redundancies; to pull the
enterprise through the crisis.

These aims can only be
achieved with the support of the
entire collective. The present
so-called self-governing body,
the official enterprise council, is
unsuitable. The 1,984 law created
this body in a way which
ellsures that it is dependant on
management. This is to be ex-
pected, since the enterprise
council decides the rlallager's
salary, 50Vo of the enterprise
council members are delegated
by the rnanager who , by virtue
of his rnorlopoly of information,
easily cornlnands the rnajority of
votes against the workers' dele-
gates. The workers' council, on

How to start organising a
workers' council:

(1) Hold workers' meetings
in each unit of the enterprise (if
necessary by shifts) where the
aims of the workers' council
will be decided upor1. The deci-
sion to create a workers' council
should be by secret ballot and
decisious should be based on a
two-thirds maiority. Minutes of
the meeting should be recorded
and delegates should be elected
by the salne kind of uraiority
vote. We recornrnend two
rounds of voting. First, a norni-
nation list should be drawn up
on the basis of secret nornina-
tions and, from this list, again
by secret vote, the delegates
should be elected.

(2) The delegates should
then ureet and draw up the
statutes of tlre council.

(3) The delegates should
then disctns the statutes with
their electors and, after discus-
sions, any changes sl'rould be
finalised.

(4) In keeping with tlre law
on associations, the workers'
council should then be regis;
tered officially in the courts as

an association.
(5) With this action, tlre

workers' council eists as a legal
body, with rights and obliga-
tions.

(6) The workers' council, as
a legal body, can negotiate with
rlanagernent, with any would-
be buyer or with the higher
authorities on behalf of the
whole collective.

(7) With the help of outside
experts, the workers' council
should examine the econornic
and organisational plans of the
enterprise and should draw up,
as a workers' body, alternative
plans.

Workers' Councils Information
Office
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SOVIET UNION

The Left
in the CP$U

Wanslated and introduced by I{ICI( SIMON

THE LAST ISSUE of Labour Focus carried the text
of the "Democratic Platform" (DP), the current
which emerged as the chief opposition to the
continuation of the CPSU in its current form and
who are linked to the liberal marketisers in the
lnter-regional Group.

During the course of the discussion of the
CPSU Central Committees draft platform, various
alternatives have appeared, of which the "Marxist
Platform" (MP) is the most important.

The "Marxist Platform" was drawn up initially by
five Moscow Party clubs and OPSU members
unhappy with both the direction of the official Party
Platform and that of "Democratic Platform" with its
socialdemocratic orientation to parliamentarism
and democracy in the abstract to the detriment of
concrete $olutions to the social and economic crisis
facing the Soviet Union. The "Marxist Platform"
was published initially in Moskovskaya Pravda at
the end of March. Labour Focus is publishing a
translation of the eomplete text of the "Marxist
Platform" which was published in Pravda on April
13.

An amended version was subsequently adop-
ted at a meeting of the Federation of Marxist Party
Clubs which was formally established at Bykovo in
Moscow provine,e on April 14 and 15. That meeting
was attended by more than 300 people from 54
cities in the USSR and 22 in Moscow region.
Unfortunately, the amended text has not been
available for translation or comment. We will,
naturally, carry details and analysis of the develop-
ment of the various currents inside the CPSU in
later issues of Labour Focus.

According to Aleksandr Buzgalin, a leading
member of MP, "supporters of the 'Marxist
Platform' see their task as consolidating the CPSU
members who favour the breaking of the Party
apparatus's power and the most consistent im-
plementation of all democratic liberties and human
rights and, or1 this basis, movement along the path
of the socialist choice" (Current Digest of the
Soviet Press [CDSP] Vol"XLll, No.19).

It is a measure of how liberaldemocratic
currents in the West see the contending forces in
the Soviet Union that the headline in CDSP over
excerpts from the "Marxist Platfo rm" read
"Conservatives Offer a Pafty Platform". lt seems
that any opposition to the introduction of a market
economy or defence of the original ideals of the
Communist movement merits being lumped into
the same camp as the Ligachevs of this world even
though such figures are explicitly attacked in the
"Marxist Platform" itself and MP has demanded
that those responsible both for the errors of the

Brezhnev period and for the present crisis be
expelled from the Party.

For the MP, the essence of the crisis is that
"the totalitarian-bureaucratic system and its inhe-
rent forms and methods of management lead to
people's alienation from the means of production
and from social structures. The result is a gigantic
waste of human, naturat and material resources,
the stagnation of the economy and a tendency to
spiritual degradation. The system undermines
people as the prime productive force and herein
lies the inevitability of crisis." (Pravda 1416190)

While MP's programme for reorganisation of
the CPSU coincides "in the main" (CDSP, op. cit.)
with that of DP, MP is deeply critical of DP's lack
of a concrete economic programme. MP sees two
outcomes to the current crisis facing the Soviet
Union - either forward to democratic socialism or
back to capitalism. lt's rather more substantial
economic programme envisages a devolution of
nationalised property to the regions and labour
collectives and a transitional period for the
elimination of shortages in which a democratic,
regulated market would operate. Workers' living
standards would be maintained in this period
through price controls and a system of social
guarantees.

The social forces for overcomlng this crisis are
"that part of the people of labour, first and foremost
the working class, peasantry and intelligentsia,
which cannot solve its own material and social
problems without an improvement in the life of
society as a whole." (Pravda 1416190)

MP places a major emphasis on self-manage-
ment at all levels of society. Self-management
bodies, which "should manage and decide all
questions concerning the social infrastrueture of
society" (lnternational Viewpoint [VJ, 18/6190, p.8)
should be established not just in the workplace but
also across cities and regions" Secondly, MP
advocates the 'Uestruction of the monopolistic
structures of the state management like for
example the ministries" (ibid.) and their replace-
ment by 'na new model of political organization at
the state level and the level of the republics" (ibid.).
MP advocates the drawing up of a new Union
Treaty but seems ambivalent about the nationalist
movements and the rights of the USSR's consti-
tuent republics to secede from a recast Union.

Tactically, MP sees itself in a potential alliance
with members of the newly-formed Socialist Party
and its supporters inside the CPSU, the left of DP
who oppose its socialdemocratic trajectory and,
more controversially, with workers at the base ol
the Workers' United Front, traditionally associated
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with more conservative sections of the bureaucra-
cy. MP categorically argues that "the leaders of this
current, like Sergeev and Yarin, put forward
ehauvinistic ideas and we want to have no links
with these; but there are activists, young people,
in this front, who are democratic in their orientation
and in opposition to these leaders." (lV, 18/0/90,
p.8).

MP acknowledged that they would have few
delegates to the 28th Congress and that the
election process was conducted undemocratically.
Nevertheless, Buzgalin rather naively argued that
"the last word' should 'remain with the Farty
members and with their representatives the
delegates to the 28th CPSU Congres$" (CDSP op.
cit.).

The outcome of the 28th Congress will be
subjected to a more thorough analysis in the next
issue of Labaur Focus. lt would seem, however,
that a shift occurred during the course of the
Congress and that a significant section of the Party
apparatus voted with their head rather than their
heart. They knew, firstly, that Ligachev's call for
Gorbachev to resign was completely out of order
a$ no real alternative currently exists to Gorbachev
and that his replacement by an oved conservative
would accelerate the CPSU's demise. Secondly,
they realised that it is preferable to keep Gor-
bachev as General Secretary, constrained by
Polozkov as head of the powerful Russian CP,
rather than givlng him a completely free hand in
the Presidential Council and the state apparatus.

This support for Gorbachev from both the
liberal, marketising wing of the Party and the Party

apparatus also meant that the heterogeneous
'Democratic Platform' was totally divided on
whether to follow Yeltsin's lead and leave the Party
or whether to stay in, given that the conservatives
were seemingly marginalised and that Ligachev
was both humiliated in the vote for Deputy General
Secretary and then voted off the incoming Central
Commlttee.

It is clear, however, that the CPSU enjoys
increasingly less support in the population at large.
A majority of people interviewed after the Congress
considered that the outcome would have little
impact on Soviet society - a far cry from both the
27th Party Congress or even the 19th Party
Conference. Following the honeymoon period of
the First Congress of People's Deputies, Moscow
seems to be playing an increasingly smaller role in
people's everyday lives. People are now looking
increasingly to the centres of power within their
own republics or even their own cities.

The emergence of both DP and MP are part
of the process of differentiation of political forces
around different class programmes taking place in
Soviet society as a whole. The liberal intelligentsia
has made a choice it is no longer a question
simply of "restructuring" the Soviet economy but of
dismantling it and introducing capitalist relations.
The forces around MP and the left wing of DP will
need to unite with the growing militancy of the
workers' movement if the workers' social guaran-
tees are to be preserved and a programme
adequate to overcome the crisis is to be elabo-
rated.

Tt*E Manxrsr PuATFaRN,

',V 
THE CPSU

The country is at a crossroads. The objective
impossibilify of society developing effectively
through partial reforms of the previous system
leaves open only tws ways out of the crisis which
grips all aspects of our lives. The first is a more
or less consistent reproduction of the centuries
taken to establish contemporary capitalism. The
other way is the path of democracy and socialism.
Tl're struggle for the solution to this question has
reached a critical phase.

The crisis of the urodel of society called
socialist has led to the discrediting of the socialist
ideal. Marxism has arrived at tlds momerlt in an
extremely weakened state as a result of years of
the propagation of vulgarised cotlceptions in tlre
name of Marxism and the renagacy of tl'rose who
corrsidered it more advantageous to join forces
with the opponents of Marxism. We stand for a
return to classical Marxisrn, which assulnes a
critical attitude to the theoretical heritage of its
founders and followers and for a continual
revolution in the theoretical base of scientific
socialism in step with the changing world. It is
from such posifions that we will strive to give
answers to today's challenge.

1. Wtat sort of society do we lic,e in and wherein
lie the roots of its crisisT

1.1 For Marxists, socialism has always been the
objective result of the development of the laws

and tendencies of the preceding society. TI{s
development leads to the formation of a systern of
relations, which inherit the achievements of the
capitalist epoch and of the whole history of
mankind, while at the same time resolving their
inherent contradictions. Socialisrn thus appears as
the product of a mass social movernent expressing
objective historical necessity, as the initial stage of
hurnanity's rnovernent along the path of communist
civilisation which ensures the free and all-rounded
developurent of the individual.

1.2 The October Revolution of 1917 was the
historically conditioned cotlsequerlce of the world
social crisis and the growth of social contradictions
within tlre Russian Ernpire. After the February
Revolution, the Provisional Governrnenfs policy of
half-hearted reforrns, the delay in carrying out the
tasks of the bourgeoisdemocratic revolution, the
collapse of the machinery of power and the growth
of anarchy led the state towards national catas-
trophe. It was precisely this which determined the
inevitability of taking the revolutionary process in
Russia beyond the framework of the bourgeois-
democratic revolution it was unavoidable that
power in the country had to end up either in the
hands of a right-wing bourgeois dictatorship or in
the hands of the proletariat.

1.3 The attempt to advance towards a socialist
society in extremely unfavourable internal and
external conditions led to the opposite result.
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Global capitalisrn's front had been breached,
the ability of the workers independently to create
new social relations was historically demonstrated.
But the comparatively loW level of the develop-
tnent of capitalism in Russia and the defeat of
revolutions. in rnore developed European states
made the movernent towards socialisrn extremely
cornplex even if a scientifically-based and carefully
considered policy was implernented. However,
within the Bolshevik Parfy, tendencies characteris-
tic of pre- and early proletarian utopian socialisrn
gained significant influence which reflected the
pressure on tlre Party of social strata which were
numerically predorninant in Russian sociefy. After
Lenin's death, the unscientific, dogmatic, utopian
approach becarne dominant within the Party
which led to the ignoring of the objective laws of
the country's social development with tragic
consequences for the country and the world
colnrnunist movement, and left a profound im-
print on the entire subsequent history of the Soviet
state and workers' movernent.

1.4 In fact, a society has now been formed, the
basis of which is all unstable (in a historical sense)
conglorneration of elements of pre-capitalist, state
capitalist and socialist social relations. Thc. compa-
rative stability of the social structure was deter-
urined by the force of the authoritarian-bure.aucra-
tic system holding it together. By retarding the
progress of the produeti\,re forces and alienating
people from the lneaxrs of production arrd from
society, this system rnore and lnore underurined
the foundations of its own existence and led to the
appearance of contradictions ol1 the surface of
society, which had previously been held in check:
between the deforrned socialist productive rela-
tiorus and modern forces of production, between
socialist and non-socialist tendencies in the ecollo-
mic base, political, juridical and ideological super-
structures, etc.

2. The balance of socio-peilitical forces
The disintegration of an authoritarian-bureauc-

ratic type of society liberates social forces orien-
tated to both the restoration of a capitalist or
serni-capitalist mixed econolny and to the revival
of a genuine socialist perspective.

The peculiarities of the historical path travelled
by our society condition the character of the most
iurportant socio-political forces and their political
tendencies.

2.1 The first trend is expressed by the leaders
of the bourgeois-liberal tendency. The social strata
with an interest in borrowing market economic
structures on capitalist lines are those which, on
the strength of their position in the social division
of labour, call occupv a privileged position in the
tnarket. Tlrese include a srnall section of the
technocracy and bureaucracy those specialists
occupying administrative posts in the financial
and economic organs and economic units coln-
uranding a monopoly position in the national
ecollolny. Alongside them is that section of legal
and illegal private entreprenellrs who court on the
free utilisation of their capital. Finally, analogous
interests are displayed by that part of the
intelligentsia which, in rnarket conditions, expects
to capitalise on its rnonopoly of high skills or
talent.

While attacking the ideology of revolutionism,
this current itself proposes a radical break with the

social systern. The construction of capitalism here
is only capable of creating prosperity in the
foreeeable future for heaps of the nouveaux
riches from the top strata of the "free professions",
while not ensuring a radical rnodernisation of tlre
econorny.

2.2 The second position is occupied by the
so-called social-dernocratic current. While not
reiecting socialisrn in words, socialdemocracy
reduces it to a collection of moral and legal values
cornmon to all rnankind, wl'rile in its practical
programnle putting its money on the mechanical
borrowing of rnodern socio-economic structures
from the rnost advanced industrial states.

To this tendency belong that part of the
workers, and of the intelligentsia in particular,
who see in socialdelnocracy a rnass democratic
movement capable of becoming a real alternative
to the bureaucracy. This layer forrns the left wing
of socialdemocracy, which is oriented to a
socialist choice and the transition to a market
economy is conditional upon the creation of a
system of social guarantees hindering the com-
plete transition in tlre direction of private enter-
prise.

The right wing of socialdemocracy is more
organised and because of this frecluently deter-
mines the political line of this nlovernent. It is
based fundamentally on technocratic circles and
occnpies essentially liberal positions, considering
that the strict conditions of a system of free
enterprise are the necessary price for subsquent
Progress.

In the long-teml, the positions of the social-
democratic current nright be supported by a
section of the peasantry, which is oriented to a
farm-owning economy.

The socialdernocratic tendency in the USSR,
unlike Western socialdemocracy wlli"h is oriented
to the democratisation and humanisation of
capitalist society, views capitalisrn lnore as a goal
and only to the extent that it is achieved as an
arena of struggle for a better future.

2.3 The practical realisation of the social-
democratic movernent's programme will inevit-
ably lead to it choosirlg one of the poles between
which it vacillates - either it will take the side of
the right-wing liberal tendency, dismantling both
de facto and de i** the system of social
guarantees, or, by developirg and reinforcing the
social defence of people in society , by enabling the
social self-realisation and activity of the indi-
vidual, it will adopt an esrentially socialist
character.

2.4 We consider that only a dernocratic
movement, Marxist in ideology and oriented to
the socialist choice, corresponds to the basic
interests of society. The social base of the Mardst
movement is engendered by the contradictions of
the entire precedi*g development. On the one
hand, the maiority of workers cannot resolve ib
uraterial and social problerns witl'rout an irnprove-
urent in tlre life of society as a whole. On the other
hand, the alienation of people from the functions
of rnaster of the econorny and society, which
retard the opportunities for self-realisation in the
collective, are preserved.

The possible way out for people caught in the
jaws of this contradiction is either through private
enterprise (i.e. ultimately at the expense of others)
or through creating tlre conditions for tlre rnajority
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of people for joint free labour. The realisation of
the latter task is the major one for supporters of
the Marxist Platform, which does not unite any
isolated professional, territorial, sex or age group
but those in whom is developed a special social
qualify - tlre need for free labour, self-realisation
at work and social activity, ds distinct from those,
who strive for a parasitic existence in an
authoritarian-bureaucratic or liberal-capitalist
system.

2,5 Socio-political movements which share
illusions in the possibility of reviving the
previous model of socialism through a degree of
"humanisation" or democratisation, stand rather
to one side. With their base in that section of tlre
workers which is not unjustifiably afraid that the
development of the market, the liberalisation of
the economy and society strikes at ordinary
citizens, these movernents attract people declaring
their belief in socialism, its principles and ideals,
with promises to extend the workers' social
guarantees. While acknowledging the abstract
correctness of tlrese positions, it should be noted
that the facile repetition of even tirnelessly correct
slogans does not solve today's problems. The
failure of this movelnent's leaders to agree with
the reform efforts, which encroach on "principles",
Ieads theur to bloc with that Section of tlre
bureaucracy which sees the necessity of social
manoeuvring. By capricior,r,sly combining conser-
vative and democratic tendencies in the workers'
rnovelnent, this heterogelleous current will even-
tually be compelled to make a choice between tlre
democratic struggle for socialism or defence of a
renovated authoritarian-bureaucratic system.

2.6 The conseryative-bureaucratic current has
its base in the bureau cracy , in state ernployees
who look to it, and in conforrnist, passive and
declassed strata in the city and countryside. It
does not possess its owll openly declared prog-
ralnlrle or political rnovement expressing their
interests, but it attempts to counteract the restruc-
turing of Soviet society by utilisirrg its position in
the state apparatus.

2.7 National movements, extrenrely hetero-
geneous in their socio-political character, have
attained signifi-
cant influence
in the social life
of the country.
The democratic
tendency to res-
tore the legal
rights of nations
and nationali-
ties in the eco-
nomic, political
and c ul tural
spheres has be-
colne one of the
currents within
it. At tl're sarne
tirne, it is pre-
cisely in the na-
tional move-
rnents that the
bourgeois-liber-
al tendency has
a stron$ influ-
ence, actively
encouraging an

identification of its own goals with national ones,
portraying its class opponents as enemies of
national interests and, in essence, repudiating the
concept of nations' equal rights. Such agitation is
especially attractive to lumpen elements inclined
to seek tlre roots of their problerns everywhere but
in their own home. Against this background, the
development of extremely nationalistic and
chauvinistic political urovements is taking place
wllich frecluently lean for support on the corrupt
btrreaucrElclr operators from the shadow ecoflolil|r
declassed and directly criminal elements.

Both Russian national movernents represented
as currents aiured at raisirg national culture and
self-consciousness and chauvinist groups with
separatist and great power tendencies have bug*,
to organise politically. These terrdencies are the
starting-point for a new edition of the totalitarian
system with a nationalist streak.

2.8 The leadership of tlre CPSU and of the
Soviet state, ideologically disunited, is currently
striving to maintain the formal unity of the Party
and society at any price, to avo.id political tremors
and to ensure the irnplernentation of the policy of
reforrn by lnanoeuvring between all these social
strata and political movements. This will lead to
eclectic and inconsistent positions, to the loss of
political initiative and to a deepening of the crisis
in the country. As events unfold this position will
gradually evolve from conservative-bureaucratic
to socialdemocratic.

3. The road to socialism is the way out of the crisis
Political transformations must becorne tlre

starting-point for getting out of the crisis. In tlre
political sphere, socialism inherits the experience
and traditions of democracy produced by man-
kind, including a system of formal legal guaran-
tees of individual civil rights, but it is not
restricted by these traditions. The political systern
of socialisur cannot be reduced to many parties,
parliamentary deurocracy and even to a systern of
Soviets. It assulrles genuine popular power, which
guaralltees to each persoll the opportunity to be
directly included in the resolution of social
problems at every level from the brigade and

"Bravo!" - Soviet poster
showing Gorb*hev conduct
ing to Lenin's une.
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home to the region and country as a whole.
For a transition to such a system the following

are essential:
a. On the basis of a broad rnass lnovernent,

ensuring a gradual, peaceful transfer of power
from the hands of tl're bureaucracy to a socialist-
oriented bloc of democratic forces with guaranteed
constitutional rights for social and political move-
rnents of other tendencies, which observe the laws
of the USSR and republics, and by observing the
Declaration of Huuran Rights;

b. Turning the prirnary organisations of
self-rnanagement created on productive (courcils
of labour collectives, workers' comrnittem), territo-
rial (committees of social self-rnanagement) arrd
functional (consulner societies) principles into the
rnass base of the Soviets;

c. Ensuring the gradual transfer of all power
in running the social infrastructure of the regiorrs
to local Soviets and the organs of self-management
which constitute their support;

d. Turning the national workers', trade union,
consumer and ecological social lnovernents and
organisations into the working democratic founda-
tion of the Supreme Soviet by ensuring obligatory
participation of tlrese movernenb in the prepara-
tion and consideration of law-making decisions by
cornrnittees and cornmissions of the Supreme
Soviet.

3.2 The Soviet Union as a socialist state can be
only a voluntary association of free and sovereign
states on the principles of internationalisrn.

With the airn of renewing the USSR, it should
be proposed to all republics that they conduct
referenda on selfdetermination and the resolution
of the question of participation in a new Union
Treaty. After the referenda have been held, a new
Union Treaty will be concluded on the principles
of the sovereignty of the states within it and the
equality of their rights and obligations. On this
basis, to ensure the unity of all republican
rnovernents with a socialist orientation.

3.3 The progress of the scientific-teclurical
revolution and of civilisation as a whole in the
Twentieth Century has pushed to the foreground
the ned to develop econornic relations which
would ensure the overcoming of workers' aliena-
tion frorn the rneans of production, the ernancipa-
tion of their creative initiative and a high level of
social and labour activity.

The following are essential for the transition to
such an econorny:

3.3.L Change the property relations:
a. the kuy branches of the economy and

natural resources remain exclusively national
property with the rnaxirnuur democratisation of
their managernent and disposal;

b. regional ownerslrip is widely developed at
all levels; all powers for rnanaging the social
infrastructure of a region are transferred to local
Soviets and organs of self-urallagelnent;

c. collective ownership by workers of their
enterprises and co-operative ownership is utilised
prirnarily in the spheres of small and medium
production and services; hired labour in these
spheres is used only in the transition period;

d. private property in the rneans of production
is perrnitted only in the transitional period, within
a liurited fraurework under strict state control and
while maintaining the workers' social security.

3.9.2 Change- the system of managentetlt,

including:
a. the decentralisation of rights, responsibilities

and resources at all levels of managemerrt and
under all forrns of property;

b. central and branch agencies will be left the
resolution of only strategic questions of the
development of branches and the national eco-
nomy as a whole;

c. tlre development of the systern of self-
management in the economy from the bottom to
the top: from the councils of labour collectives and
workers' committees to their associations at the
level of branches, regions and inter-branch com-
plexes;

d. a consistent transition to a market in the
rneans of production as the shortage in their
individual types is overcorne; econornic regulation
of this market tl"rrough an agreernent between state
agencies, voluntary associations and individual
enterprises;

e. resistance to the diktat of branches and
enterprise-producers on the basis of uniting
collectives and citizens as consumers and people
who need a clean environrnent and hurnane
culture; the granting of righb to consurner
societies, ecological, creative and analogous unions
to control the activity of producers; the participa-
tion of organs of self-rnanagernent and their
unions in the control of the forrnation and activity
of state econornic agencies.

3.3.3 To ensure the liberation of labour and the
ernancipation of social creativity through a consis-
tent displacernent of the system of extra-economic
coercion to work (residence permitsr euotas,
departmental distribution of benefits); the transi-
tion to free labour, when each will choose in
which sphere to apply their abilities (tlre principle
of free association) independently and freely as the
master (and not as the hireling).

3.3.4 To carry out as a strategic task structural
changes in the economy and a profound redistri-
bution of all resources in favour of branches
producing collsulner goods and spheres safe-
guarding people's free and all-round development
and the harmonisation of their relations with
nafure.

3.4 We propose tl're following urgent rneasures
to protect workers' standards of living and to
prevent the further growth of inequality in
property, without which there cannot be social
and political stability:

a. to make known to the en6re people the
existing system of privileges and to consider a
programme for their gradual elimination, begin-
ning with the highest echelons of the party-state
structure;

b. to transfer to a system of territorial,
guaranteed and fixed distributiou of essential
goods, carried out according to a single principle,
openly, and under the dernocratic control of the
lnass social organisations; as this task is resolved
to reiect other forms of secret distribution of
wealth;

c. to elaborate and iurplernent a state program-
me to cornbat the shadow economy; to carry out
a uronetary reform with the aim of creating
barriers to the acquirement of illegal income in the
present and the fufure and to ensure that society
controls the comelation between the amount of
one's labour and consumption (the registration of
urajor civil transactious, tax declarations, etc.); to
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create a system of workers' control;
d. to create a system of progressive taxation

ensuring a socially justified differentiation of
incomes between different social groups, taking
into account rnonetary incornes, resources from
social consumption funds and privileges;

e. to remove all restrictions from workers'
individual incornes if their growth is related to
increasing labour efficiency;

f . to strengtlren control over prices, by
applying all rneans at the state's disposal
political, economic and administrative for their
itabilisation; in carrying out a reform of prices, to
exclude their general increase, taking into account
that the income of the state budget from turnover
tax exceeds subsidies on loss-rnaking branches and
enterprises producing consumer goods;

g. to establish rapidly a social-state systern for
tlre social security of the population, including tlre
right to work, health care, education, and also tlre
right to a sufficient standard of living in
accordance with the level of consurnption neces-
sary for the normal reproduction and development
of the individual.

4. Refonn of the CPSU
4.1" The currerlt model of the CPSU as the party

of 'batracks communisrn" rnust be elirninated, but
not the Comrnunist Party itself.

A condition for the CPSU to find a way out
of its crisis is its urgent transformation from a
state-economic agency into a political organisation
on a Marxist ideological basis which is for the
socialist choice and a cornrnunist perspective, an
organisation which voluntarily unites members of
society who share the party's programmatic
objectives and participate in carrying thern out on
a practical basis.

Tl're Party's fundamental task rnust becorne
work in the labour collectives, where people live,
and in the mass democratic organisations with tlre
aim of uniting the efforts of otrr country's citizens
in order to solve the social probleurs and
implernent tlre socialist choice. The Party urust
directly repudiate claims to political privileges,
seeing tlre parliamentary skuggle as one of tlre
lneans for resolving its key task the gaining of the

H::fj:' 
trtrst by practical work amons the

We propose the following as basic steps to
transform the CPSU:

a. the freeing of the CPSU from tl're functions
of direct managernent of the country's econolny,
which do not belong to it; the complete transfer
of power to state and soviet organs;

b. a clarification of the CI€U's ideological
base, the ideological differentiation of members of
the Party by forming different ideological and
political platforrns;

c. a cleansing of the Party of people who have
discredited it by various forrns of abuses and are
to blarne for tlre origin of the processes of
stagnation and crisis in society;

d. dernocratisation of the Party.
4.2 Democratisation of intraaarty relations

assulnes:
a. the participation of the members of tlre

CPSU, on a regular basis, in the formation of its
poliry or the taking of fundamental political
decisions through the mechanisms of referenda
and ,Ciscussions in the Party at a national or
regional level;

b. the election of delegates to Party congresses
and conferences from candidates of alternative
platforms on the basis of direct, equal and secret
ballots;

c. the election of orgaru of Parfy control and
the editorial boards of the Party press only at
congresses, conferences and assemblies and with
their responsibility solely to those forums;

d. all elected organs, including the apparatus,
to be controlled by and accountable to the
mernbers of the CPSU;

e. complete openness in the activity of the
Party, including the Central Committee and the
bodies elected by it (it preserves accessibility to
Party materials and archives and the publication
of stenographic reports of tlre sessions of Party
bodies);

t. the maintenance of the powers of delegates
to congresses and conferences in between these
foruurs;

g. the right of the minority to defend its point
of view and rernain in a minority after a decision
has been taken by that maiority and while it is
being implernented;

h. the right of different groups of commtrnists
to express a multiplicity of ideological and
political views and platforms.

4.3 The dernocratisation of the Party's organ-
isational structure assumes:

a. the right of members of the Cf€U to form
primary party organisations on productive, territo-
rial, functional or any other principle;

b. freedom of perrnanent and ternporary
associations of CPSU rnernbers (Party clubs,
councils of the secretaries of prirnary and otlrer
Parfy organisations, etc.), which ensure alternative
approaches in the elaboration of decisions;

c. the right of prirnary Parfy organisations and
associations of colnnlunists to select metnbens of
the CPSU in the workplace, giving priority to
Parfy work in the labour collectives.

4.4 Democratisation of intra-party Iife presup-
poses self-management and autonorny of primary
Party organisations within the framework of the
powers granted them by the rules of the CPSU. [n
supporting the numerous proposals of primary
Party organisations, we consider that their powers
nrust include, in particular, the right to:

a. tl're final say in adrnittance into the Party;
b. determine the structure and composition of

their apparatus and tlre wages of its workers;
c. determine their own progratnmes and forurs

of activity within the framework of the Cf€U
Progranlrne;

d. utilise a sigrrificarrt part of rnembers' dues
for their own purposes;

With the aiur of increasing the role of prirnary
Party organisations it is essential to reinforce tlre
rule according to which decisions taken by them
within the framework of the powers granted by
the Cf€U Rules carurot be overturned by otlrer
Party organisations.
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Introduction and translation by Marko Bojcun

The Ukrainian Supreme Council (parliament) adop-
ted the following declaration of sovereignty on 16
July 1990 by a vote of 355 to 4, with 26
abstentions. The declaration embodies a comprom-
ise between the Democratic Bloc's desire to assert
Ukraine's unconditional right to selfdetermination
and national independence on the one hand and
the Communist Party of Ukraine's strenuous efforts
to keep Ukraine within the Soviet Union on the
other. The latter course can be seen in the very
last clause of the declaration which calls for a new
Treaty of Union, originally negotiated in 1922 when
the Soviet Union was formed.

ln recent months Rukh, the principal group
within the Democratic Bloc, has expressed a
growing lack of faith in a renegotiated Treaty as the

basis for a "renewed federation" as it observed
Moscow's handling of national movements in the
Baltic and Transcaucasian regions. However, the
solid majority in support of the declaration clearly
shows that even Rukh deputies consider it a step
forward in terms of their own programme.

Much of the population is deeply mistrustful of
any project in the Supreme Council supported by
the Communist Party. Some local Rukh activists fear
the declaration is merely an exercise to shift a
measure of power from the central CPSU apparatus
to the Ukrainian pady apparatus, without democra-
tising the political system in which Ukraine's political
pafties must operate. The impofiant issue, then, is
the declaration's practical implementation, which will
test the commitment of the various political currents
in the Supreme Council to sovereignty, both popular
and national.

Suprenu Couttcil of the Ukrainian SSR
Declaratiott of the Stctte Sooereitrty of Ukrafue

City of Kiea 1990

The Supreme Council of the Ukrainian SSR,
expressillg the will of the people of Ukraine,
striving to form a democratic society proceedirU
from tl're need for a colnprehensive guarantee of
human rights and freedorns, respecting the nation-
al rights of all peoples, caring for the fullest
political, economic, social and spiritual develop-
ment of the people of Ukraine, recognising the
absolute necessity to build a law-based state, and
having as its goal the affirmation of the sovereign-
ty and self-rule of the people of Ukraine,

DECLARES
the state sovereignty of Ukraine as the suprem an,
independence, plenitude and indivisibility of the
Republic's rule within the confines of its territory,
and its independence and equality of rights in
foreign relations.

I. SELF-DETERMINATION OF THE UKRAINIAN
NATION
The Ukrainian SSR, ds a sovereign national state,
develops within its existing boundaries on the
basis of the Ukrainian nation realising its inalien-
able right to selfdetermination. The Ukrainian
SSR defends and protects the national statehood of
the Ukrainian people. Arry forceful actions what-
soever against the national statehood of Ukraine
by political parties, comrnunity organisations,
other groups or individuals will be prosecuted
according to law.

II. RULE BY THE PEOPLE
Citizens of the Republic of all nationalities
constitute the people of Ukraine. The people of
Ukraine is tl're sole source of state power in the
Republic. Rule by the people of Ukraine takes
place ol1 the basis of the Republic's Constitution,
both directly and through people's deputies

elected to the Supreme Council and the local
Councils of the Ukrainian gSR. Orly tl're Supreme
Council of the Ukrainian SSR may speak in the
name of the whole people. No political party,
citizens organisation, other group or individual
may speak in the name of the whole people of
Ukraine.

III. STATE POWER
The Ukrainian $9R decides independently all
questions of its state life. The Ukrainian SSR
guarantees the supremacy of the Constifution and
laws of the Republic on its territory. State power
in the Republic is applied on the basis of the
principle of its division into legislative, executive
and judicial parts. Ultimate supervision of the
acctrrate and identical application of laws rests
with General Procurator of the Ukrainian SSR,

who is appointed by the Supreme Council of the
Ukrainian SSR, to which s/he is accountable and
to which alone s/he reports.

IV. CTTTZENSHIP OF THE UKRAINIAN SSR

The Ukrainian SSR has its owrl citizenship and
assures each citizen the right to retain citizenship
of the USSR. The bases for acquisition and loss of
citizenship of the Ukrainian SSR are defined by
the Law of the Ukrainian SSR on citizenship. AU
citirens of the Ukrainian $9R are guaranteed righb
and freedoms foreseen by the Constifution of the
Ukrainian SSR and the norms of international law
recognised by the Ukrainian SSR. The Ukrainian
SSR guarantees equality before the law of all
citirens of the Republic regardlms of their origin,
social status or wealth, racial or national affilia-
tion, sex, education, language, political views,
religious convictions, occupation, place or resi-
dence or other circumstances. The Ukrainian SSR

regulates processes of immigration. The Ukrainian
SSR demonstrates its concern and takes measures
to protect and defend the interests of the citizens
of ihe Ukrainian SSR who are beyond the borders
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of the Republic.

V. TERRITORIAL SUPREMACY
The Ukrainian SSR is supreme over its entire
territory. The territory of the Ukrainian SSR within
its existing borders is inviolable, and cannot be
changed or used without its agreement. The
Ukrainian SSR independently determines the
administrative-territorial order of the Republic and
the procedure for creating national-adurinistrative
units.

VI. ECONOMIC INDEPENDENCE
The Ukrainian SSR independently determines its
econornic status and strengthens it in law. Tlre
people of Ukraine have exclusive right to control,
use and dispose of tlre national wealth of Ukraine.
Land, underground resowc€s, the atmosphere,
water and other natural resources found within
the territory of the Ukrainian SSR, the natural
resources of its continental shelf and its exch.rsive
(maritime) zrrne, all the economic and scientific-
technical potential created on the territory of
Ukraine are the property of its people, the material
basis of the Republic's sovereignty, and are used
with the aim of meetirg the material and spiritual
needs of its citizens. The Ukrainian SSR has a right
to its part of all-Union wealth, in particular tlre
part of diamond, hard currency and gold reserves
that were created by the efforts of the people of
the Republic. The resolution of questions concerrr-
ing all-Union property (the comrnon property of
all republics) takes place on a basis agreed by tlre
republics the subjects of this property. Enter-
prises, institutions, organisations and objects of
other states and their citizens, and international
organisations may locate on the territory of the
Ukrainian SSR and take advantage of Ukraine's
nafural resources according to the law of the
Ukrainian SSR. The Ukrainian SSR independently
creates a banking (inclusive of a foreign economic
bank), pricing, financial, customs and taxation
system, forrns its state budget, and if need be
introduces its own currel'rcy. The higlrer credit
institution of the Ukrainian SSR is the national
Bank of Ukraine, which reports to the Suprerne
Council of the Ukrainian SSR. Enterprises, institu-
tion-s, organisations and producing individuals
located on the territory of the Ukrainian SSR pay
for tlre use of land and other natural and labour
resources, deductions from hard currency earn-
ir.gt, as well as taxes for local govemrnent
budgets. The Ukrainiarr SSR protects all forms of
ownership.

VII. ECOLOGICAL SAFETY
The Ukrainian SSR independently establishes the
order of organisations for the defence of nature on
the territory of the Republic and the order for
usirlg its nalural resor..,rcls. The Ukrainian SSR has
its own national commission of radiological
protection of the population. The Ukrainian SSR
has the rigl'rt to prohibit construction and to halt
operation of any enterprise, institution, organisa-
tion or other objects which constitute a threat to
ecological safety. The Ukrainian SSR cares for the
ecological safety of its citizens, the gene pool of
the people and its youth generation. The Ukrai-
nian SSR has the right to compensation for tlre
damage caused to Ukraine's ecolo gy by the actions
of all-Union organisations.

VIII. CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT
The Ukrainian SSR independently decides ques-
tions of science, education, cultural and spiritual
development of the Ukrainian nationr guoron-
teeing all nationalities that live on the territory of
the Republic their right to free national-cult-ural
development. The Ukrainian SSR secures the
national-cultural rebirth of the Ukrainian people,
its historical consciousness and traditions, its
national-ethnographic individuality and the func-
tioning of the Ukrainian language in all spheres of
social life. The Ukrainian SSR concerns itself with
the satisfaction of the national-cultural, spiritual
and linguistic needs of Ukrainians who live
outside the Republic. National, cultural and
historical treasures on the territory of the Ukrai-
nian SSR are the exclusive property of the people
of the Republic. The Ukrainian SSR has the right
to return to the people of Ukraine their national,
cultural and historical treasures that are found
beyond the borders of the Ukrainian SSR.

IX. FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC SECURITY
The Ukrainian SSR has a right to its own Arrned
Forces. The Ukrainian SSR has its own domestic
armies and organs of state security that ane
subordinate to the Supreme Council of the
Ukrainian SSR. The Ukrainian SSR determines the
procedure of fulfihnent of rnilitary service by
citizens of the Republic. Citizens of the Ukrainian
SSR carry out real rnilitary service, ?s a rule, on
the territory of the Republic and cannot be used
in military objectives beyond its borders without
the agreement of the Supreme Council of the
Ukrainian SSR. The Ukrainian SSR solemnly
declares its intention to become in tlre future a
permanently neutral state which takes no part in
military blocs and conforms to three non-nuclear
principles: not to accept, or produce, or acquire
nuclear arlns.

X. INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
The Ukrainian SSR, as a subject of international
law, rnaintains direct relations with other states,
concludes agreements with them, exchanges diplo-
matic, consular and trade representatives, takes
part in the activity of international organisations
to the extent necessary for the effective protection
of the republic's national interests in political,
economic, ecological, informational, scientific,
technical, cultural and sporting matters. The
Ukrainian SSR acts as an equal-in-rights partici-
pant of intemational relations, actively supporting
the strengthening of general peace and interna-
tional security, assuming a direct role in the
pan-European process and in European structures.
The Ukrainian SSR recognises universal human
values above class values, and the priority of
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The relations of the Ukrainian SSR with other
Soviet republic are built on agreements based in
principles of equality in rights, mutual respect and
non-interference in internal affairs. This Declara-
tion is tl're foundation for a new Constitution, the
laws of Ukraine, and expresses the positions of the
Republic in concluding international accords. The
Principles of the Declaration about Ukraine's
sovereignty are used to etablish the Treaty of
Union.
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RCMANIA

by PATRICK CAMILLER

T
HE EVENTS OF 73, 74 AND 15 JUNE in central
Bucharest brought forth a streanl of glib and often
contradictory forurulas from tl're Western uredia
that reflected the deep hostility of their respective
governrnents to the new regime in Romauia. Frotn
"Securitate Back in Control" through "Ceausescu
Snriling in His Grave" to "Mob Rule in Bucharest",
any pretence of providing u coherent account was
lost in the din of a propaganda barrage that
avoided any mention of most of the elementary
facts. As the dust settles, however, we need to
recall a few of these facts, in their actual sequence,
in order to gain some sense of where Rornania is
going.

The preparation of elections
Towards the end of March the Provisional Council
of National Unify, grouping together rnelnbers of
the FSN or National Salvation Front (which at that
time included many independents) and all other
registered parties, engaged in an open fourday
debate on the organisation of elections. The
resulting law, passed by 289 votes to 1 on the 30th
of March, set out a detailed procedure for
presidential and proportional parliamentary elec-
tions to be held on the 20th of Muy. The law
specifically excluded from standing anyone "who
has cornmitted abuses in their political, iudicial or
adrninistrative functions, who has violated basic
hurnan rights, or who has organised or been an
instrument of repression ol1 the part of the
security organs."

In the course of April it becaure clear frotn
polls and from rallies around the country that
Iliescu and the FSN enjoyed massive popurlar
support. However distasteful this ulay have been
to the opposition and the Western media, rto one
at that time ever courpared these evidently
spontalleous displays of support to tl're stony

puppet-shows put on by Ceausescu. Instead, the
two main anti-FSN dailies Ronmnia Libera and
Dreptatea - launched a strident carnpaign to cancel
tlre electoral law. Their rnain demand now was
that no olle who had ever been an activist in the
Communist Parfy should be allowed to stand in
tlre next three elections (i.e., the next twelve years),
regardless of their actual record. First to step
down, of course, would be the FSN's presidential
candidate, Iliescu himself, who had remained a

Party member and minor state official despite
having fallen foul of Ceausescu in 1971, at the first
real sign of his tyrannical arnbitions. This anti-
democratic demand, without parallel elsewlrere in
Eastern Europe, was widely seell as a crude and
desperate rnanoeuvre to revive the fortunes of the
two "historic" right-wing parties the National
Peasarrts and the National Liberals which in
tlreir heyday in the thirfies had vied with each
other in electoral fraud and manipulation.

On the 22nd of April, just as the election
canlpaign was getting under wa! r several hundred
protesters occupied University Square, paralysing
Bucharesfs main crossroads. For the next month
tlre presence in the square - mainly students and
anti-FSN activists, but with a distinct minority of
uprooted urban youth probably averiged
around a thousand, rising to a nraxitnurrt of teu
thousand for the feverish evening rallies that
echoed the call for the blackballing of all forrner
Cornmunists. The anti-FSN parties and papers lent
varying degrees of support, and the so-called
Group for Social Dialogue which has rapidly
evolved into a coterie of intellectuals united by
violent hostility to the FSN - generously offered
to urediate while its own barurer stood prominent-
ly alongside the "official" proclamation of the
square as a "nogo area for neo-cornmunisnl".

The room for mediation was srnall indeed.
Wl'rile the self-appointed elite of right-wing
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intellectuals could not believe that the Romanian
people was unwilling to place itself under their
tutelage, the "historic" parties simply could not
accept that the country did not want a return to
the political pattern of the thirties, with a
multi-millionaire shippirg and property magnate,
Ion Ratiu, fl1n^g in to pose as leader of the
peasants. For its part, the FSN leadership could
dsubtless have been lnore subtle and outgoing,
particularly in response to the student ferment.
But it is to tlreir credit that, for two months, they
disregarded the destabilising provocation on Uni-
versity Scluare. In the week after the occupation
began, the Provisional Council of National Unity

not a secret conclave of policemen or cabinet
ministers - debated tl're situation for three hours
on prime-time television. There were several calls
for the square to be cleared "without violence",
but when the Bucharest police chief, sutnlnoned to
the rostrurn, pointed out the obvious difficulties,
it was decided to leave things as they were.

Conciliation and insuruection
The election results on the 20th of May rernoved
any doubt about the overwhehning support for
the FSN among the working class and peasantry.
On a high turnout of 86.2 per cent of the
electorate, the Front's presidential candidate, Ilies-
cu, won 85 per cent, while the FSN gained exactly
two-thirds of the vote for the Asseurbly of
Deputies. Over the next three weeks, both the
governrnent and sorne of the protesters showed
sign-s of seeking a comprornise: the former by
offering to discuss arrarlgements for a new
television channel, the latter by "limiting" their
University &1uare rallies to one a week. But an
intransigent core remained in the square/ deman-
dirrg tl're governrnerlt's immediate resignation arrd
a "second revolution". On Monday, 11 June, a
crowd of several hundred was reported to have
attacked tlre police-army cordon around the
governrnent building where discussions were
taking place.

Finally, orr Wednesday morning, following a
decision by the Prosecutor's office, a scluad of riot
police cleared the square without, it seems, an
excessive use of force. Evidently Iliescu and the
governrnent expected that to be the end of the
affair. But tlren, in the afternooll, a crowd of a few
thousand drove the police out of the square, and
arsoll attacks were launched against police head-
quarters and the interior rninistry during which a
number of firearms were taken away. Most
alarming, however, was the Molotov-cocktail
assault by a crowd of some five thousand on
Rornanialt Television a k"y installation and
centre of the December revolution.

To understand what happened next it is not
necessary to believe that there was a fully-fledged
coup attempt - although it is possible that Iliescu
genuinely did believe this. The violence of the
arson attacks, which caused more material darnage
in Bucharest than tlre battles of Decernber, stunned
the population so soon after the elections. The
police had demonstrated its incapacity for sus-
tained operations; the soldiers deployed in defen-
sive positions were untrained and likely either to
rnelt away or to engage in undisciplined gurfire;
the loyalties of sections of the officer corps were
in serious doub| Western governments had made

it clear that they were not reconciled to the Front's
election victory. In these circumstances, Iliescu
turned to the organised working class to restore
the elected governmenfs authority in the capital.
Workers from the giant IMGB complex in south-
ern Bucharest helped to recapture ,the television
station, and early the next day miners from the Jiu
Valley and elsewhere began to arrive. This display
of working-class strength was enough for the
insurrection to scatter with the rnorning mist.
What could have been more normal - or lnore
desirable? But unfortunately the miners did not
stop tlrere. Determined to leave a lastirrg rnark on
the streets of their capital, some of thern engaged
in indiscrimirrate acts of violence and repression
that actually weakened their moral and political
position. But was that really so surprising? Could
it not have happened anywhere in the world, let
alone in a country where any kind of public life
and colnrnunication was frozen for some twenty
years?

Who were these miners, anyway? The British
"quality" pup"rs, ol'r this occasion competing with
the Murdoch gutter, were in no doubt. The rnirrers
were scarcely human: "dfuty-faced runts" (Obser-
c,er), an "army of warrior ants" (The lnde|tettdent)

- in short, rather like the British rniners as seen
through capitalist eyes. But the truth, as usual, is
rather rnore prosaic. The Romanian rninem, like
tlre great mass of the working class and peasantr!,
regard the present government as in some sense
their own, as the only protection they have against
an arrogant, anti-popular drive to make the world
of labour subservient to the world of bourgeois
elites, both national and international. In 1977 the
Jiu Valley miners were the first to engage in open
struggle with the Ceausescu dictatorship for a
series of material dernands. Although little was
acl'rieved at the time, and the rnines were a
particular focus of attention for tlre Securitate in
subsequent years, the mining cornrnunities have
remained as cohesive and disciplined centres of
working-class organisation all the rnore self-
confideirt in that the extractive indushies are one
of the few sectors that will survive intact anlt
rectification of Ceausescu's disastrous econotnic
legacy. Already in February of this year, when the
provisional government buildings were occupied
by srnall but violent crowds and the deputy
prime-minister was uranhandled and ternporarily
detained, three tlrousand miners had corne from
tlre Jiu Valley to ward off any coup de force. And
in the weeks after the occupation of University
Square began, rniners' leaders had to be restrained
by the government from clearing it in their own
way. No one in their right rnind can take pleasure
in what eventually happened in mid-June. But nor
should it be forgotten tlrat the minersl violence,
with its alrnost inevitable excesses, was a response
to tlre savage actions of a tiny minority. So long
as a denrocratic regirne is not firmly in place in
Rourania, the uriners and other sections of the
working class will doubtless feel impelled and
justified to assist the governrnent in situations of
last resort.

Much remains obscure about the June events
in Bucharest, not least the composition of the
crowds that attacked public buildings on the night
of the 13th--14th. Students' claitns to have had no
part in tlre violence are borne out by tlre fact that
irone of their number was among those arrested
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- although the precise role of the student leader
Marian Munteanu, who was arrEsted later after
being severely beatery is still being investigated.
According to an interim report by the ftosecutor's
office, a total of 177 persons were arrested on
University Square on the 13th: of these, 72 were
without an occupation, and gl l'rad a crirninal
record.l The rallies on the square had always
rningled together students and political activists
with what can only be described as classical
lurnpenproletarians, an extrerne product of the
wid6r iocial desperation whose' volatility and
drop-out ideologies make them ideal material for
manipulation and assorted adventures.2 It would
seem likely that these forrned the bulk of the
crowd that rampaged through central Bucharest.
But whether there was a directing intelligence
behind their actions as the governrnent has
repeatedly clairned - is much less clear: the results
of an official inquiry now under way will at least
make it possible to reopen debate on the cluestion.

The aftermath
Some of the forces involved in the occupation of
University Sluare, believing that the FSN was a
"neo-Bolshevik" party of dictatorship, fully expec-
ted and probably hoped that their action
would provoke the goverrrrlent to "drop its rnask"
of dernocracy. But despite the direst predictions,
the rnid-June events did not mark a return to an
authoritarian-Stalinist regirne, everl if authorita-
rian, Stalinist elements within Romanian official-
dom might briefly have felt their hand to be
strengthened. The opposition press immediately
began to reappear, without any further restric-
tions. The opposition parties, though riven by
internal feuding, expulsions and secessions, seern
to have accepted for the time being their role as

a minority force in the country and parliarnent,
and the National Liberals in particular have made
a number of constructive statements to this effect.

The government has opened a dialogue with the
student organisations, and there is some hop" of
healing the catastrophic rift that opened up in the
spring between the FSN and the university world.
If the civil rights groups associated with the
Timisoara Declaration give up their wild aim of
banishing all ex-communists from public life, it is
possible that tl*y too will eventually make a

positive contribution to the establishment of a

democratic regime in Rornania.
None of this is to say that the probleurs are

over far from it. Political life retains a
provisional character that will last at least until a
new Constitution is adopted within 18-24 months
and fresh elections are held. One of the crucial
tasks of this Constitution will be to define the
rights of the Hungarian and other national
minorities within Romania, but lnore urgent action
is required if tlre ethnic tensions building up in
Transylvania are not to explode again with
unpredictable consequences. More generally, as in
the Soviet Union, a powerful layer of bureaucrats
remains entrenched within the economic and other
apparatuses, determined to resist alry kind of
reform. The fate of Romania, and certainly of the
FSN, will largely hinge on tlre success of measures
to revive and restructure the economy over the
next two years, in which the governrnent's recent
outlining of a marketisation programlne, necess ary
in itself, can only be the first word. The West's
criminal withdrawal of aid after University Square
seelns designed to punish the Rornanian people
for having elected a government which still seems
responsive to ib own needs as much as to those
of international bankers and corporations.

Footnotes
1. By mid-|uly 34 of these had been tried on criminal chaqges,
of whom 29 were fined or sentenced to l-6 nronths in jail.
2. lt was to these elements, and not to the University Square
crowds as a whole, that Iliesctr was refeoing when he trsed the
term "golani" - somewhere between the English "ntffians" and
'layabouts"'.
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Yugoslavia
goes into a
penalty shootreut

by MI C HE LE LEE

T
HE DEMISE OF COMMUNIST RULE in Yugosla-
via has opened the possibility of the country's
disappearance as a single state. As the contradic-
tions of the ltew politics unfold, it is clear that -
far frorn solving any probleurs - such an outcome
would be a disaster for all its natiorr,s and citizens.
Not only would Yugoslavia's break-up make
national issues still harder to resolve, it would also
put an end to the newly emerging system of
parliamentary democracy.

The March-April 1990 electiorus in Slovenia
and Croatia have brought to power right-of-centre
nationalist governments. (lt should be borne in
mind that the Federal government itself is
cornrnitted to introduction of fully fledged capital-
isur.) In Slovenia, the old ruling party - the League
of Communisb of Slovenia: Party of Democratic
Renewal opted for a proportional system and
direct election of the republican president. DEMOS
- a coalition comprising National Alliance, Peasant
Alliance, Social Democrats, Christian Democrats
and Greens - won 55Vo of the votes (125 seats out
of 240); tlre Conrrnunists 1,7% (38 seats); Liberals
(forrner Socialist Youth Alliance) 1+% (38 seats). 16
seats went to the Socialists (former Socialist
Alliance of Working People), two each to the
Italian and Hungarian national minorities, and the
rest to independent candidates. The Cornmunist
party leader, Milan Kucan, was elected president
of tlre republic with a relative rnaiority (44c/o) of
the vote, thus sealing the new national compact.

Socialist insignia have been relnoved frorn the
state's name, emblern and flug. Anti-cornmunist
lrysteria (as opposed to rlretoric) has been kept in
check, but all key government posts have gone to
DEMOS, o purge of the media and koy econornic
and cultural institutions is proceedir.g, and philo-
sophy students wishing to study Hegel, Marx or
Freud are being tacitly encouraged to think again.
The ruling coalition has declared itself the
guardian of national interests (its motto being
"Who is not with us is against the nation!") and
has suspended secret voting in parliament itself.
While refusing to sanction salaries for deputies
(allegedly to save money), the ruling coalition has
been busy ernploying its own MPs in the state
apparatus, thus transforuring people's representa-
tives into servants of the state executive.

The proportional system, lrevertheless, has led
to an equitable distribution of parliamentary seats,
and Kucan's election to a degree of power-sharing.
The expected weakmess of a coalition governrnent

lras been rnitigated by several factors. A " fair"
distribution of the spoils of office, made more
attractive by the new entrepreneurial climate, has
helped to keep the different parties together.
Externally, the coalition has been aided by a
consensus on economic priorities and a common
fear of Serbia under Milosevic. These two concerns
led to the June declaration of Slovenia's full
sovereignty within Yugoslavia (not secession);
signed by all parliamentary parties and groups.
The transition to a post-communist order has been
facilitated also by the disarray of the Communists,
consequent uporl the loss of forty years of state
power: financial problerns, a vertiginous drop in
membership, and an as yet rlrsuccessful search for
a new political identify. Judging by their be-
haviour in the Slovene parliament, Communists,
Socialists and Liberals have de facto united to
form a viable, if limited, opposition (one recent
success was to stop a ban, advocated by a
government minister, on Serbo-Croat being spoken
in the republic's parliament).

In Croatia, the Cornlnunists - in the rnistaken
belief that tl'ris would return them to power
opted instead for a first-past-the-post electoral
system and election of the president by the
national assernbly. In the event, a single party - the
Croatian Democratic Union (CDU) - worl 41.5Vo of
votes (69o/a of seats). The Coalition of National
Agreement (a rnixed bug of Liberals, Christian
Democrats, and ex{ommunists - some of whom
had occupied leading positiorrs in 1958-1971)
gained 1,57o of votes (4To of seats); the League of
Communisb of Croatia: Party of Democratic
Change (including a number of candidates shared
with the Socialists) won 28Vo of votes (21Va of
seats); while tlre Socialists (ex-Socialist Alliance) on
their own gained 6.5Vo of votes (2.57o of seats). The
rest was dividerC between Serb Democrats and
independents, including a Green (elected with
Communist support). The system, in other words,
gave a two-thirds parliamentary majority to a
party that had gained iust over 41,Vo of the popular
vote. Such a parliarnent naturally elected Franjo
Tudjrnan, president of the CDU, as the republic's
head of state. Ttle CDU has since made concilia-
tory gestures towards Croatia's Serbs, including
offering one of the five vice-presidential posts to
Jovan Raskovic, leader of tlre Serb Dernocrats; but
such overtures have been rejected, on advice
couring frorn Belgrade.

The Croatian Communists, too, are in disarray,
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for very much the reasons as those operating in
Slovenia. Their predicarnent, however, has been
made worse by several additional factors. First,
they won a majority of Serb votes (Serbs form just
under 1.2% of the total population in Croatia), but
now these supporters have either become disillu-
sioned or are switching to the Serb Democratic
party. Secondly, the irurer-parfy struggle between
reformers and collservatives was never decisively
won by the former, and this is impeding the
party's efforts to acquire a new political profile.
Furthermore, since conservatives tend to be Serb
and reformers Croat (for reasons that go back to
tlre extensive purge of 1971), tlre party faces
further splits along national lines. The Croat
majority, rnoreover, has responded like its
Slovene counterpart to the threat emanating
from serbia by closing ranks with the CDU in
defence of national sovereignty. This process has
been facilitated by the support Belgrade has
extended to open, organised Serb rebellion against
tlre new government - including calls for anned
struggle - in parts of Croatia. Finally, the CDU's
political l'regemony is encouraging defectiolls from
the Comlnullist ranks, the most spectacular being
that of Bernard Jurlina, fonner head of the
Croatian Trade Unions and a urember of the
party's central comrnittee, who was rewarded by
a vice-presidential post (a new terrn - "jurlinism"
- has entered the Croatian vocabulary to denote
this novel kind of opportunisur).

The voting system has had a negative effect on
Croatia's new-fangld democracy. CDU control of
parliament combined with the Comurunists'
collapse - has strengthened the party's authorita-
rian tendencies, already visible in the election
calnpaign. Pretending that its victory was
"plebis citary", the CDU like its counterpart in
Slovenia - has been busy purging the media, and
cultural and educational institutions. The new
governrnent has been paying particular attention
to "purification" of tl're official language, renloving
all "foreign" (i.e, Serb) "irnports", frequently with
comic results - a rneasure designed to intimidate
in particular its Croat opponents. The CDU party
flug (of Croatia) has become the official flug and,
as in Slovenia, all socialist insignia have been
rernoved from the narne of the state.

Nevertheless, the CDU is not so utuch a party
as a coalition of moderate and extreure nationalists
and anti-comrnunists. Tudiuran, occupying a €11-
tre position, has been trying to keep his "hawks"
in check, rnainly by letting them loose in the
cultural sphere; but this has been a difficult task
in the face of the extrerne "hawkishness" of official
Serbia and the Serbian opposition alike. The CDU,
moreover, faces a specific problern: a lack of
intelligentsia. Unlike in Slovenia, where DEMOS
emerged out of the traditional intelligentsia, the
Croat intelligentsia voted almost en bloc for
non-CDU parties. Without intellectuals, the transi-
tion to post-cornmunisrn will be difficult (who, for
example, alnong the CDU veterans is capable of
writing the new constitution?), and the CDU's
need for their cooperation will work to moderate
this reswgent national fundarnentalisrn.

Multi-party elections are due to take place
before the end of the year also irr Bosnia-
Herzegovina (where the newly formed Party of
Democratic Action, based on the Moslem popula-
tion, is likely to emerge the winner), in Montene-

gro (whose political life remains split between
pro-Milosevic factions, which include the ruling
Communist party, and various Montenegrin na-
tionalist and democratic groupings), and in
Macedonia (where no obvious winner has come to
the fore, although the nationalist VMRO - Internal
Macedonian Revolutionary Organization is
emerging as a likely leader). Yugoslavia's disinte-
gration tlrreatens the survival of these three
republics and the national existence of the
population inhabiting them. Macedonia, in parti-
cular, is vulnerable because its immediate neigh-
bours Bulgaria and Greece (as well as extreme
Serb nationalists in Yugoslavia), do not recognise
the existence of the Macdonian nation. In August
1990, also, Prirne Minister Ante Markovic announ-
ced the formation of a governrnent party
Alliance of Forces of Reform which could do
well in the ethnically mixed areas.

In Serbia, elections have been postponed till
Decernber or, equally likely, to the Greek
calends, given the regime's determination to rule
Kosovo against the will of its population. The
opposition parties predorninantly nationalist,
chauvinist and anti-cornmunist share with the
ruling party the desire to "save" Kosovo for
Serbia, even at the risk of a generalised civil war.
This unity of purpose has provided the League of
Cornrnunists of Serbia with sufficient breathing
space to carry through unification with the
Socialist Alliance (thus strengtlrening its grip on
the infrastructure of state power) and to conduct
a referendum in early July stripping the two
provinces Kosovo and Vojvodina of the last
vestiges of their autonomy. The referendurn,
moreover, has conferred advance approval upon a
new constitution which will severely limit the
prerogatives of the republican legislattrre in favour
of the executive. Yet elections rnust corne - os the
West never tires of reminding communists in
POl^/er.

Following the referendurn, Serbia l'ras indeed
entered into a de facto pre-election campaig^,
which is likely further to destabilise Yugoslavia,
given that strident nationalism will provide the
exclusive terrain for political infighting. Wholesale
expulsion of tlre Albanian population from Yugos-
lavia rnight only' too easily becoure a popular
election slogan. The ruling part!, rnoreover, is
these days seeking a pretext for a rnassive show
of force in Kosovo as a card with which to trump
its "patriotic" opposition. This could easily lead to
a civil war irr Serbia, which is likely to spread to
the rest of Yugoslavia.

The only check on Serbia's ruling mafia and its
equally urrpalatable opposition hal so far come
from the two provinces. The Kosovo government
and parliarnent, with the support of the local
opposition, announced on 2 July (the duy of the
referendurn) Kosovo's effective independence
from Serbia. The declaration proclaimed the
equality of Kosovo with otlrer federal units; the
equality of all citizens and nationalities in Kosovo;
the status of Albanians as a fully-fledged nation
witl'rin Yugoslavia; and respect henceforth only for
the Federal (rather than the Serbian) constitution.
This amounts to Kosovo becorning a constituent
republic of Yugoslavia or, as the declaration states,
"all equal and independent unit within the
Yugoslav federation or confederation."

The Serbian regime has respotlded by sus-
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pending all government bodies in tlre province
and dissolving the Kosovo parliarnent in
defiance of the Federal constitution, which denies
even the all-Yugoslav assembly the right to
dissolve national assernblies in the individual
federal trnits. The province has become an
occupied territory. Its Albanian population has
turned to civil disobedience. Serbia has been
playing a zero€um game with Kosovo, constantly
raising the stakes. According to the current
constitution of Serbia, forced upon Kosovo and
Voivodina last year, provincial assernblies have the
right to seek postponelnent of all constitutional
changes for six months. If they continue to
withhold agreemeint, then the changes mu,st be
subrnitted to an all-Serbian referendum. By' dis-
solving the provincial assernbly just before the
referenduln, Serbia has not only acted illegally but
has also made sure that a new constitution
denying the provinces all say in constitutional
matters - will be adopted by the end of the year.
(Regrettably, Mihailo Markovic, once a melnber of
tlre Praxis group of intellectuals but now a close
adviser of Milosevic, played a prominent role in
these antidemocratic moves.)

The Yugoslav Presidency has given cover to
Serbia's anti-Albanian measures, although the
Slovenian and Croatian representatives voted
against it. Slovenia was alone in publicly con-
demning the dissolution of tlre Kosovo parliarnent
and the use of force to resolve differences between
Yugoslav nationalities. In doing so it proved that
it understands the essence of the Yugoslav state
colnlnunity far better than the latter's constitution-
al guardians. For the first time since the Second
World War, the Albanian population is being
forced to choose between staying in Yugoslavia -
with the loss of all political rights and
unification with Albania. Given the extraordinary
cornmitrnent of the Albanian people to the
preservation of their national and civil liberties,
and the presence of a highly articulate and
politically capable Albanian intelligentsia, Serbia
will find it difficult to crush Kosovo. In the
province the parties of the opposition, locked<rut
state officials and parliamentarians, academic
bodies, dismissed enterprise managers, purged

journalists and teachers, etc. have now forrned a
united Democratic Forum, comrnanding the seem-
irgly total support of the population. An even
more telling sign of the strength of this Albanian
national accord has been the ending of all blood
feuds, thus closing a thousand-year-old chapter in
Albanian history. Kosovo's eventual location will
be decided, of course, also by the post-comrnunist
evolution of Albania itself.

Milosevic is raising tlre stakes not only in
regard to Kosovo but also in regard to Yugoslavia
as a whole. The latest threat is that, if the other
republics do not accept Serbia's vision of Yugosla-
via, then Serbia will seek annexation of territories
belonging to other republics and indeed in some
cases whole republics. This used to be a demand
of tl're extrerne wing of the Serb nationalist
lnoveurenf its adoption by Milosevic testifies to
the continued right-wing slide of the Serbian
ex-Cornurunists.

Vojvodina, with its 53Yo Serb rnaiority, is
unlikely to follow Kosovo on its collision course
with Belgrade. To be sure, its Hungarian, Croat,
Romanian and Ruthenian minorities are busy
these days organising national parties, in reaction
to the severe reduction of their cultural rights and
their elirnination from the provincial parliament
and government. Growing nationalism in their
motherlands has made its own contribution to this
restugence of national agitation. And Serbia also
faces problerns in its dealings with serb and
Montenegrin national groups in Vojvodina. The
cadres appointed by Belgrade after the overthrow
of the old leadership in 1988 have proved to be
incompetent and corrupt. Deletion of provincial
autonomy has also led to an economic pillage of
the province, and a grave decline in the living
standards of the population in what used to be
Yugoslavia's second-richest federal unit. A sign of
the new times is also Belgrade's intention to close
down the provincial Acaderny. Thus, although
Voivodina is not going to declare its independence
frour Serbia, it will fight to restore its autonomy
in cultural and economic - hence also political -
life. Unlike in Serbia proper, its opposition parties
- most notably the League of Social Democrats
called for an buftight boycott of the referendum.

TneMtrM
Star,, the jotrrnal of the now defunct Socialist
Youth Organization of Voivodina, rates today as
one of the rnost serious independent publications
in Yugoslavia. We reproduce here from its June
issue extracts from an interview witl'r Lazar
Stojanovic, a prominent Belgrade film director,
and olle of the few Serb intellectuals who have
spoken courageously against nationalism.

In 1973, Stoianovic was sentenced to three
years in prison for rnaking Plastic lews. This short
fihn, part of his diploma work, the prosecutor had
alleged was guilty of a "malevolent and untrue
representation of socio-political conditions" in the
country. Following his release, Stojanovic re-
nrained persona non grata for the following fifteen
years and has only recently been able to speak out.
A long-standing opponent of the Comrnuuist
Party's political monopoly, Stoianovic is also a

sharp critic of Slobodan Milosevic and lris politics.
The questions asked in the interview are of a
general character, but one deals with a very
irnportant recent incident that illustrates the
Kulturkampf atrnosphere now raging in Serbia and
which needs to be described in advance.

The patron saint of the Serbian Orthodox
Church is Saint Sava, a man who back in the
1-lth century played an important role in the
establishment of the frrst Serbian state. A youl'tg
and patriotic Serbian writer, Sinisa Kovacevic,
recently wrote a ,play about Saint Sava, in which
the life of the Serbian court at the time was used
as a device to address solne of the problerns that
in his view face presentday Serbia. Kovacevic's
Saint Saua is an esseutially rnodern and secular
play, which a few years ago would have caught
attention lrlore for its theme than for its icono-
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clasm. Nevertheless, the first performallce of this
play in Belgrade (June 1990) was first interrupted
and than stopped after tlre physical intervention of
a group of national and religious zealots (includ-
ing Vojislav Seselj, one time dissident and now
leader of the Cl'rehrik Party). They denounced the
play, the author and the actore, for comrnitting a
national and religious sacrilege. Tlre writer was
attacked for presenting Saint Sava as a secular
rather than a holy personality and the Serbian
ruling farnily as an "illiterate, dirty and
promiscuous " lot. More generally, the author was
accused of "misrepresenting true history".

At the tirne, the police offered no protection to
the actors, the playwright or the theatre staff
threatened with physical violence. The Serbian
Minister of Culture has since maintained a studied
silence. Tlre official press has provided generous
space for readers to denounce the play and its
author, despite the fact that many readily adrnit
that they have neitlrer read or seen the play. The
Orthodox Church has solidarised with the cultural
stonn-troopers. The result the play has been taken
off the repertoire and effectively banned in Serbia.
Tlre actor portraying Saint Sava, threatened with
assassination of himself and members of his
family, has gorle into hiding.

A few brave voices have been raised in protest
against this forur of censorship from below, but
the opposition parties, including the otherwise
liberally-inclined Democratic Party, have either
supported the proscription or made ltoll-committal
noises.

M.L.

Stacr: You were charged with making no
distinction in your film between fascism and
colnrnullism. Today, however, despite greater
freedorns, Yugoslavia appears to be nearing a
national-chauvinist totalitarianism. Does the tran-
sition from Plastic lesus to Sairtt Saua confirm the
thesis that communist rule is being replaced by u
national-chauvinist one?

$fpjanouic: When making tl're filur, I was
frequently told tl'rat cornmunist dictatorship was
based on the concept of the hegemony of the
proletariat, whereas the national dictatorship was
based on the concept of dourination of one nation
over another, and that the two were wholly
different things. Yet, over the past decade we have
seen throughout Eastern Europe colnmunist lead-
erships regularly rnanipulating national feelings,
in order to find in national movements a new
basis for continuation of their power. In tlre recent
free elections in Slovenia and Croatia, this process
has brougl'rt to power representatives of national
progralnlnes. Sornething sirnilar is bound to
happen also in otlrer parts of the country. Yet it
would be wrong to describe as fascist the political
groups that have come to power in Slovenia and
Croatia, unless they do in fact prove to be such.
They have been elected in dernocratic elections
and can be replaced democratically. The ruling
elite here [in Serbial, or1 the other hand, was
elected by nobody, nor can tl*y be replaced
democratically. It is not surprisir.g, rnoreover, that
repressed national eurotions should need to put
democracy to the test, to see wlrether anyone is
goillg to set a lirnit upoll this sensitive domain of
free expression. I do not see alry danger in this,

provided there is public control of government, a
free press and a clearly defined opposition. Such
a system would prevent any rnonopoly over
power, in a single federal unit or in Yugoslavia as
a whole.

Stau How about the incident with Saint Saoa?
Stojanoaic: Mur.y liberal intellectuals were

shocked to see that a rnob can stop a play because
they disagree with what it says. The shock was in
part due to our lack of experience of spontaneous
rnass action. We were more inured to interven-
tions by the state, which took politer forrns. Yet
these too were brutal: plays were banned, books
destroyed. [...J tn Belgrade, however, it was a mob
rather than the state which prevented the play
from b"irg performed. What happened to Saint
Saoa was more rerniniscent of the East than of the
Wmt of countries in which the state is fused with
the church, as is the case in Iran, for example. In
Belgrade too a mob attacked a work, but luckily
did not take tl're next step of dernanding the
author's head.

Staa: The Courrnunist rnyth has been des-
troyed, without being replaced by new values. Do
you think that the return of old values, and their
transformation into cults, rnealls that the society is
regressir.g?

Stojanoc,ic: This is the central question. Myths,
of wlriclt Saint Saua is only one example, have an
expressly [nationalJ clan nature. Throughout
Yugoslavia today, they are being used to define
the origins of the people. The various clans have
different myths, and taboos and totems deriving
from thern. For example, the exceptionally influen-
tial factor of the aggressive Serb attitude to
Kosovo, and to the Albanian demand for at least
such autonomy as is guaranteed by the existing
Federal constitution, is largely based on a mythical
and toternic attitude to the Battle of Kosovo [at
which the Serbian state was destroyed in 1389J
and to the ensuing Serb migrations from Kosovo.
This attitude prevents people from asking whence
derives their rigtrt to itaim certain territories - a

certain part of Yugoslavia. lnstead of a serious
exarnination of why should they be drawn into
conflicts over certain territories, or the territorial
demands raised by certain parties, the whole thing
is explained by rnyths. Everything that happens in
regard to Kosovo is explained in the simple
formula: Our soul is there. The rnyth thus becomes
the main argument. An informational blockade
has long been imposed on all the main Serbian
rnedia with respect to events in the southern
province, and instead the people is presented with
this myth. By controlling the truth, it can be
maintained that popular mood alone is proof of
someone's right to protect by force something
against whicli tlre rnajority of fhe Kosovo popula-
tion is arrayed. Our Serb truth, it is argued, b"gint
with a capital letter and this justifies all the actions
of the authorities there.

Such a way of establishing the truth, which
characterises not only Serbs but, I arn afraid, flre
entire Balkansr provides a bad foundation for
democracy. Against this, one can fight only by
rrsir"rg and widening the freedom of the press. In
this wolr perhaps, the population will realize what
their real interests are and stop living in myths.
Real, living categories will then become our
reality.

In Serbia, it seems to me, this mythological life
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is most intense. Myth, of course, is becoming
reality also in otlrer parts of Yugoslavia, but I
suppose those who live there would kmow this
better. I am particularly affected by this Serb,
Kosovo, rnyth because I am Serb by birth, and
because its unfortunate consequence is a constant
tlueat of civil war, a war that already exisb in the
Province, where a civilised and peaceful dernand
by its citizens for autonomy - an autonomy which
indeed belongs to thern - is becoming lnore and
rnore explicit. Tl'ris is the basis of my opposition
to the Serb authorities, which in regard to Kosovo
are behaving in an adventurist rnaluler, to say the
least.

I have realised that, whenever the regime is
faced with a crisis, it seeks to make the situation
in Kosovo exceptional, thus strengthening its
arbitrary power. Here, it seems, they are ready to
provoke wars, if they think this rlecessary.
However, they have succeeded only in creating a
critical situation in Kosovo and other areas where
Serbs live. The regirne is using the Serb diaspora
as a kind of destabilising rnechanisrn, so that the
resulting instability, like a kind of peruranent state
of ernergehclr will favour and strengthen its
power. Such behaviour may have its own political
logic, but it is so dangerous and irresponsible that
it is condernned by all the civilised world. A large
number of political observers in Belgrade have
likewise seen through it, correctly judging that the
Courrnunist authorities are resolving to all lnarlner
of tricks, and have condemned it as a basic danger
to democracy in Yugoslavia and the Balkans, as

well as to any chances of Balkan integration into
Etrrope.

Serbs, unfortunately, are not being told arry of
tlris. They read tlre main daily, Politika, which is
dc facto the organ of the party, and watch Belgrade
television, which censors information and serves
up only a regulated nurnber of " affaits". If I
rnyself were reduced to reading nothing but
Politika for a week, I would probably become a
passionate Serb, take up my gull and go off to
fight in sorne "hot spot" or other for tlre prestige
of my nation. The sources of inforrnation have
become a propaganda rnachine, and this in itself
is a rnost serious problem.

Staa: How do you explain the fact that rnost
Serb intellectuals, even those who twenty or thirty
years ago proved the liberal nature of the Serb
intelligentsia by standing up against totalitarian-
ism, are silent on the issue of Kosovo?

$fltjantrctic: Given the dominance of aggrmsive
attitudes to Kosovo, or1 the part of regime and
opposition alike, many intellectuals holding diffe-
rent opinions are avoiding stating these in public.
This is because, in our society, loyalty is rewarded,
while disloyalty - even when it is not punished

brings tlireais and career problems. This can
easily be proved by reference to the large number
of individuals who are suddenly doing extrernely

wcll, sirnply because they have started to support
the regirne's positions on this issue. In contrast,
there are other people usually non-Serb who
are rlow faring far less well in Belgrade and other
Serbian towns. This process, which is called
homogenisation, is begiruritg to act as a kind of
Serb lrlollopoly over culture. I think this is highly
negative. It is preventing an opening towards
Etrrope.

Staa: And towards Yugoslavia?
Stojanooic: Naturally, towards Yugoslavia as

well. Although it is not useful today to argue who
started first to pull down bridges, it does seern
that Serbia bears considerable responsibility for
the fact that so lnany voters in Croatia have opted
for a national progralnme. Every Yugoslav cotn-
munity today is concentrating on strengthening its
national identity. This is due not just to some
delayed need, but also to insecufity, and to
uncertainty regarding the future fortns of the
Yugoslav state. Yugoslav unity has been the object
of considerable manipulation, not iust since the
[Second WorldJ War, but also since 19"1,8, when it
was achieved, created or perhaps imposed. I have
the feeling tl'rat we do not know enough about the
circurnstances irr which Yugoslavia was created. It
is indeed strange, this formation in which all find
themselves enslaved. Yet I believe there are
sufficient grounds, at the level of individual
citiz.ens, to seek a new basis for continued union.

As for Serbia, its position in relation to
Yugoslavia is that of somebody who is rocking the
boat. Serbia is seeking to recreate the federation on
the old [centralistJ principles, but I do not see wlry
those who have now achieved full statehood
should wish suddenly to give it up. The alterna-
tive offer coming from Serbia is that, if the other
federal republics do not wish such a Yugoslav
state, then the internal borders should be redrawn.
Two possible sets of frontiers are on offer: those
established by AVNOJ [the 1,943 Anti-Fascist
Council of National Liberatiorr of Yugoslavial, or
new ones, as advocated by the Serbian opposition.
I think these demands are too sharply posed. lf
Serbia continues with this policy, then it will be
the biggest culprit for tlre break-up of Yugoslavia.
I hope this will not happen.

Serbs must understand that one cannot go into
a union with hegemonistic intentions. Tlreir
numerical weight and their history are evidence
enough that, in the past, they sought union not
iust for sentirnental, but for quite other reasons.
Therefrrre, they must persuade the others of their
good intentions, and not always demand that such
good intentions be shown only to thern. Also,
people here rnust undemtand that there are
republics that are econolrlically much lnore ad-
vanced, that they have much rnore rational
econornic progralnrnes that we have over here,
where economic programlnes have not gone
beyond raising a public loan.
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L.A. Gordon and
E.V. Klopov
What was it? Thoughts
on the Preconditions and
Results of What
happened to us in the
ThirHes and Forties
Politizdat, Moscow 1989.

IT IS A MEASURE of lrow
far things lrave clranged in
tlre Soviet Union and tlre
expectations tlrat lrave
been raised that I was
ultimately disappointed
by this book Gordon is a
sociologist well-known for
his studies of tlre Soviet
working class wlrercas
Klopov is a historian
alrout whonr I kntrw no-
thing. Gordon and Klopov
lrave not sought to Lrriqg
to liglrt arly startling new
revelations about tlre Sta-
lin period; tlreir task is
nonetlreless tlre very im-
portant one of analysing
tlre origirts and impact oi
tlre Stalin period anc{ Sta-
linism on Soviet develop-
nrent and the very lives of
Soviet people. To this end
they have kept their reter-
ences entirely to sources
already published in tlre
Soviet Union and tlrey
lrave not attempted to
delve into closed archives
or material publislred in
tlre West.

They readily admit tlrat
tlrcir work is just a start to
tlre task tlrey lrave set
tlrem-selves. This selt-inr-
posed restriction immedi-
ately places barrierc to a
rounded analysis of tlrese
questions. Tlre writings of
tl're nrajor protagonists
(other tlran Staliri are
only just begiruring to be
publislred in the Soviet
Union and although the
autlrons inclicate an ac-
quaintance with some ot
tlre ideas of the various
oppositions, they ar€ url
able to engage in a tlror-
ough discussion which
could aid their overall
argument. Wlrat we are
left with, tlrerefore, is
something approaching a
syntlresis of Gorlraclrevite
thinking on the Stalin era,
the causes of the subse-
quer* "stagnatior{' and
the consecluent rreed tor
Perestroika to put things
right.

Nevertlreless, it would
be wrong to dismiss a
book which tbr the first
time in tlre Soviet Union
presents a colrerent pic-
fure of the Stalin era in
terms of the scale of the
destruction wrought in
tlre countryside as a result
of torced collectivisation
and industrialisation and
tlre Great Purges. Here tlre
authons' training proves
invaluable as they attempt
to piece togetlrer trom
publislred statistics tlre
real extent of tlre likely
deatlrs from "ululatutal"
causes. Tlrey estimate tlrat
between4and5nrillion
perislred in the tirrst half ot
the Thirties and a further
4 nrillion in the terror of
the late 'l'hirties. This is
not a history book,
however, as nruch as all
analytical account of tlre
period, rthiclr draws ont
variotrs tlremes of econo-
mic and political develop-
nrent. Much ot tlre infor-
mation tlrerefore appears
in a fairly dry tbrm
accompanied by statistics.

The work indicates tlre
new ground broken by
social scientists unrJer
Gorbachev. The very rro-
tion of "Stalinism", tlre
previous existerre of
which had Lreen vigorotrs-
ly denied as an invention
oi txrurgeois ideology or
malicions Trotslqyite prop-
aganda, is accepied aird a
distinc tion scrrLrpulotrsly
dmwn between tlre Stalin
period as a moment in
Soviet history and Stalin-
ism as a nrode of opera-
tion, elements of which
continued (and c'ontinue)
to ir*luence tle courrse of
Soviet development. The
merits of tbrced collectiv-
isation and industrialisa-
tion are subjected to a
tierce criticlue. For tlre tirst
tinre tlre notion that
Buklrarin represented a
colrerent ancl vierlrle alter-
native to Stalin is given a
wide airing but tlre very
lack of publislred material
on Buklrarirt's programme
prevents a detailecl discus-
sion of wlrat that alterna-
tive would lrave nreant in
practice. Nevertheless, tlre
idea that Stalinist indust-
rialisation provided a vital

platform for repellirU and
then defeating the Nazi
invasion in 1941 is treated
sceptically and tl're autlrons
believe tlrat a lower, but
more coruistent rate of
growth witlrout the dis-
astrous effec'ts on agricul-
fure could have produced
the same results.

Tlre book suttbrs from
seeing tlrc causes of Stalin-
ism as purely tlre consequ-
errces of processes internal
t<l tlre Soviet Union TIre
whole prelude to Stalin-
ism is virtually ignored
and, altlrough references
are made to the clrangi4g
character of the party in
tlre 1920s, tlre outconre ot
tlre Stalin/Trotsky strug-
gle is taken tbr granted.
Irotsky merits just two
lines in a tootnote.
Altlrough one reason tor
tlre Stalin cou nter-revolu-
tion is given as a per-
ceived threat to Soviet
sectrrity and a concom-
itant need to develop
Soviet lreavy and deferrce
industries, there is no
analysis of the balance of
forces on an international
level and not a word is
devoted to Stalirt's foreign
policy. Even in a book
which tocuses on tlre
ef'fects on the Soviet peo-
ple, this is surely tr maior
lacuna as those ettects
were intluenced by events
particularly in Europe e.g.
tlre coming to pow'er ot
Hitler and the deteat ot
tlre Spanish Republic, both
to a great extent conseclu-
ences of tlre policies of the
Stalinised Comintern
Sinrilarly, there is not a
word about tlre transplan-
tation of Stalinist regimes
into Eastern Europe after
World War Two, or of the
Chinese revolution which
treed tlre Soviet Union
fiom its isolation.

The book's strongest fe-
afure is its analysis of the
restrlts of Stalinism: tlre
contradictory character o f
many of tlre
"aclfevemertts" of indust-
rialisatiorl - full employ-
ment at tlre cost of severe
restrictions on the move-
nrent of labour; rising
wages anl declining liv-
ing stanrdards, etc.

Its weakest feature is its

handling of tlre causes of
Stalinism. While the au-
tlmrs try desperately to
identify tlre objective pro-
cesses which propelled the
historical actors to make
or not to make the choices
tlrey did, one is left with a
feelirlg that it was tlre
psychological make-up of
tlre Stalins and Bukharins
which was tlre ultimate
determinant of tbrced col-
lectivisation and indust-
rialisation. This would not
be so bad if the book
contained rounded por-
traits of tlre main pro-
tagordsts, btrt the authors
are so concerrred to avoid
concentrating on indi-
viduals tlrat Stalin makes
only tleeting appearances.
Nevertl'reless, there is a
quite interesting discus-
sion of tlre Stalinism aftec-
ted tlre mass psyclrology
of tlre Soviet people. Real
analysis of tlre modus
oPerandi of Stalin's poli-
tical regime and econorrry
is also absenU tlrey are
simply retbrred to as
"despotic" and
'to mmand -autho ritari an" .

Inevitably, tlre autlrorq
also find it difficult to
make up their minds
about the nature of the
bureaucracy. Tlrey d"rry
that a distinct social layer
came irrto existence, but
aclmowledge that tlre
apparahls was privileged
compared to tlre rest of
Soviet society arvl attlicteci
by bureaucratism. To go
beyond this would mean
questio ning Go rbachev' s
strategy and ability to
carry it out.

All in all, therefore, tlre
book is very nrtrch a
mixed bug front tlre stand-
point of a Western review-
er. But, althotrgh this book
attempts to provide a his-
torical justification tbr tlre
present collrse in tlre
USSR, it is still tlre best
analysis of tlrc Stalin
period to lrave appeared
in tlre Soviet Union and as
such will hopefully prove
just tlre starting-point tor
rlore detailed research.

Rick Simon
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